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ABSTRACT 

This study presents a description of Vietnamese tones in 

the three major dialects -Northern, Central and Southern - in 

their various aspects and at different levels of analysis. 

Acoustic phonetic materials were gathered from voice record

ings of 34 informants, analyzed instrumentally and measured. The data 

obtained were treated statistically and normalized to yield typical 

values for the parameters of Fo, Intensity, Duration and Laryngeal

ization,which serve to characterize all Vietnamese tones. There

sults established six non-stopped tones (level, falling, rising, 

drop, curve and broken) and two stopped tones (stopped rising and 

stopped drop) for Northern Vietnamese, which in this respect also 

represents Modern Standard Vietnamese. The Central and Southern dia

lects have only five non-stopped tones and two stopped tones, since 

there are no differences in the phonetic realizations of the standard 

curve and broken tones in these dialects. Four types of Fo contour 

(level, falling, rising and concave) and three levels of average Fo 

(high, mid and low) were established. Useful data on intensity, dur

ation and laryngealization occurring on different tones were also 

obtained. 

Analysis of the variation of tone parameters in their rela

tionships with segmental and suprasegmental environments points to 
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the camp ex nteract on var ous factors the reduction of tone. 

The et c nature of V etnamese tones can thus be unders~ood to 

have acoustic properties related to the laryngeal mechanisms for the 

productior! of voice, with Fo contour, relative Fo level and voice 

quality as the basis for differentiating the tones . 

Perceptual tests on cross-dialect tone recognition with natural 

and synthetic tones, involving 84 Northern, Central and Southern Viet

namese subjects, showed that natural tones of the three dialects in 

meaningful contexts were readily identified by all subjects, while 

isolated real speech tones and synthetic tones presented varying de

grees of difficulty in recognition according to individual tones, dia

lects and subjects. Analysis of tone features involved in mispercep

tions suggested that contour features played a dominant role in tone 

identification. 

A model of tone perception is proposed, including conversion 

processes and interpretation rules for translating the physical phonetic 

parameters into phonetic features (pitch targets and degrees of lar

yngeal ization) then into phonological features (contour, concave, high, 

low, falling, rising, creaky, stopped). The model is supposed tore

flect the dynamic process of tone perception in which the phonetic 

properties of tones are perceived in terms of the native speakers' 

phonological structures. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

J, 1 AIM AND SCOPE OF S'l'UDY 

This study is intended to provide a description of Vietnamese 

tones in their various aspects and at different levels of analysis. 

My purpose is to discover the acoustic, articulatory and 

perceptual features of Vietnamese tones as produced by the speakers 

of the three major dialects (Northern, Central and Southern Vietnam

ese, henceforward NV, CV and SV, to be defined in 1.4 below) and as 

perceived both within dialect groups and across dialect boundaries. 

Vietnamese tones have been described in a number of grammars 

and phonological studies. In spite of many differences, most of these 

studies agree on a few major points: the number of tones, certain 

auditory and acoustic characteristics that differentiate them (al

though descriptive labels vary a great deal; see Earle 1975:42), 

the association of tone with the syllable and its function at the 

lexical and semantic levels. 

To mention some of the better known works, impressionistic 

descriptions of NV tones can be found in Thompson 1965, Nguyen Dinh 

Hoa 1967, Hoang Tue and Hoang Minh 1975 and Doan Thien Thuat 1977, 

of SV tones in Thompson 1959 and Henderson 1961, and of CV tones in 

Emeneau 1951. Contrastive descriptions of NV and SV tones are given 



2 

in Jones and h Sanh Thong 1 7 and uyen Dang Liem 1 0. An 

impress on st c survey of tones in six dialecta areas - Hanoi Vinh 

Hue, Da Nang, Saigon (now Ho Chi Minh City) and Tra Vinh - can be 

found in Thompson 1965. 

Descriptionsbased on instrumental analysis are given 1n Le 

Van Ly 1948, Andreev and Gordina 1957, Nguyen Ham Duong 1962, Han 

1969, Han and Kim 1972 and Earle 1975, for NV tones, and in Tran 

Huang Ma i 1969 for SV tones. 

The only perceptual study of Vietnamese tones that I know of 

is by Mi 1 ler 1961 on recognition of NV tones 1n whispered speech. The 

historical development of tone in Vietnamese has been discussed in 

Haudricourt 1954, 1961 and 1972, Thompson 1969 and Matisoff 1973. A 

reconstruction of Proto-Viet-Muong tones has been attempted by Thomp

son 1976 in a study of Proto-Viet-Muong phonology. 

It appears from the above list that the tones of NV, regarded 

as a prestige dialect closest to the standard national language, have 

been studied more extensively and CV tones are the least described 

of al 1. Moreover, with a few exceptions, most of these studies tend 

to describe only standard tone forms without attempting to show how 

these forms can vary in different environments, and 1 ittle or no at

tention has been paid to variation among dialects or variation 

among individuals within those dialects. This study wil 1 attempt to 

fill some of these gaps. 

1. 2 DESCRIPTIVE FRAJc:ErvORK AND DEFINITION OF TERMS 

.1 posit three levels of representation for tonal description. 



At the physical phonetic level, tones are viewed as syllable-

specific properties of the laryngeal voice produced in the pho-

natory process, as different from the formant structures, tran-

sitions or aperiodic noise which characterize segments. These 

properties can be extracted from acoustic data and described by 

means of 'physical phonetic parameters,' which in my framework 

represent the normalized values, in numerical scales, of Fo (fun

damental frequency), I (relative intensity), D (relative duration) 

and L (laryngeal ization). The first three parameters have their 

3 

usual meanings in acoustic phonetics. In my study, laryngealization 

is used as a cover term for some tone-specific phonation types 

which suggest "a tendency to constriction at the laryngeal level" 

(Laver 1980). This includes varying degrees of creaky voice, breathy 

voice and glottal closure which occur as distinctive or redundant 

features of some tones and therefore has a wider meaning than that ' . 

used in some other works (e.g. Ladefoged 1971, 1975 and Lehiste 1970, 

where laryngealization is equivalent to creaky voice.) 

Within the same physical phonetic level, the phonatory pro-

cess for tone production wil 1 be referred to in terms of laryngeal 

and aerodynamic factors which underlie the articulatory gestures. 

At the systematic phonetic level, tones wil 1 be described in 

terms of n-ary phonetic features, namely pitch and laryngeal ization, 

using the five levels of pitch in Chao's system (1930) and four 

degrees of laryngealization as proposed in my scheme (Ch. Two). 

take this level to represent the auditory and articulatory reality 

of speech sounds, usually recorded in systematic phonetic transcrip-

tions with the details and variations which trained phoneticians 
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can hear and observe direct y without lnstrumen s. 

At the phonolog cal level, wh ch n my view r·epresents the 

psychological reality of speech in the native speakers' system, tones 

wil 1 be characterized by binary phonological features of the type 

proposed in lt/ang 1967, with some modifications. I adopt the following 

phonological features for the description of Vietnamese tones: 

'contour,' 'concave,' 'high,' 'low.' 'falling,' 'rising,' 'creaky,' 

and 'stopped.' The reasons for this choice wi 11 be explained in 

1.5.4.3 infrc:J. 

The following example wil I show, briefly, how the tones will 

be represented at different levels. 

The SV curve tone has a concave contour, a mid level of 

average Fo, and no characteristic laryngealization. The mean Fo values 

in Hertz, derived from acoustic measurements at six time points, for 

a group of nine sv informants and an individual female informant SF 1, 

are respectively 

(SV group) 173 162 149 175 219 224 

(SF 1 ) 306 286 256 275 315 317 

Normalization procedures proposed in Ch. Two wil 1 bring these 

figures into more comparable forms with the parameter Fo Differential, 

-
in percent, relative to the mean F (in this case 183Hz for the SV 

group and 291 Hz for Informant SF1) : 

(SV group) -5 -12 -18 -4 19 22 

(SF 1 ) 5 -1 -12 -5 8 8 

These figures give us a better· idea of the typical shape of 

this tone by the group as a whole and by Informant SF 1 . The negative 

-
values represent Fo levels below the mean F. 
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At the systematic phonetic level, either determined audi-

torily or by means of conversion processes proposed inCh. Five, 

this tone wil 1 be represented in its standard form for SV as 

[
2 1 4 p i t c h .l 

0 Laryng\ or more briefly [214] 

and for Informant SFl as 

[
313 Pitch l 

0 La ryng \ or [313] 

Possible variants for this tone, depending on individual 

speakers or phonetic environment, are [215], [324], etc. These de-

tails and variations concerning the onset, midpoint and endpoint 

pitch targets in n-ary values are auditorily perceptible, but will 

become irrelevant at the phonological level when this tone could be 

represented as 
T 

(+ contour) 
(+ concave) 
- high 

- low 

+falling 

+ rising 

- creaky 

The choice of these features wil 1 be explained in 1.5.4.3 infra 

and the way they could be derived from the phonetic representations 

will be described inCh. Five. Briefly, the features [-high, -low] 

characterize the tone as having mid average pitch in contrast to a 

higher tone or a Jowe1· tone. The features [+falling] and [+rising] 

refer respectively to the initial downward slope and the subsequent 

upward slope of its pitch contour. The feature [-creaky] reflects 

the lack of characteristic laryngeal ization. The features in parentheses 
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can be predicted by redundancy conventions. Thus this SV curve tone 

can be conveniently described as a mid~concave or mid-falling-rising 

tone. 

The basic assumptions underlying the framework proposed are 

that the three levels of representation reflect the complex nature 

of tonal facts existing as acoustic, articulatory and psychological 

realities and that these realities can be observed, analyzed and 

shown to be inter-related within an integrated I inguistic system. 

The three levels will be formally described and related to 

each other by various rules and processes presented in Ch. Five. As 

an addition to current theory, I shal I propose a model of tone per

ception with some forms of tone interpretation rules to represent 

the perceptual, as distinct from the generative, process. I have not 

come across any such model, but only a few hints from Sampson 1970 

that phonological rules could be made reversible to capture the deri

vation, performed by the hearer, of underlying representations from 

surface representations. 

1.3 GENERAL PROCEDURE AND PLAN OF STUDY 

To determine the phonetic characteristics of the tones, I 

shall derive acoustic phonetic data from measurements of mingograms 

and spectrograms of NV, CV and SV informants' voices and treat them 

statistically to obtain physical phonetic parameters in normalized 

values. 1 shall refer to underlying physiological mechanisms for tone 

production in terms of laryngeal and aerodynamic factors that can be 

related to the above data and those supplied in other studies. 



perceptual st of tone w 11 be based on perceptual 

test involving both natural and synthetic tones, administered to 

native speakers of the three major dialects. 

7 

In accordance with this procedure, my study will be organized 

as fo 11 ows. 

In the rest of this chapter, I shall provide some background 

information on Vietnamese and its dialects and some basic facts of 

Vietnamese phonology. 

Chapter Two deals with the acoustic aspects of Vietnamese 

tones with emphasis on their variation across the major dialects, 

and the way they could be related and compared through normalization 

procedures. 

In Chapter Three, I shall enquire into the physiological and 

physical nature of tone by examining the various intrinsic factors 

that exert influence on ~o variation, and referring them to the pho

nation process. 

Chapter Four presents the results of cross-dialect perceptual 

tests and an analysis of various factors involved in tone perception. 

In Chapter Five, 1 shall propose a model of tone perception 

that is presumed to under] ie the perceptual mechanism. 

_7. 1 VJiiTN!tM/','/7{',' !tND ITS IJI!tLF:CTS 

The Vietnamese language, spoken by about fifty mill ion people, 

is remarkably homogeneous in its basic structures. Although variations 

exist in many respects, they are often overlooked or ignored by 1 in

guists who are more interested in describing the idealized standard 
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forms. 

Opin on differs as to the number of dialects and the degree 

of variation (cf Maspero 1912, Thompson 1965, Vuong Loc 19 , Nguyen 

Van Tu 1976, among othe1·s). I share the view of most linguists in 

describing Vietnamese as having three major dialects, the Northern, 

Central and Southern. Each major dialect comprises several local 

dialects that differ from each other in some respects, but data on 

these differences are not readily available. In this study, I shall 

refer to NV, CV and SV as the standard forms of those dialects rep

resented by the better known speech of Hanoi, Hue and Ho Chi Minh 

City and their surrounding areas respectively. Between them, there 

is I ittle variation in syntax, a common core of over 90% of the 

basic vocabulary, and most variations occur in the realm of phono

logy and phonetics.This enables native speakers oF Vietnamese read

i Jy to recognize a Northern, Central or Southern accent while en

countering I ittle difficulty in mutual understanding (perhaps with 

the exception of some remote local dialects.) 

Some of the major phonological differences between NV, CV 

and SV can be found in Vuong Lac 1975 and in Thompson 1965, who noted 

11an overall picture of gradually changing patterns from north to 

south. 11 It does not follow, however, that the NV and SV dialects are 

farther apart because of geographical distance. There are, for ex

ample, more phonetic similarity between NV and SV tones than between 

these and the CV system. 

A sketch map of Vietnam 1 S dialectal structure is presented 

in Figure 1.1 (next page). As we can see from this map, Hanoi and 

Ho Chi Minh City are two important urban centres from where most 
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IJV 

cv 

Innovation areas 

1/ 
Diffusion corrjdor 

Nha Trang 

FIGUH£ l.l Viet .t:~:.r:1 1 s J_i,,J_ectal Structure 
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nguistic innovations are supposed to originate and spread along 

diffusion corridors (vertical hatching) pass ng through a string of 

coastal towns. The two transition areas (cross hatching) represent 

places where one can find some mixed features of NV and CV (the re

gion between Thanh Hoa and Vinh) and of CV and SV (the region be

tween Hue and Da Nang). Relic areas (horizontal hatching) are located 

in various CV provinces, especially in rural districts, where local 

dialects have retained many elements of earlier Vietnamese in terms 

of vocabulary and pronunciation. 

The concurrence of various factors - common core of vocabulary, 

common grammar structures, gradual changes of phonological features 

between any two dialects, plus the modern tendency toward standard-

ization through the media and education - has contributed to mutual 

intel 1 igibil ity between dialects and greater homogeneity of the 

national language. 

1. 5 A SKETCH OF VIEfNAftff<iSE PHONOLOGY 

This very brief sketch is given with a dual purpose 1n mind: 

to provide the reader with some basic understanding of the Vietnamese 

sound system and to illustrate the more general phonological frame

work to which subsequent descriptions of tonal phenomena could be 

related. 

1. 5. 1 The Vowel tern 

The vovJel system is given in Table 1.1 (next page). Redundant 

(predictable) features for vowels are not qiven in the table, as 

theY can all be predicted by a Redundancy Convention of the form 
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A~ B which automatically assigns the redundant features to a vowel 

which is always [+ syl (labic)] in Vietnamese. 

(RCl) [+ syl) -'t- - cons(onantal) 

+ voice 

+ son(orant) 

+ con t ( in uan t) 

In subsequent notations, unless otherwise required for greater 

clarity, features will be given j,n their abbreviated forms, and 

[+ syl] or- [v] will stand for a vowel. 

1. 5. 2 The System of Consonants and Glides 

Some phonologists (e.g. Maspero 1912, Hoang Tue and Hoang 

Minh 1975, Doan Thien Thuat 1977, Nguyen Phan Canh 1978, among others) 

would recognize two separate systems of Vietnamese consonants, the 

initial and the final ones, and some would even recognize the medial /w/ 

as a separate class by itself. I would resolve whatever is different 

between them in function of their position in the syllable structure 

by a special feature such as [- release] in a phonological rule, 

which can aptly describe the main difference between initial and 

final stops, while giving them the same description in terms of pho-

nological features and including them in one and the same system. 

The system is presented in Table 1.2 (next page).The abbrevi-

at ions 1 cor 1 , I asp I' 1 son 1 and 1 cont 1 in the table stand for 1 corona 1 , 

1 aspirated, 1 1 sonorant 1 and 1 continuant 1 respectively. Note that in 

subsequent notations, [- syl] or [C] will stand for a consonant or 

a g 1 ide, and 

I 
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c 

- cent 

- son 

- voice 

will represent a voiceless stop, which is of direct relevance to 

tonal distribution in Vietnamese. 

1. 5. 3 The Vietnamese Syllable Structure 

Writers of Vietnamese grammars and phonology have always 

viewed the syllable as a phonological unit. Though the syllable has 

not been given formal status in the standard generative theory, its 

phonetic and phonological reality has been shown by various authors 

such as Wang 1967, Kratochvil 1968, Fudge 1969, Sampson 1970, Hooper 

1976, Bel 1 and Hooper 1978, Lehiste 1978, Fujimura and Lovins 1978, 

among others. 

The Vietnamese syllable can be described as having the fol-

lowing structure in a non-linear tree-diagram, in which elements in 

parentheses can be zero, and the features [- seg(ment), +voice] 

mark the tone. By convention, tonal features can be marked thus, or 

alternatively, with [T], whenever confusion with segmental features 

may arise· 

SYLLABLE -------r-----(INITIAL) RHYME TONE 
__..-,...__~-.... 

(MEDIAL) NUCLEUS (CODA) 

[- syl] [- sy 1] [+syl] [- syl] - seg - l l+ voice_ 
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is structure IS advocated most writers on V etnamese 

logy, although n different formal representations. Note that 

have not used the term 'Final,' to avoid possible confusion, be-

cause in most studies of Vietnamese phonology, this term means 

'final consonant,' while in most descriptions of Chinese phonology, 

it is the equivalent of 'rhym~ in my diagram. 

This structure implies that in a Vietnamese syllable, the 

vowel nucleus and tone are the only obligatory elements. There are 

a number of phonotactic constraints which wil 1 establish the fol-

lowing. 

(a) The system of initials comprises all consonants and 

glides in Table I .2 except /p/ and /j/. Initial /p/ occurs only in 

a few loan words. Initial /j/ occurs only as a surface variant of 

/z/ in some dialects. 

(b) The medial can only be /w/. It cannot occur if initial 

/w/ is present, and occurs after labial initials only in a few 

loan words from French, e.g. /mwa/ 'me' (<Fr moi), /vwan/ 'veil' 

(< Fr voi I e)· 

(c) The system of codas (final consonants and glides) comprises 

only eight underlying phonemes and four allophonic variants ~given 

below. 

p t 

m n 

(c) 

(p) 

k 

j w 

The variants can be derived by rules, e,g. final velars are 
/ 

labial~zed after the back rounded lax vowels. Thus /ok/ 'periwinkle' 



!::5rt/, etc. 

(d) The short vowels /c/, /~/, Iii and !51 occur only in 

closed syllables, such as /t~k/ 1 stopped, 1 /krm/ 1 dumb, 1 /m~k/ 
-

1 hook, 1 and 1i~1 1 brother, 1 but not in *It~/ or */ki/. 
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(e) Final /j/ does not occur after front vowels and final /w/ 

does not occur after back rounded vowels. The following combinations 

occur: 

/iw/ /i?Jw/ 

/ew/ 

/£w/ 

liwl /~w/ ;;j/ /~j/ 

/aw/ /aw/ /aj/ /aj/ 

/oj/ 

hj/ 

This points to a regular dissimilatory pattern and the behav-

iour of central vowels (some of them are back unrounded phonetically) 

as a group, before final glides. 

Vietnamese is a tonal language in the sense that it has 11 lex-

ically significant, contrastive, but relative pitch on each syllable, 11 

as defined in Pike (1948:3) .. 

Table 1.3 (next page) gives the reader a general idea of the 

system and its variation across dialects. The following comments are 

necessarY· 

1 .5.4.1 Tone Names Most authors writing on Vietnamese agree 

that modern standard Vietnamese has six underlying tones and two 

conditioned variants that occur only in syllables with voiceless 

final stops, but few have discussed the question at length and some 

tend to give the variants very little attention in their description. 

In mY study, I shall use the term 1 phonological tones• when referring 
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to he six unde lying tones, 'phonetic tones' when speaking of 

their phonetic realizations at surface evel, which number seven or 

eight according to dialects, and 'stopped tones' or 'stopped variants' 

interchangeably for the conditioned variants occurring at surface level 

only. In phonological and phonetic notations, this conditioning fac

tor is included by marking the variants with a small~· as there is 

reason to believe (and I shall try to show later) that this factor 

underlies both the occurrence of the variant forms and their recogni

tion as such by the hearer. 

The Vietnamese names do not include special reference for 

these stopped variants, although the word 'nh~p' ('entering') is some-

times used. prefer to qualify them by the conditioning factor men-

tioned above. The English names are taken from Han 1969 and preferred 

to other labels for a number of reasons: they are short and suggestive 

of the basic contours of each tone; they reflect the fact that across 

dialects the tones tend to retain their basic contours while varying 

in relative pitch. This fact in turn may be reflecting a typological 

characteristic of Vietnamese tones as having primacy of contour over 

relative pitch. This is another proposition I shall examine later. 

1 . 5. 4. 2 N11 mber of Tones and Tone Numbering The number of 

tones in NV and SV presents no problem, as all authors agree that NV 

has six phonological tones and two stopped variants, while SV has 

one less because the curve and broken tones have historically merged. 

The picture is more complex with CV tones.Although the standard 

dialect in Hue and most of the CV area has five tones (Maspero 1912, 

Thompson 1965), there ~re reports of a six-tone system at Vinh 

(Emeneau 1951) and also a four-tone system (Duong Thanh Binh 1971). 
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It appears, from my recorded data and personal contacts with CV 

s kers, that the six-tone system only occurs at some paces in 

the 1 transitional area 1 betv1een CV and NV (see map on Figure Ll). 

The four-tone system occurs only in some local CV dialects in 

rural districts. It is therefore adequate to describe standard CV 

as having five tones, as in SV, i.e. without the broken tone. T~is 

1s supported by the acoustic data and auditory impressions 1 got 

from informants corning from various CV provinces. 

For the phonological notations, different systems of number

ing have been used. Therefore, I have decided against such a system, 

because it may cause confusion for the readers who have been used 

to another system. Instead, I have settled for the diacritic signs 

used in the official Vietnamese orthography, with the exception that 

a macron is used for the leve tone which is eft unmarked in usual 

spelling. This wil I favour the reader who knows some Vietnamese, and 

1 hope others will get familiarized with them easily. 

Though I am not going to use it, the numbering system which 

under 1 i es the presentation order in my description deserves some 

explanation. This order is chosen for various reasons: one of them 

is relative stability and another is relative frequency of occurrence. 

The first three tones, the level tone/-/, the falling tone;,; and 

the rising tone///, practically retain their basic contours across 

dialects and account for- a total of nearly 70~ of occurrences in 

the basic vocabulary a11d nearly 80;'< of occurrences in speech. The 

tone numbered 6, the broken tone/""/, occurs almost exclusively in 

NV and have merged with the curve tone/'/ in CV and SV. Moreover, 

the curve and broken tones, taken together, account for only 15~ 



of occurrences n the basic vocabulary and about 10% in speech 

(see Table 1 .4, next page). 
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Features As noted in 1.2 (p 4-5), beside the 

physical phonetic parameters in numerical scales, I have chosen two 

systems of features to represent Vietnamese tones at two other levels. 

The phonetic features of 'Pitch' and 'Laryngeal ization' represent 

tones at the systematic phonetic level, where details concerning 

pitch levels at onset, midpoint and endpoint, and several degrees of 

Jaryngealization are necessary to distinguish between variants of 

the same phonological tones. These features correspond to the notation 

system proposed in Chao 1930, with five levels of pitch and one, two 

or three pitch targets depending on whether the tone is level, with 

unidirectional or bidirectional contour. To mark laryngeal ization, 

the diacritic signs (creaky voice) and [ .. ] (breathy voice), 

after Ladefoged 1971 and Laver 1980, are also used under the pitch 

number or chao's tone letters. The standard phonetic tones of NV, CV 

and SV can be thus represented in short phonetic notations as in 

Table 1.3 above (p 17). The values given were first obtained impres

sionistical ly, then readjusted (in a few cases only) when they could 

be derived from acoustic data according to conversion formulae pro

posed inCh. Five (section 5.2). 

At the phonological level, the features 'contour,' 'concave,' 

'high,' 'low,' 'falling,' 'rising,' 'creaky' and 'stopped' are 

adopted. The reasons for this choice can be summarized as follows. 

(a) Vietnamese tones in all dialects display great similar-

ities in pitch contour while differing in relative average pitch, 

and only one level tone occurs in each dialect system. This can be 
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inferred from the phonet c notations in Table 1.3 (p 17) and will 

be shown in deta 1 in the acoust c data presented in Ch. Two. This 

suggests that contour is a prominent feature in the Vietnamese tone 

system as a whole, and the unitary contour features are more appro

priate than other systems. To take an example, the rising tone j/j 

has the standard form [35] in NV and SV and [24] in CV, but their 

stopped variants can be [45] and [34], and there are other possible 

variants such as [25] or [JL!}. This shows that the feature [+rising] 

under! ies al 1 these forms while the average pitch feature may vary 

between high and mid. A sequence-of-levels representation (as pro

posed in Leben 1978 for African tones or in Yip 1980 for Chinese 

tones, among others) would fai 1 to capture this underlying feature 

in the Vietnamese system. The question remains open whether tones 

are of different types requiring different analyses. 

(b) In this framework, 'contour' means 'not level' and 

'falling' and 'rising' are self-explanatory. I have substituted 

'concave' for 'convex' in Wang's system, for the reason that no con

vex tones occur in Vietnamese, and therefore 'convex' cannot serve 

to distinguish between the unidirectional and bidirectional tones in 

Vietnamese, where 'concave' can. 

(c) The features 'high' and 'low' will establish three levels 

of average pitch for the phonological tone system. I have substituted 

'low' for both 'mid' and 'central' in \-lang's system because there is 

no need for more than three pitch levels at this level of represen

tation in Vietnamese. The five levels of pitch targets needed for 

phonetic detail at onset, midpoint and endpoint are represented at 

the systematic phonetic level only. The three levels of average pitch 

will be supported by acoustic data given inCh. Two (2.3.2). 
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) The features 1 reaky' and 1 s ped' are added to Wang's 

system for specific reasons. 'Creaky' is the voice qua ity feature 

corresponding to 'Laryng' at the phonetic leveL It is the only feature 

that differentiates the NV falling tone and drop tone. Although it 

may be redundant, 111 a strictly distinctive feature system, with the 

NV broken tone and the CV curve tone, it remains an important char

acteristic of these tones. 'Stopped' is not strictly a tone feature, 

but rather a feature of the syllable on which the stopped tonesoccur. 

1 use this feature to mark off the stopped variants, because, as 

noted earlier in 1.5.4.1, this feature under! ies both their occurrence 

and their recognition as such by the hearer. 

The ful 1 feature specification of standard NV, CV and SV tones 

are given in Table L5 (next page). Note that the features in paren

theses are redundant and can be predicted by conventions or rules 

that I shall described inCh. Five (section 5.1). 

The use of the feature system described above is consistent 

with the basic assumption that tone is suprasegmental 111 natur·e and 

the syllable is the smallest tone-bearing unit, of which tone is a 

structural constituent as described in 1.5.3. This does not rule out 

the possibi1 ity that tonal phenomena can occur across syllable 

boundaries, in higher level units, and a theory of tonal phonology 

should make provisions for this too. 

The foregoing points wi 11 be further discussed with support

ing data at relevant parts of my study in accordance with the plan 

outlined 111 1.3. 
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~Features in parentheses are redundant and predictable by rules. 



CHAPTER TWO 

ACOUSTIC PHONETIC PROPERTIES OF VIETNAMESE TONES 

2.0 INTRODUCTION 

As noted in Ch. One, there have been a number of acoustic 

phonetic descriptions of Vietnamese tones. The earlier studies by 

Le Van Ly 1948, Andreev and Gordina 1957 and Nguyen Ham Duong 1962, 

based on kymograph or intonograph tracings, established the typical 

Fo contours of NV tones, regarded by the authors as representative 

of modern standard Vietnamese. Later studies by Han 1969, Han and 

Kim 1972, based on sound spectrograms, and by Earle 1975, using com

puterized pitch extractors, gave essentially similar results for NV 

tones. In these works, the authors mainly presented the Fo data and 

some data on duration,but no data on intensity. They mentioned lar

yngeal ization, or glottal ization, as chara:terizing some tones but 

offered no detailed description. 

The study of SV tones by Tran Huang Mai 1969 was partly 

based on pitch meter tracings, but no statistical data were provided. 

The author described SV tone contours in various stress and inton

ation patterns primarily from auditory study of recorded voices and 

visua] inspection of the Fo tracings. To my knowledge, there has 

been no acoustic phonetic study of CV tones. 
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This chapter will deal w th the p s cal phonetic aspects 

Vietnamese tones based on acoustical data. The body of 

data gathered from a wide range of NV, CV and SV informants 

will provide a basis for determining the main characteristics of 

NV, CV and SV tones as produced by native speakers, and the range 

of regional and individual variations. 

The results will be presented and discussed in two parts. 

In the first part, they are given in the form of arithmetical mean 

volues of fundamental frequency, relative intensity, relative dur

ation and characteristic degrees of laryngeal ization. Mean values 

are supposed to represent the average, typical parameters of the 

tones for the group of informants concerned, but they do not always 

convey 1 inguistical ly significant information. As noted by Lade

foged (1975:255), ''generally speaking, the phonetic characteristics 

of a sound cannot be determined by measuring the absolute values 

ofth1: physical phenomena involved." For example, the SV and CV level 

tones have the following mean Fo values in Hertz at six measure

ment points, for the respective groups of informants: 

( sv) 

( cv) 

191 

184 

191 

182 

192 

185 

191 

187 

189 

188 

184 Hz 

186 Hz 

Both tones can be described as having a level Fo contour, 

but the Fo values convey the false impression that the SV level 

tone has higher average pitch than the CV level tone. On the con

trary, I sl1.lll rlc:TI011Slrdtc th:Jt, i11 ter111s of relative pitch v~ithin 

their own systems, the SV level tone is a mid tone and the CV level 

tone is a high tone. 

That is v1hy in the second part, the mean values vJi 1 I be 

converted into relative scales (percentage or decimal), by means 
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of normalization procedures. This normalization which in practice 

eliminates the non-1 inguistic characterist cs of the tones, w II 

yield results in the form of physical phonetic parameters in nor-

mal ized values. These wi 11 be 1 inguistically more relevant and 

more useful for comparing tones in different dialects and between 

speakers. For example, the above-mentioned level tone Fo values, 

converted into FD(F) - Fo Differential, in percent, relative to a 

-
mean F for each group of informants- will have the following 

values at six timepoints: 

(SV) 4 4 4 4 3 FD(F) percent 

(CV) 12 10 12 14 14 13 II 

This gives a better idea of the relative pitch of the level 

tone in each system. 0 being the mean F, the SV values indicate a 

pitch level slightly above the average, and CV values indicate a 

higher level stil 1. Tones with negative FD(F) values would be auto-

matically understood to belong to the low pitch range. 

On the basis of the results in both mean values and nor-

mal ized values, I shal 1 determine the main characteristics of NV, 

CV and SV tones, their similarities and differences in various 

parameters, and discuss some implications for further linguistic 

analysis. 

2. 1 Pl?OCl\'DUF?ES 

2. 1. 1 Tnfm'man ts 

This study was based on the recorded voices of over forty 

native speakers of NV, CV and SV. For technical reasons, some of 



the recordings were not good enough for nstrumenta analysis, 

though they were usefu r auditory st . Therefore, only thirty-

four (11 NV, 12 CV and 11 SV informants) were used in the data 

analysis. They include 14 female and 20 male in rmants, coded F 

and M. Their birth places are indicated on the map in Figure 2.1 

(next page), which would give a fair idea of how regional dialects 

were represented. The number in the codenames increases in the 

southward direction within each sex group and each dialect. 

Of these informants, about two-thirds were university 

students aged between 18 and 30, the remaining being post-graduates 

and other staff of older age. Most of them were 1 iving away from 

where they had been born and had been exposed to other dialects 

to some extent. As a whole, their speech could then be characterized 

as educated and representative of the standard NV, CV and SV dia

lects, although traces of their local dialects were still present. 

took care to leave out those whose accent, 

judging by my ears, was not typical of their own dialects, either 

because of strong influences from others, or because of strong 

idiosyncratic or local features. I also decided to include a pro

portionately larger number of CV speakers in view of the fact that 

cV ~peech is thought to be more varied, less standardized and less 

well known than the other varieties. 

2. 1. 2 Tvor'd £~is ts 

felt that there was no need to replicate the studies by 

Han 1969, which dealt almost exclusively with the single-vowel 

syllable types, and by Earle 1975, which dealt with a larger range 

of syllables involving al 1 types of consonants and vowels. After 
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a pilot study of samples from informants available in Canberra had 

shown that the smaller samples gave essentially the same results 

without the greater variance occurring in larger samples, I decided 

that a cross-dialect study could include a smaller number of syl

lables with similar phonetic realizations in all three dialects. 

The analysis in this chapter is based on two word-1 ists, 

given in Table 2.1 and Table 2.2 (next page). The first 1 ist con~ 

tains five isolated syllables to be utterred in succession in the 

order given in the 1 ist, all with the vowel /a/ preceded by five 

different alveolar consonants (and for the stopped tones, followed 

by the velar /k/). All except a few occur as words or morphemes in 

Vietnamese, bu~ their succession as in List A is not meaningful. 

The second 1 ist consists of the syllable /ta/ occurring with all 

non-stopped tones (and /tak/ for the stopped tones), repeated three 

times and preceded by a carrier frame which would make the utterances 

meaningful and more natural. The choice of these syllables, based 

on the fact that they represent some of the most neutral sounds 

that vary 1 ittle across dialects, was intended to provide data 

typical of the average standard forms of tone in natural NV, CV and 

SV speech. Other word-1 ists were also given to informants to read; 

they wil 1 be described in relevant chapters. 

2.1.3 Recordings 

Voice recordings were made at different stages of my study 

and in somewhat different conditions, although the same procedures 

were follo~ed. Of the tbirty-four recordings retained for instru

mental analysis, fifteen were made at the Phonetics Laboratory of 

the Department of Linguistics, The Faculties, of ~he Austral ian 



TABLE 2.1 WORD LIST A 

Tone 

Level 1-1 
Falling 1,/ 
Rising 1"1 
Drop 1.1 
Curve I' I 
Broken I""/ 
stopped Rising l'sl 
Stopped Drop l.sl 

TABLE 2.2 WORD LIST B 

Tone 

Level 1-1 

Falling 1-.1 

Rising 1'1 

Drop 1.1 

Curve I' I 

Broken l..vl 

stopped Rising 1~1 

Stopped Drop I .s/' 

Syllables 

1 ta: h- dB: - sa I t a na 

/ ta tha da na sa I 
I .L., ua. 

Jh ... c. a. c.a na: sa I 
I ta h da sa I t a na 

• • • • 
th! I ti d~ ' s~ I na 

1 ta tha' da - sa I na 

ltak thak dak ncfr sakI 

ltak thak dak nak sakI • • • • • 

Syllables 

ta: ta ta: 1 
' we brothers 

/ lil~j c~v ta ta ta I 
'declining evening' 

1 ban rmj ta ta ta 1 
'sell hro dozens 1 

ta ta ta I • • • 
1Heighing three quintals 1 

I ze m~ t& t~ t& I 
'easx to describe 1 

' I mOJa tiro ta ta ta I 
1 raining cats and dogs 1 

I bk ljHi'21n tak talc tak I 
'original copy' 

I z6s Jl ~ t~ t~ t~ I 
'resemble strikingly' 

Note The utterances, as enclosed between slanted strokes, were 

read in the order given above. 
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National University in Canberra, ten were made at a language 

laboratory of the Foreign Languages Institute in Hanoi, and the 

rest were made during my field trip to other parts of Vietnam. A 

UHER 4000 Reporter IC Recorder w~s used with reel-to-reel BASF 

tapes. Tape speed was set at 9.5 em per second and volume control 

was set at Automatic. When the recordings were played back for 

study, I found no evidence that the amplitude had been clipped off. 

Informants were first given instructions and the word 1 ists 

to peruse then asked to read List A with some care (lower speed) 

and List B in a more natural way (faster speed). The idea was to 

have a corpus of syllables that represent the average standard 

tone forms in natural speech. 

2.1.4 Instrumental Analysis 

After a preliminary selection to eliminate poor recordings 

and achieve a fair balance of dialectal and individual represen

tation for the study, the recorded materials were analyzed ins

trumentally. An F-J Fundamental Frequency Meter, an F-J Intensity 

Meter, a Sony 8-Channel Mixer and an Elema-Scnonander Mingograf 

were used to analyze the output from the tape recorder and mingograms 

were obtained for a total of about 2000 syllables. The mingograms 

comprised Fo curves, intensity curves and duplex oscillograms of 

the oral waveforms. For the Fo analysis with the Fundamental Fre

quencY Meter, the high-pass filter was set at 70Hz and 120Hz, 

and the low-pass filter at 200Hz and 300Hz, respectively for 

the male and female informants. For intensity recordings, volume 

control at the Mixer, set for each informant, ensured that peak 

intensities of most syllables varied between 5 and 10 dB, after 
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theM ngograf cant ls had been cal brated with the Intensity 

Meter. chose the fu frequency range channel and I inear d splay 

on the Intensity Meter. The calibration was the same for all in

formants so that results were comparable. 

The mingograms were supplemented by about 300 narrow-band 

and wide-band spectrograms made from a Voiceprint Spectrograph 

over a number of syllables typical of each informant for checking 

and comparison in case of unclear tracings from the Mingograf. 

The spectrograms were made in linear bar display, with high speed 

and high sha~ing settings. 

2.1.5 Measurements 

The problem of analyzing the output from the Mingograf and 

the Spectrograph involves several decisions on what to measure 

and how to quantify and interpret the data. As previous studies 

mentjoned in 2.0 have concurred in defining relative pitch, pitch 

contour and laryngeal ization as distinctive features for Vietnamese 

tones, I decided first to look at fundamental frequency as a major 

parameter of tone, then to make measurements of intensity and dur-

ation of a number of syllables with different tones, then to look 

at laryngeal ization. 

2.1 .5· 1 Fo Measurements A preliminary visual examination 

of mingograms and spectrograms coupled with data from Han 1969 and 

Earle 1975 showed that the characteristic contour of any Vietnamese 

tones could be determined by measuring a certain number of points 

(three in those studies) on the Fo curves on the mingograms or a 

particular harmonic on a narrow-band spectrogram. F~the purpose 
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of this study, I decided that Fo curves on the mingograms were to 

be the primary objects of measurements, supplemented by spectrograms 

only in cases of unclear traces. 

A selection of 8 syllables for each tone and each informant 

(five from List A and three from List B for each tone), was considered 

appropriate to represent the average standard forms. Therefore the 

number of syllables involved in characterizing Fo for each tone was 

72 for NV and SV (nine informants for each dialect) and 96 for CV 

(twelve informants). 

I also decided that a three-point measurement was not enough 

to represent some fine phonetic details characteristic of some tones 

(e.g. the lowest frequencies of the NV and CV curve tones usually 

occur at about two-thirds of the duration, while those of the SV 

curve tone and the NV broken tone usually occur at about one-third 

of the duration.) A ten-point measurement would yield graphic rep

resentation~closely resembling real curves, but because of the amount 

of data to be measured by hand was tJo large for me to handle, 

adopted a six-point measurement as a practicablecompromise. The 

timepoints designated as Pl, P2, P3, P4, P5 and P6 for non-stopped 

tones were defined respectively as occurring at onset, 10% (after

onset), 37% (midpoint 1), 63% (midpoint 2), 90% (before-endpoint) 

and endpoint. The timepoints defined for stopped tones, Pl, P2, P3 

and P4, occurred respectively at onset, 37% (midpoint 1), 63% (mid

point 2) and endpoint. The duration of stopped tones was found to 

be only between one-half and two-thirds of the average duration 

of other tones and the inclusion of ~easurements at 10% after 

0 nset and before endpoint would not yield any more significant 
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data than had been obtained from four measurement points. Thus for 

each of the syllables measured, six Fo values were obtained for non

stopped tones and four Fo values for stopped tones. 

The onset at Pl was taken to be the beginning of voicing in 

syllables exce~ those with voiced consonant initials, in which case 

Pl coincided with the vowel onset as different from the consonant 

onset. Voiced cons~ant initials were excluded from the phonetic do

main of tone for reasons discussed in Howie 1976, Sauvain 1977 and 

Rose 1981. The vowel onset at Pl, in such cases, was determined from 

the characteristic dip of Fo during the obstruent /d/ (Lea 1973:61) 

or any appreciable discontinuity in either the Fo curve or the cor

responding waveform and intensity curve. The endpoint was defined 

as the syllable end, whether it was the last voicing point of a 

vowel, a glide, a voiced consonant (which in Vietnamese can only be 

a nasal in this position) or the last measurable point of the lar

yngeal ized portion of the syllable. It appeared in the Fo curves 

under study (and also for syllables ending in glides and nasals 

not included in this chapter) that the characteristic Fo curve of 

each tone extends primarily over the vowel nucleus and sonorant 

ending of al 1 syllables. When in doubt, both endpoint and onset 

were determined by comparing the Fo curve with the corresponding 

waveform , intensity curve or spectrogram. The intermediate points 

were measured at the defined timepoints when the curve was smooth, 

but when it was irregular, the nearest turning p0int, peak or low 

point was measured instead. When there were Fo perturbati~Sdue 

to various reasons (usually breathy voice, creaky voice or con

sonantal release), the nearest stable point was measured, or if the 
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perturbation was of cons derable durat on, a point was taken by 

interpolation between two stable points. Examples of those points 

can be found in Figures 2.2, 2.3, 2.4 and 2.5 (pp 40 to 43). 

2.1 .5.2 Intensity and Duration Measurements Most studies 

of Vietnamese tones noted in 2.0 barely mentioned duration as char

acteristic of some tones (the stopped tones, the NV creaky drop 

tone) and to my knowledge no data on intensity are avililabl~. M¥ 

data on intensity and duration were extracted from the same syl

lables, /ta/ for non-stopped tones and /tak/ for stopped tones, so 

as to eliminate variations that might have been associated vvith 

possible differences in the intrinsic intensity and duration of 

various types of vowels and consonants. Intensity was measur-ed 

from four syllables for each tone and each informant, at four time

points, designated by 11, 2, 13 and 14, corresponding to after

onset, midpoint 1, midpoint 2 and before-endpoint of the Fo measure

ments. There was no need to measure intensity at onset and endpoint 

because in the type of syllable chosen, beginning with a voiceless 

It/ and ending 1n /a/ or /k/,it was found to be zero or near zero 

at those points. 

Duration was measured in centiseconds and the determination 

of onset and endpoint was made in the same way as for Fo and inten

sity. 

2.1 .5.3 Statistical Treatment The Fo, intensity and duration 

values obtained from measurements described in the previous subsec

tions were treated statistically by taking the arithmetic means of 

al 1 tokens of a tone sample for each informant and for informants 

of the same dialect group, and standard deviations were calculated. 



The standard deviation is a measure dd spersion of the statis-

tica data, while the arithmetic mean, the conventional 1 average , 

is a measure of central tendency (MacDonald 1977). 

where 

The statistical formula for calcuJating the mean is 

X = 
n 

n 

i == 1 
X• 

I 

x is the mean, 

x 1 ..... xn are tokens in the set of data, and 

n is the number of tokens in the sample. 

The standard deviation is calculated by taking the square 

root of the sample variance s2 , which is defined statistically as 

sz 
n -· 1 

i=l 

- 2 
(x. - x) 

I 

The value n-1 is used instead of n in the variance formula 

because the variance is taken as an estimate from the sample and 

not as the exact variance of the population. The standard devia-

tion is normally represented by the symbol S in statistical formulae, 

but it wi 11 be abbreviated as SD in my Tables. 

2. l .5.4 Laryngeal ization Al 1 previous studies of NV tones 

mentioned laryngeal ization as a feature of the drop tone and the 

broken tone, under a variety of terms such as laryngeal ized, glot-

tal ized, constr-icted, cr·eaky, glottal stricture, etc. Breathy voice 

was also mentioned as an optional feature of the curve tone. In one 

of the later acoustic studies, Earle 1975 used the term 1 1aryngeal 

effect' to cover creaky voice, breathy voice and glottal closure 

occurring in NV tones, but gave no quantified data. 
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As there has been no tested method of quanti ing laryn-

geal ization, as I def ned in Ch, One (l ,2) decided to combine 

auditory study with observation of perturbations on spectrograms, 

Fo curves and waveforms (such as irregular striae on wide-band 

and blurred harmonics on narrow-band spectrograms, or sudden drops 

or jumps on Fo curves or any irregular forms of the waves, i.e. 

anything that suggests the presence of irregular voicing.) The 

presence of creaky voice and breathy voice in any portion of a tone 

was noted when it occurred fairly regularly for a particular tone 

over the sample of syllables by the whole group of informants for 

NV CV or SV (dialectal characteristic) or by a particular informant 
' 

(individual characteristic). Duration of the laryngealized parts 

was measured roughly on spectrograms of the same syllables /ta/ 

and /tak/ used in the intenslty and duration measurements, so that 

possible variations associated with different types of consonants 

or vowels were not involved. 

Illustrative mingograms and spectrograms of syllables with 

NV tones by Informant NF3 are given in Figures 2.2 to 2.5 (following 

pages) in which some measurement points and laryngeal ized parts 

are indicated. 

2.2 RESULTS 

The results are given 1n tabular forms in the following 

pages, in the order Fo, intensity, duration and laryngeal ization. 

Tables 2.3 to 2.5 present the mean Fo and standard deviations 

of NV, CV and SV tones respectively at six timepoints (four timepoints 



for stopped tones); the values are in Hertz and rounded to the 

nearest unit. Details of mean Fo values of each tone for each in

formant can be found in the Appendix to this chapter, together 
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with more illustrative mingograms and spectrograms for various tones 

in the three dialects. 

Tables 2.6 to 2.8 present the mean intensity values and 

standard deviations of NV, CV and SV tones respectively at four time 

points; the values are in dB and given with one decimal place. 

Table 2.9 presents the mean duration values in centiseconds 

and standard deviations of NV, CV and SV tones together. Figures 

were rounded to the nearest centiseconds a maximum and a mimimum 

value from the 32 tokens in each tone sample are also included 

in the table for comparison. 

The results of investigation into the occurrence of breathy 

voice and creaky voice are summarized in Table 2.10 in which four 

degrees of laryngeal ization are posited for categorization at the 

auditory level, namely 

0 regular voicing, no noticeable change in voice quality; 

breathy voice or slight laryngeal ization, usually as

sociated with low tones by speakers having low Fo ranges, 

as free variant of 0 or alternative realization of 2; 

2 creaky voice or heavy laryngeal ization; 

3 glottal closure, usually an alternative realization of 2. 

Following the above tables, graphic representations of the 

results are given in Fi~ures 2.6 to 2.9. 

Figure 2.6 plots the mean values of NV, CV and SV tones in 

their respective systems, on the same Fo scale, as functions of 
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TADLE 2.3 Loan Fo in Hertz o.nd SI~0J1do.rd Deviations of JTV Tones 

at S:~_:: Tiuopoints (l"our T:Lr:opoints for Stopped Tones)* 

---------· --------------------·l---· ···---T-·--···· --·-· -------------------
Tone n Pl I P:2 PJ PI+ P5 P6 

---------·-·-···-- ------- ---·----'-------- ------ ------ ------ ------
Level 1-1 72 212 212 212 210 207 202 

55 5() 55 55 51+ '53*~· 

F'::tJJ :Ln:; /,/ '7?. 17n l75 171 163 159 155 
/15 /;.6 1:.5 /IJ 91- lv3 

11is:i.nc 1'1 72 l()G 1'.'/;. 1~/7 21? ?../l) 257 
5 ~~ ~) 1 51 '51 511. 56 

St. Rio. /"c/ 'l2 221 232 250 268 
61 r.;q .• / :37 60 

Drop /./ 72 J.C;9 1:~6 180 165 162 163 
/;.7 /:'! lr-5 /1-J 1/.1. /1.7 

St. Drop /.s/ 72 JJ32 171:. 167 l~') )u 

1;.'5 I") 

i; .. ) /)_ /:.3 

Gu.rvo /'I 7~-2 17tS 1 r•n ·- /· ... J57 l/10 

!;5 !/) '· ') 37 

;)ro::o~ 1• /"'/ 7:2 :?C;2 J.':(, l(/;' 211 21:-lr- 2/1-5 

______________ j _________ .~~~----~~~----~~~----:: _____ :: _____ !_~_ 

*-"' For each tone, uoo.11 Fo vah~o.s on first 1ir.e, S'J on second line. 
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T.ADIJ<:: 2.11• Loo.n Fo in Hertz o.nd Standard Deviations of CV Tones 

at Six Time points (Four Time points for Stopped Tones)* 

_______________ T ______ r ______ 
------r-··-- ------ ___ .. ___ 

·------
Tona I n I Pl P;2 PJ PLt- P5 P6 

---------------· ------~------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
Lovol 1-1 W2 

! 
1[35 187 lf'~(~~ 1?;6 SY) · 18/" I . Uu 

53 50 l 50 50 52 52** 
Fallinr; / ... / 9() 17/1. 171 

I 
l(l? 162 159 156 

1/) !~.~~ 1:.7 !,6 lt-5 lr!t-

lll3J.l1:~ ;~; ()6 l r: c' .. ) ) 
lf:l ___ ) ../ 

i J50 162 1'17 1m .. I 

/[J r"'r\ 37 37 /;.7 :52 ~ ' 
~ / 

St. Ris. ;~s/ c;6 163 159 16() 179 

1:.2 39 39 lt-6 

Drop /./ c;G 163 150 153 148 148 149 

/12 /10 ')'' _)() 39 39 ltD 

St. Drop /.s/ 96 169 161 155 ]50 

1:3 ')(') 
j/ 39 39 

Curve /'/ (J() 1()6 163 156 lL~-e:~ 153 156 

!15 1,3 /1.1 lt-2 !;.6 !;.8 

---------------
___________________________ J ____________________ 

:f. Dato. from tlmlve C'J informants: CF1, c:n, CFJ, CFL1-, Gill, CLL2, 

Cl.i:J, CLI:., c::5, C!:6, CL? J.nd cu_;. 

:!""" For each tone, moo.n Fo values on first line, SD on second line. 
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TABI.J<~ 2.5 r:co..n Fo in Hertz and Sto.ndard Deviations of fN Tones 

at Si:{ Timepoints (Four Timopoini-.s for Stopped Tones)* 

---------------r------r------r------
1 I Tone n Pl P2 

~-------------
! Level /-/ 

Falling/,/ 

Rising/'/ 

72 191 

61 
72 166 

52 

72 

St. Ris. /'s/ 72 

19/1-

63 

201 

67 

166 Drop/./ 72 

St. Drop /.s/ 72 

Curve /' / 72 

57 

170 

56 

173 

61 

191 

60 

161 

52 

192 

60 

66 
157 

52 

159 

52 
162 

56 

------~---------------------i 
PJ I P4 

192 

61 
155 

51 

201 

61 
228 

71 

148 

/+9 

155 

49 
111-9 

48 

191 

60 

151 
50 

221, 

68 

256 

86 

150 
51 

160 

52 

175 

54 

P5 

189 

61 

1!.9 

51 
250 

80 

162 
55 

219 
66 

P6 

185 

61*-"' 

:1..4.9 
5!1-

255 

8/1-

166 

56 

2211-

71 

-------------- -------------------------------------------------

* Data fror.t nine S'v informants: SFl, SF2, SFJ, SF5, SU, EN2, 3·I4, 

S·:5 and S.l6. 

:-.>n~t For each tone, r.lCan E'o values on first line, SD on second line. 
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Tone 

Level /-/ 

Falling/ • ./ 

Rising /"/ 

S-t;. Ris. /"s/ 

Drop / 

Sto Drop / 

Curve 

Broken 

in 

at 

ons 

Timepoints * 
NV 

n Il SD I2 SD I3 SD I4 SD 

32 7.1 2.0 

2.1 l.l 1.6 

32 5 .l 4.5 l.l 

2.1 1.5 L.7 0.2 

32 5.5 5.4 1 .. 6 

1..5 l.l 

32 5.6 5.0 1.5 
1.6 2.1 1.3 

1..3 1.5 LO 0.2 

32 5 3.6 L.O 
1.8 l 6 0.05 

2 

l L.2 1.2 0 

32 5 .. 2 

0.9 0 .. 5 

* Data from 8 NV informants: NFl, NF2, NF5, NMl, NM3, Nt-14, NM5 and 

N:tv16 .. The syllables were /tal and /tak/ for sonorant-ending and 

stopped tones respectively. 

** For each tone, mean intensity values on first line, SD on 

second line .. 



TABLE :~.7 Loan Intensity in dB and Standard Deviations of CV 

Tones on Swno Syllables at Four Timepoints~ 
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---------------------------------- ------------------- ---------i 
Tone n Il 3D 12 

~-~ ~~--
SD v~ SD 

----------------- ---- --- ----· ----
Level 1-1 32 8.0 7.2 2.7 5.5 

2.5 1.1 1.8 1.3*'ll'lt 

Fallinc; ; ... ; 32 8 .I~ 6.5 /~ol 1.9 

2.7 1.8 I 1.6 o.6 

,5.1 Rising /'I 32 5.9 5 .o 2.3 
2.g i l.G 1.8 1.2 

S'· '-'• fUs. /'s/ 32 5.3 ! 1,.9 4 .• 6 1.6 

2.6 i 2.1 1.8 0.5 
Drop /.,/ 32 I 6.5 I L •• 7 J.l lo7 

' I i 
3.1 

! 5.3 

1.5 1.9 0.9 
St. Drop /.s/ 32 

i 6.6 I 3 o 1.4 I 
I 

I oU 
[, 

3.2 1.5 1.3 0.8 

/'/ 
i l Curve 32 I 7.3 r: C) 1.4 I i).u ! 3.2 

2o7 • 2.2 I 1.6 0.7 I 

! 

----------------- ----.-:.~ ... ---------l...---------.L..--..... --------------

* Data fro;n ('; CV in.formDJlts: G?l, CF2, GF!+, GIH, Cl·;;,, CE5, CH7 n.nd 

CEG. The syllables ucro /ta/ and /tak/ for sonorant-ending and 

.stopped tones respectively. 

*-* For ench tone, inean in tons i ty values on first line, SD on 

second linoo 
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TABLE 2.8 l:e;:m Intensity in dB o.nd Standard Deviations of SV 

Tono;:l on Sarno Syllables at Four Time points* 

Tone 11 Il SD 12 SD I3 

Level /-/ 

2.0 1.3 

32 3.5 3.8 1.2 

1.3 0.9 0.8 0.6 

Rising /'/ 2.5 
l.G 1.3 2.2 

St. Ris. /'s/ 5.8 5.0 

2.3, 2.0 1.5 

Drop /./ 32 3.2 I 2.9 I 2.0 

1.3 1 1.1 \ o.8 

St. Drop /.s/ , 32 J.C) ! 3.7 I 2.7 
! l 

1.2 

1.2 

1.7 

0 .I~ 

. Curve /' / , 32 J 3.0 1.
2 ! 2.5 l.?. ' 3.0 O.J 

I Jr::~ oo 10 ~ J ~-•)1 o7 -O 

I I I 

l----------------------- ------------------------------

2.0 

0 •. 4. 

L7 

"' Do.·h from [; S"v informn.nts: Sli'l, SF/1., Sli'5, 3il, .::1:3, S.·I/1., S15 and 

3:6. Tl1c s .:c llD. ble:::: 1.rorc /to/ ancl tal:/ for s onorant-cndine; o.nd 

~~..,~ For each tone, I;1ow1 intensity va.luos on first line, SD on 

so cond line • 
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of 

Falling I 
His 1~'1 

St. Ris 1",;1 ' 
Drop I./ 

I .:JI 
1'1 

Level 

I 

I 

I 
St. Drop I .sl 
Curve 1'1 

sv L8vel 1-1 
1 ... 1 

Ric 1~'/ 

St. His I ",;I 
Drop 1.1 
St. Drop I .,1 
Curve 1'1 

,-; •1r10 
•->'-'·' ~----

sv 

32 ~25 

32 25 
15 

') '') 
..... J ( -~ 20 

]_I' ) 

32 2,... 
~J 

32 17 

':V) 
.)f~ JO 
')') 
_)r~ 

·:p 
··"'I~ 

")~) 
_)(, ]_(\ 

;.~g 

32 17 

JCl 

-------~-----·---

ocond;; 

on 

6 

5 

3 

? 
j 

4 

5 

5 

5 

3 

'7 

3 

5 

() 

6 
I q. 

5 

!, 

() 

_______ " ___ -· 

d ~l.+ ·". _.·1 ... '•"- 'l'',..,_.l.>.l_._n ,',' ') (.) ·to ') '-' (r1rc'vi o1 ·•·· IJ'' ···c") ~v" .t u '-' r ••• . r.o.! .... ___ •.::> L .. ,_;o,o o 

33 

30 

!,0 

32 

50 

50 

41+ 

!,.0 

40 
~J.!;. 

!,.~~ 

12 

16 

16 

16 

10 
1r). 

u 

10 

15 

16 

18 
v· 
~-J 

12 

U) 

10 

20 

-·---~····-----·--------

a:; for intensity 

:t~ Dr;l,l.X cci'd D:1in arc the longest and shortest toJccns found in 

CD.C~.1 tone s 



TABLE 2.10 Larync;co.1ization in lfif, CV ru.1d SV Tones ':1> 

(o.) (b) 

-------------------------------------l --------

llV Level /-/, His:5.ng /'/, 

/"s/ [} Sto Drop I os/ 
Fo.1ling /,/ 

Drop/./ 

Curve /'I 
Broken;-.. .; 

St. Rising ~ 0 

1 
0 (1) 1 (i) 

I 2 (3) II 4.5 
1 o (1) (i) 

2 (3) 1 3. 7 

--------------------------------------~--------~--------! l 
CV I.cvc1 /-/, Fallinc; /.,./, St. Ri::linc}l 0 j 

/'s/ &: St. Drop I .s/ i I 

His ing I' I 
Drop/.,/ 

Curve/'/ 

I 0 (1) I (i) 

0 (1,2)1 (i) 

2 (1) J 1".6 

-------------------------------------- --------·r-------
S'v Love l I -I, IUs ins I' I, St. Hising } 0 

/'s/ t: St. Drop /os/ 
Fallin2: /,/ 

Drop I./ 
Curve/'/ 

0 (1) (i) 

0 (1,2) (:L) 

0 (1) (i) 

51 

(c) 

------

(E) 

E 

(li,E) 

(l :) 

(E) 

E 

(E) 

(E) 

(E) 

* Bo.::;od on at1d:i tor;y o.nd acoustic ctndios on. so.me sy1J.n b1es < .. Lnd SO.G10 

infort'w.ntG a~; for inten . .s:Lty dato. in To.blos 2.6 to 2.8 (previous 

pa;;cs) " 

(a) O:rocular vo:Lcinc; l:broathy vo:Lco; 2:croo.ky voice; 3:glotto.1 

closure. ( ):L11d:i.co.tos altornativo occurrences Hith oome spoalwrs 

o.ncl in sonc contoxts only. 

(b) ;;uubor inrhc~r:~os uo~m durcttion of lo.r,;rllgoalized part in centi

seconds; (i) indicates :Lrrec;u.1ox dv.ratiom. 

(c) Lar~'nr:;oau'zation co11 usually occur at the middle II or end E 

of the sylbblc. 
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mean duration. 

Figures 2.7 (a,b), 2.8 (a,b) and 2.9 (a,b) present syn

chronized graphs of the mean Fo values and mean intensity values 

of each tone of the three dialects, as functions of mean duration. 

2.3 DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

In the following discussion, I shall make general obser

vations on the acoustic characteristics of Vietnamese tones in the 

three major dialects as can be inferred from the data. Then I shall 

discuss particular points concerning the parameters Fo, relative 

intensity, duration and laryngeal ization. 

2.3.1 Acoustic Characteristics of NV~ CV and SV Tones 

The following description of the three dialect systems 

can be made from inspection of the quantified data presented in the 

tables and figures in the preceding section. Before formal normal

ization procedures are introduced in the next section, let us assume 

that the labels 'level,' 'falling,' 'rising' and 'concave' inFo 

contour can be impressionistical ly determined from the presence of 

appreciable changes in Fo between onset and endpoint; similarly, 

the labels 'sustained,' 'falling,• and 'concave• in intensity con

tour will be used depending on whether there are any appreciable 

differences between the peak intensity (usually between 1/10 and 

1/3 of duration) and the third measurement point (at 2/3 of dur

ration) when intensity generally starts to decay in all tones. 

(a) NV Tones 

NV Level Tone /-/ Average Fo level: mid; level Fo contour 
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slightly falling toward the end; falling intensity contour; long dur

ation; no laryngealization. 

NV Fal 1 ing Tone;,; Average Fo level: low; falling Fo con

tour; falling intensity contour; long duration; no characteristic 

laryngeal ization, but sometimes breathy voice with speakers having 

low Fo ranges. 

NV Rising Tone f/1 Average Fo level: high; rising Fo con

tour, fairly level for about 1/3 of duration then starting to rise 

and reaching top Fo range toward the end; sustained intensity con

tour, fairly level between 1/10 and 2/3 of duration, then starting 

to decay well before peak Fo is reached; long duration; no charac

teristic laryngeal ization. 

NV Stopped Rising Tone/'s/ Average Fo level : higher than 

the non-stopped rising tone; Fo onset starts higher and rises sharper 

within a shorter duration of about 3/5 of the non-stopped tone; sus

tained intensity contour; no laryngeal ization. 

NV Drop Tone/./ Average Fo level: low; falling Fo contour 

starting and ending a 1 ittle higher than the falling tone; falling 

intensity contour; slightly shorter duration (4/5 of falling tone); 

characteristic heavy laryngealization (creaky voice for about 1/4 

of duration at the end, alternatively glottal stop). 

NV Stopped Drop Tone /.s/ Similar to the non-stopped drop 

tone, except for shorter duration (3/4 of drop tone, 3/5 of longer 

tones) and no laryngeal ization. 

NV Curve Tone /'/ Average fo level: low; concave Fo con

tour, starting low and falling to lowest Fo range at about 2/3 

of duration, then rising toward the end (this rise varies according 
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to speakers and phonetic environments); falling intensity contour; 

long duration; no characteristic laryngeal ization, but often breathy 

voice with speakers having low Fo ranges. 

NV Broken Tone ;~; Average Fo level: mid to high; concave 

Fo contour, starting from mid Fo range, falling sharply to lowest 

Fo at about 1/3 of duration, then rising sharply again, reaching 

near top Fo range; concave intensity contour with drop correspond

ing to drop inFo; long duration; characteristic mid-syllable lar

yngeal ization (creaky voice often heard as glottal stop). 

(b) CV Tones 

CV Level Tone /-/ Average Fo level: high (highest of CV 

tones); level Fo contour with a tendency to rise a 1 ittle toward 

the end; falling intensity contour; long duration; no laryngeal

ization. 

CV Falling Tone;,; Average Fo level: mid; falling Fo con

tour, starting above the mid Fo range and ending at low Fo level 

but not reaching the bottom range; falling intensity contour; long 

duration; no laryngeal ization. 

cv Rising Tone f/1 Average Fo level: mid; rising Fo con

tour, from a low level, with initial fall, then tising to high Fo 

but not reaching top range; sustained intensity contour; long dur

ration; no characteristic laryngeal ization, but so1netimes breathy 

voice in mid-syllable with speakers having low Fo ranges. 

CV Stopped Rising Tone //s/ Similar to the non-stopped 

rising tone but starting at higher Fo level and with short duration 

(about 3/5 of the rising tone). 

CV Drop Tone/./ Average Fo level: low; falling Fo contour, 
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starting below the mid Fo range, reaching lowest Fo at about 2/3 

of duration then Ievell ing out till the end; falling intensity con

tour; long duration; no characteristic laryngealization (except 

for some speakers who either have breathy voice or sl i~htly creaky 

voice toward the end). 

CV Stopped Drop Tone /.s/ Falling Fo similar to the first 

213 of drop tone, but starting a 1 ittle higher; falling intensity 

contour; short duration (2/3 of drop tone); no laryngeal ization. 

CV Curve Tone/'/ Average Fo level: mid; concave Fo con

tour, with first 2/3 nearly coinciding with drop tone, last 1/3 

rising (slope varies with speakers); falling intensity contour; 

slightly shorter duration (6/7 of drop tone); characteristic lar

yngeal ization (creaky voice ending or glottal stop). 

(c) SV Tones 

SV Level Tone /-/ Average Fo level: mid; level Fo ~ontour 

slightly falling toward the end; falling intensity contour; long 

duration; no laryngeal ization. 

sv Falling Tone;,; Average Fo level: low; falling Fo 

contour; fal 1 ing intensity contour; long duration; no character

istic laryngeal ization, but sometimes "breathy voice with speakers 

having low Fo ranges. 

SV Rising Tone /1/ Average Fo level: high; rising Fo con

tour, starting at about the same Fo as the level tone, and reaching 

top Fo range at the end; sustained intensity contour; long duration; 

no laryngeal ization. 

SV Stopped Rising Tone / 1 s/ Similar to the non-stopped 

rising tone in many respects, only the Fo onset is higher and the 
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duration shorter ( 5 of ising tone) . 

. / Average Fo evel: low; concave contour 
~~--~--"--~~-

starting at low Fo, reaching lowest Fo at about of duration, 

then rising gently back to onset level; falling intensity contour; 

long duration; no characteristic laryngeal ization, but sometimes 

breathy voice with speakers having low Fo ranges, except for a 

local dialect (the Da Nang region) where creaky voice ending is 

often heard. 

SV Stopped Drop Tone /.s/ Similar to the drop tone in 

many respects, but Fo onset a 1 ittle higher, the rising end neg] i

gible, and shorter duration (3/5 of the drop tone), 

SV Curve Tone/'/ Average Fo level: mid; concave Fo con

tour, starting at low level, reaching lowest Fo at about 1/3 of 

duration, then rising sharply but not reaching same height as the 

rising tone; sustained intensity contour, slightly concave; long 

duration; no characteristic laryngeal ization, but sometimes breathy 

voice with speakers having low Fo ranges. 

From the foregoing description of individual tones, one 

can make the most general observations about the three dialect 

systems as follows. 

Although the CV and SV systems differ from NV in the num

ber of tones, there are more phonetic similarities between NV and 

sV tones than between these and the CV tones. Apart from intensity 

and duration which display no appreciable differences between the 

three dialects, the NV and SV systems have five phonetic tones 

which are similar in both Fo contour and average Fo level, namely 

the level tone, the fa] 1 ing tone, the rising tone, the stopped 



r i s i g' tone a n d t he s drop tone. And t both differ from 

the CV tones n the use of Fo ranges: their tones reach more extreme 

Fo levels than their CV counterparts. These aspects will be discus

sed in more detail in the following subsections. 

2.3.2 Fo Contour and Fo Level 

Concerning these parameters, the following comments are 

relevant. 

(a) The above description establishes four types of Fo con

tours in all three dialects: level, falling, rising and concave. 

As there is only one level tone in eac;:h dialect, it appears that 

Fo contour is the dominant feature 1n the Vietnamese tone system. 

This is further supported by the fact that all tones, with one ex

ception, retain the same contour type acros~ the th~ee dialects 

and vary only in Fo level or laryngeal ization. 

The level tone is mid-level in NV and SV, and high-level 

in CV; 

The fal 1 ing tone is low-fa] 1 ing in NV and SV, mid-fal 1 ing 

in CV; 

The rising and storped rising tones are high-rising in 

NV and SV, mid-rising in CV; 

The stopped drop tone is low-falling in all dialects; 

The curve and broken tones are concave in all three 

dialects; 

The exception is the drop tone, which is low-fa] 1 ing with 

laryngeal ized ending in NV, low-falling in CV and low-concave in 

sv. 

These results accord with my auditory impressions and 
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support the choice of contour features I presented in Ch. One 

(1.5.4.3). 

(b) Average Fo levels can be determined more precisely by 

taking the arithmetic means of the Fo values at six timepoints of 

each tone (four timepoints For the stopped tones) from Tables 2.3 

to 2.5 (pp 44-46). They are given in Table 2.11 (next page). 

It appears from this table that three clear different Fo 

levels - high, mid and low- can be established for CV and SV 

tones, which also accords well with my auditory impressions. There 

is some ambiguity concerning the NV system: one could choose be

tween three levels as in CV and SV, or only two levels (high, low) 

as there is, relatively, no great distance between the average Fo 

of the high and mid levels. Furthermore, from auditory impressions, 

1 would classify the NV broken tone as high, probably because it 

has high ending Fo and the mid-syllable drop is often heard as a 

glottal stop and not low Fo. Indeed, if we leave out the low Fo 

value (169 Hz) at P3 which 1 ies within the laryngeal ized part, the 

mean value for the other five timepoints of the broken tone is 

219Hz, just about the same as for the NV rising tone (218Hz). 

shall propose some conversion formulae (Ch. Five} which can overcome 

this problem and establish th~ee average Fo levels for NV, with 

the level tone classified as 'mid' and the broken tone as 'high'. 

In any case, the data in all three dialects support the 

choice of the phonological features 'high' and 'low' to represent 

three levels [+high], [-:- high, - low] and [+low]. As pointed out 

before the three levels of average pitch in phonological features 
' 

should not be confused with the five levels of pitch in Chao's 
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TABLE. 2.11 Average Fo in Hz and Average Level of NV, CV and SV 

Tones (Data from Tables 2ey3, 2o4 and 2o5) 

Tone NV cv 
----------------- -----------------

________ .. ______ 

Level 1-1 
Falling ! .. ! 
Rising ;~; 

St Ris /'s/ 

Drop /./ 
St Drop /.s/ 

Curve /'I 
Broken ;~; ________ .. ______ 

Rance of Av:;r •1 

Fo for each i 

level 

Aver. Fo Level Aver. Fo 

--------- ------- ---------
209 Hid 185 

166 Low 175 

218 High 171 

2!~2 High 170 

174 LoH 153 

170 Low 158 

160 Low 157 

211 Hid 

----------------- ---------

218-242 185 

}:id 209-211 170-175 

Level 

-------
High 

Mid 

Eid 

!·:lid 

Low 

Low 

LoH 

-------

Low ! 160-17!~ 153-158 

--------------------------------~------------

sv 

------------~----

Aver. Fo 

---------
189 

155 

219 

223 

158 

161 

183 

---· .. --~--

219-223 

183-189 

155-161 

Level 

-------
Mid 

Low 

High 

High 

Low 

LoH 

Mid 

-------
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tem which I also use to record details onset, midpoint and 

endpoint pitch targets for each tone, eogo (35], 214) in systematic 

phonetic representationso 

Concerning the stopped tones, the data show that, notwith-

standing differences in detail at onset and endpoint, they have 

similar Fo contour and average Fo level of the corresponding non

stopped tones, as well as similar intensity contour. I shall, 

inCh. Three (3.1.2), show that the differences in duration and 

other phonetic details may be intrinsically conditioned by the 

presence of the final voiceless stop, and therefore predictable. 

2.3.3 Fo Ranges 

The physiologically caused intrinsic differences 1n Fo ranges 

between male and female speakers are well known, but one may sus-

pect that other factors are involved in determining the actual Fo 

ranges used by speakers within the possible 1 imits. 

The absolute and mean Fo ranges of individual NV, CV and 

SV informants are presented in Table 2.12 and Figures 2.10 to 

2.12 (following pages). The figures in Table 2.12 are calculated 

according to two similar formulae for the absolute rangeR and the 

-
mean range R 

R Fmax - Fmin 

- -
R Fmax - Fmin 

where the range R was calculated from the highest absolute value 

-
Fmax and the lowest absolute value Fmin, and the mean range R was 

calculated from the highest mean value Fmax and the lowest mean 

value Fmin, for each individual informant. The largest and smallest 
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absolute and mean ranges by individual informants of the three 

dialects are as follows. 

NV cv SV 

Largest R 230 Hz (NF4) 130 Hz ( CM 1) 240 Hz (SF3) 

-
Largest R 167 Hz (NF2) 73 Hz (CM7) 173 Hz (SF5) 

Sma 11 est R 125 Hz (NM4) 60 Hz (four) 85 Hz (SM4, SM6) 

Smallest R 94 Hz (NM4) 32 Hz (CM5) 59 Hz (SM2) 

The mean Fo ranges and standard deviations of the three 

groups of informants are 

n R SD 

NV 9 131 24 

cv 12 54 13 

sv 9 115 45 

Results of t-tests show that there is no significant dif-

ference between the mean ranges of the NV and SV groups, but signi-

ficant differencesat 0.01 level between those of the CV group and 

each of the other groups. (The t-test fonnula is given on p. 87.) 

The data suggest that the smaller Fo ranges used by CV 

speakers are not due to individual characteristics but rather to 

the characteristics of the CV tone system itself, probably the fact 

that CV has no high rising but only mid rising tones, and the 

highest Fo reached by its high level and mid rising tones cannot 

be so high as those reached by the NV and SV high rising tones. 

2.3.4 Intensity 

The general impression one gets from the intensity curves 

plotted in Figures 2.7 (a,b), 2.8 (a,b) and 2.9 (a,b), on pages 
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TABLC 2.12 ;\b:;olute o.nd !:oo.n :l!'o ILanc;oc of Individual Informants 

------------r--·----------·-------·-·-···---------·-----------------------:-

-~~~::~:~~J ::~~-= ~~~~--=--~------- -- ~~::-= ~~=~--=--~------:! 
iTl"2 1.3L30 170 210 35/'" 187 167 . 

liF/1- I 370 MD 230 31/1- 15 7 157 I • 

HFl 

i i J50 170 1()0 3:29 176 15 3 

i 310 170 140 298 179 119 

11ll3 
f 
! .310 JJ;.O 170 291 146 145 
i 
'· 

270 MO 1)0 ll7 
i 250 90 160 ]_('() 98 101 ,· / 

ll12 ;:;in z.~o 1(/) 217 91 126 

1111,~. ;~o~; :~o 125 1<)4 90 94 
' 

----------~------------------------l----------------------------

~~: 2GO ~;)~ ~~ I ~~~ ~~~ :\ 
CFJ ::'6 :2Cf) 70 I ?::/1 2W /19 

Cl~7 

, ... -.. r r: 
\.),I..~..) 

:-2/,D 

I ~(5 
I 

:1_(,:5 

1(5 
I 

I 

l_3CJ 

130 

no 
105 

J('() 

60 

211 1/;-f~~ 6.3 

2L2 13') 73 

1'/) 123 56 

J57 n:~ 39 
l r: , . .., 
... ) I 103 5~. 

l/16 ]JJI- 32 
1/;.() 101 39 
137 01) Lt-2 /~ 

Cll6 II J.(,(J l)) 60 

I CJ:J i 150 °0 (Ji .. ! 

r----------l--------------·-----------

1 

S.i"l /100 230 170 

SF5 !:CO U~O 220 

SFJ !1DO l()O ~2/:.0 

Si'•'') 
\~ .1._ f- 3Ul 125 ')'Jr' • .. .)) 

3'.1 2f)O 150 130 

3:15 ;)20 lUO 120 
('t!'l 
~:x lt,, ]')0 lOD C)O 

301 

366 

336 

257 

193 

173 

133 
156 
10'7 

139 

173 

163 

166 

101 

97 

163 104 59 

j 
S. :~. L~<:J ?5 G5 168 99 69 

l--~-~~-----·-j_::?.~---·-----:~-----------~~----·--·-·---=~=------~=-------~~-----~ 
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is that intens ty covaries with Fo to a certain degree onl 

Most ntensi curves have ll ing slopes in tones with leve or 

falling Fo contours, while some have a more sustained or slightly 

rising slope in the middle a rising tone, but start to decay 

before Fo reaches its peak toward the end. There seems to be 1 ittle 

difference between dialects and individuals. This is borne out in 

Table 2.13 (next page) where the correlation coefficient r between 

intensity and Fo values at four timepoints A, B, C and D (repre

senting 11, 12, 13 and 14 for intensity and the corresponding P2, 

P3, P4 and PS for Fo) was calculated for each timepoint from the 

data by siK different informants from the three dialects. Most of 

the values of r vary between . and .69, that is they show a 

fair degree of correlation between the two sets of data. The ex

ceptions are a fairly high correlation (.75) at timepoint D for 

Informant SF5 and no correlation (.03) at the same timepoint for 

Informant SM4 

This suggests that in this respect Vietnamese may be dif

ferent from some other tone languages such as Mandarin Chinese for 

which Kratochvil 1968 has established intensity as an important 

characteristic of tone, or the Ningpo Chinese dialects for which 

Rose 1981 has shown that intensity 11varies independently of Fo 11 

and ''varies regularly as a characteristic of a given lexical tone.'' 

Hmvevcr, I shall show belmv that there is a possibility 

that in some cases, intensity contour may become a major cue for 

identifying the NV broken tone. 

Furthermore, it has been shown that intensity may vary 

with different vowels (Lehiste 1970) and I have observed that it 
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usua 11 r ses s i ght 1 toward the end syllables ith a sonorant 

f nal consonant. Figure 2.1 

above mentioned points. 

2.3.5 Du:r'ation 

page) llustrates some of the 

There is considerable difference in absolute values for the 

duration of individual syllables by different informants, but the 

mean values show that in each dialect, the stopped tones are all 

shorter than the average non-stopped tones by about 1/3. The two 

crealy-ending tones in NV and CV are shorter by about 1/5 and 

1/7 respectively than the other non-stopped tones. I shall deal 

with the phenomenon in more detail later, in 2.4.3.4 infra, after 

normalization makes interdialect comparison more meaningful. 

2.3.6 Laryngealization 

Some useful observations can be made about the occurrence 

of laryngeal ization in the three dialects as summarized in Table 

2.10 (p 51). 

(a) Besides occurring as a regular feature on the NV drop 

and broken tones and the CV curve tone, creaky voice also occurs 

on a local variant of the SV drop tone in the Da Nang region (the 

northernmost part of the SV dialect area) and of the drop tone 

with some CV informants from the Vinh region (the northernmost 

part of the CV dialect area), albeit with a lesser degree of lar

yngeal ization, so far as I can judge from my ears. In the latter 

case, CV speakers from the region might tend to emphasize the 

rising end of the curve tone to make it more distinct from the drop 

tone, or to confuse the two tones together and have one tone less 
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in their system. This might be one of the causes for tone changes 

across Vietnamese dialects. 

(b) Creaky voice is not always realized in the same way: 

it varies greatly in duration between informants and is sometimes 

replaced by glottal closure, which is the reason why many authors 

d~scribed it as a glottal stop. When it occurs in the middle of 

the broken tone, the syllable is sometimes heard as two, as reported 

in Vu Ba Hung 1978, by foreign 1 isteners. 

It is interesting to see how the same auditory effect could 

be produced in different ways by examining some of the mingograms 

and spectrograms of the NV broken tone on the same syllable /ta/ 

by three different informants, NF3, NM3 and NM4 (Figure 2. 14, next 

page). These speakers' tone system does not show any noticeable 

deviations from standard NV and their creaky tones produce similar 

auditory impressions. However, the voiceprints of the same syl-

lables, which are typical of each informant, present marked differ-

ences: 

NF3 /ta/ : heavy laryngeal ization, sharp drop in Fo and in 

intensity at middle; 

NM3 /tal : no laryngeal ization, sharp drop inFo and slight 

drop in intensity at middle; 

NM4 /ta/ : no laryngeal ization, no sharp drop in Fo but only 

sharp drop in intensity at middle. For comparison, the mingogram of 

I 
the syllable with rising tone /tal by the same informant NM4 is 

included alongside /ta/: it is clear that the Fo curves of the two 

tones by this informant are similar, only the intensity contours 

differ sharply. 
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(c) Breathy voice, which occurs irregularly in all three 

dialects, is usually associated with low tones and particularly 

with speakers having lower Fo ranges and can manifest itself in 

different degrees. A spectrogram of a syllable with typical breathy 

voice by Informant NM4 (whose NV falling tone and curve tone are 

regularly breathy almost through their lengths) is shown on the 

upper right corner of Figure 2.15 (next page) beside a syllable 

with th~characteristic creaky voice ending by Informant CF3. Both 

syllables bear the same tone/'/ with different shapes in the two 

dialects. The lower part of Figure 2.15 shows three successive 

occurrences of the stopped rising tone on three syllables by the 

same Informant CF3, who usually has slightly creaky voice in the 

middle of her rising tones on some syllables. These are interesting 

things about the syllables 
h, 

in the figure. The first syllable /t ak/ 

shows slight laryngeal ization for some duration in its middle; the 

auditory effect of this is very slight creaky voice that can be 

heard, but which would not be noticed in speech because it would 

not be expected there. The two other syllables are quite clear on 

hearing, but the middle syllable /d£k/ displays some very short 

perturbations in the middle which are not ordina~ily audible but 

might· be a potential cause for the development of laryngealization 

in certain circumstances. 

2.4 PHYSICAL PHONETIC PARAMETERS OF' VIETNAMESE TONES 

The discussion of results of direct measurements of the 

acoustic data in absolute or mean values has provided us with a 
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fair idea of the characteristics of NV, CV and SV tones in their 

respective systems. However, the values given in these results 
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also represent some varJations in non-1 inguistic parameters such as 

Fo range differences between speakers or groups of speakers, differ

ences in their speech tempo or the level of their voices, etc, 

which make the data not directly comparable. 

The normalization procedures proposed below serve a double 

purpose. First, they will make any two or more sets of data from 

different speakers or groups of speakers directly comparable by 

practically eliminating non-linguistic variables and presenting 

the normalized values in easily interpretable percentage or deci

mal scales, as exemplified in 2.0. Second, they will provide these 

normalized values as input for the conversion processes described 

later in Ch. Five, as part of a proposed model of tone perception. 

2.4.1 Normalization Procedures 

As proposed earlier, the four sets of parameters needed 

to describe Vietnamese tones adequately at the physical phonetic 

level are fundamental frequency Fo, intensity I, duration D and 

laryngeal ization L. Laryngeal ization has been described in 2.3.6 

above and needs no normalization. The other data concerning Fo, 

1 and D can usually be normalized in percentage or decimal scales. 

2.4.1.1 Fo Differential in Percent A usual procedure for 

normalization of Fo data is a percentage scale based on the ave~ge 

range,as that used by Earle 1975 for NV tones. It is adequate for 

a fairly homogeneous tone system. However, when looking at the 

Fo data for the three Vietnamese dialects, one is struck by the 
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ct that the informant group made use of a much smaller Fo 

range than the other two groups, as noted earl er. A percentage 

scale based on the average range would exaggerate the Fo slopes of 

CV tones as compared with the NV and SV systems as I s h a 1 l show 

when discussing the results of normalization 1n 2.4.3 below.) 

Therefore, for comparison of Fo in different situation, I devised 

a method of normalization involving the concept of Fo Differential 

or FD, expressed in the following formulae 

where 

FD(A,B) 

FD(F) 

F ', ( B ) - F . (A) 
ltg(-l _______ l ___ X ]00) 

F. (A) 
I 

-
F. - F 

I 
ltg(---=-- X 100) 

F 

F. s any individual Fo value, 
I 

(N 1 ) 

( N2) 

A and Bare any two timepoints at which F. occurs, 
I 

F is the mean Fo of a sample, used as a reference level, 

and ltg stands for integer, i.e. the FD will be expressed 

in integer digits, any decimals being automatically cut off. 

The FD values can be positive or negative and represent the 

differential percentage (higher or lower, rise or fall) between 

-
two individual Fo values or between an Fo value and the mean F. 

Formula (Nl) calculates the FD between point A and point 

B from the Fo values of those points, F. (A) and F. (.B), and gives 
I I 

the differential percentage in relation to point A. A positive 

value means that F. at point B is higher than at point A, and a 
I 

negative value means that Fi at point B is lower than at point A. 

This formula can be used to calculate the FD between two points on 
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the same Fo curve, e.g. the onset and endpoint of the same tone. 

The resulting FD, say -12, indicates a fall of 12% inFo between 

these two points. Or it can be used to calculate the FD between 

two comparable points on different Fo curves, e.g. the onsets of 

two tones on the same syllables. The resulting FD, say 8, indicates 

that there is a difference of 8% in Fo onset between the two tones, 

in relation to the lower onset. 

Formula (N2) calculates the FD between any individual F. 
I 

-
and the mean F for any informant or group of informants. The mean 

-
F is the arithmetical mean of all Fo values of a sample (of p time-

-
points x s syllables x t tones x n speakers). The mean Fused for 

calculating the Fo parameters in FD(F) percent of NV, CV and SV 

tones presented in Table 2.15 infra, obtained from the total sample 

for each dialect, were respectively 193 Hz, 164 Hz and 183 Hz for 

the three groups of NV, CV and SV informants. Thus if a tone has 

an· FD(F) of -6 at its onset and -15 at its endpoint, for example, 

it can be inferred from the negative values that it is a low and 

falling tone, irrespective of the actual Fo values. 

These are some examples of calculations. 

(a) The differences between mean Fo onset and endpoint values 

for the falling tone are respectively: 

174 - 156 = 18 Hz for the CV group of informants, and 

166 - 149 17 Hz for the SV group. 

If we apply formula (Nl), in which 0 stands for onset and 

E for endpoint 

FD(O,E) 
F. (E) - F. (0) 

ltg(-l _______ l ___ X 100) 

F. (0) 
I 



we shall have, for the CV falling tone 

156 - 174 
FD(O,E) = ltg(--------- X 100) -10% 

174 

and for the SV falling tone 

149 - 166 
FD(O,E) = ltg(--------- x 100) = -10% 

166 
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Thus, in spite of differences in absolute values, the CV and 

SV falling tones can be said to have the same rate of fall, -10% 

between onset and endpoint Fo. This would mean that, heard out of 

context, they would be both identified as a falling tone of the same 

phonetic shape. 

(b) If we apply formula (N2) to calculate the FD relative 

to the mean F 

FD(F) 

-

-
F. - F 

ltg(-l-=-- X ]00) 
F 

in which F is 164 Hz for the CV group and 183 Hz for the SV group 

of informants, we shall have the following values for the same CV 

falling tone 

174 - 164 
FD(F) at onset = ltg(--------- X 100) = +6% 

164 
156 - 164 

FD(F) at endpoint ltg(--------- X 100) = -4% 
164 

and for the SV fal 1 ing tone 

- 166 - 183 
FD(F) at onset = ltg(--------- x 100) = -9% 

183 



FD(F) at endpoint 
149 - 183 

= ltg(--------- X 100) 
183 
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-18% 

Thus, although these two falling tones have the same slope 

and no great differences in mean Fo values, the FD(F) values clearly 

establish that the CV falling tone is mid-falling (having an onset 

6% above and an endpoint -4% below the mean F), and that the SV fal-

ling tone is low-falling (both onset and endpoint are well below 

-
the mean F, viz. -9% and -18%). This would mean that, heard in tonal 

context in their own systems, the CV and SV falling tones would be 

rated differently in their average pitch levels. This property of 

the FD(F) to suggest both the Fo contour and the Fo level relative 

-
to the mean F makes it a useful tool for inter-dialect and inter-

speaker comparisons and also for model! ing the perceptual process, 

as I suggested earlier. That is why I have adopted it in preference 

to other possible normalization procedures. 

Note that for convenient reference, the FD(F), called Fo 

-
Differential relative to the mean F for any informant or group of 

informants, will be always written in this form, whereas the Fo 

Differential between two points A and B can be indifferently referred 

to as FD(A,B) or 1 the FD between A and Bin relation to A1 ,(with A 

being the basis for percentage calculation). Note also that the 

-sign is mandatory, while the+ sign is usually omitted. 

Jhe reiative advantage of this method over the percentage-

of-range scale wi I I be apparent in comparing the Fo values obtained 

from different informants who may have different pitch levels and 

voice ranges due to their sex or age, or local dialect, or the 

conditions of recording at different times. Any differences can thus 



be expressed n percentage instead of absolute values and the 

point of reference, the mean fundamental frequency is not a 

fixed value but a movable one calculable from any particular set 

of variables from any population sample. 

2.4. 1.2 Decimal Scale for Intensity and Duration For the 

I and D parameters, I propose to use a decimal scale for representing 

the relative intensity contour and the relative duration of each 

tone in each dialect system. This scale is chosen for two reasons: 

1 ike the percentage scale, it is relatively easy to convert actual 

values to a decimal scale by simple mathematical formulae; second, 

it is probable that differences of at least one-tenth or more in 

relative intensity or duration are auditorily detectable or statis-

tically significant. Table 2.14 (next page) presents some levels 

of significance obtained from t-tests between the means of some 

intensity and duration data. The results reported in this table 

suggest, for instance, that for some CV tones, intensity differences 

of 0.8 db (less than 10% of the mean peak intensity in the sample) 

are not significant at the 0.5 level of confidence, but differences 

of 0.9 dB (about 11% of the mean peak intensity) are significant 

at that level. Similarly, differences of two centiseconds in the 

mean duration are not statistically significant at the 0.5 level of 

confidence, but those of four or five centiseconds are found to be 

highly significant, i.e. at the 0.1 or 0.2 level. 

To convert actual values to the decimal scale, for both 

intensity and duration, the fotlowing normalization formulae were 

applied: 
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----· _____________ ...., 
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< 0 .Ol significant 
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2.58 <0.021 significant 
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• Data from Tables 2.6 to 2.9. 
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where 

I. X 10 
= ltg(-1:---- + 0.9) 

I max 

D. X 10 
D = ltg(-1:---- + 0.9) 

Dmax 

(N3) 

(N4) 

I. and D. are any I and D values to be normalized, 
I I 

- -
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lmax and Dmax are the highest mean values in the samples 

in question (i.e. Tmax is the highest mean intensity for 

-
all tones in a sample at a particular timepoint , and Dmax is 

the longest mean duration for any tone in the sample.) 

As in the case with Fo, I and Dare expressed in integer 

digits, and to ensure that the decimal scale of 1 to 10 corresponds 

to the range of 0.01 - 0.1 for 1, up to 0.91 - 1.0 for 10, a cor-

recting factor of 0.9 is added in the formula. Thus the mean value 

at 12 for the intensity of the NV level tone,has a normalized value 

of 
6.3 X 10 

ltg(-------- + 0.9) = ltg(9.7) = 9 
7.1 

and the mean duration value for the SV stopped drop tone has a nor-

malized value of 

17 X 10 
ltg(------- + 0.9) 

30 
ltg(6.5) = 6 

Note that all those percent and decimal scales can be con~ 

ceived as open-ended scales useful for the description of extreme 

values of individual occurrences of some tones in comparison with 

the standard forms. 
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2.4.2 PhysicaZ Phonetic Parameters of NV3 CV 

and SV Tones in NormaZized VaZues-

The normalization formulae and the four degrees of laryngeal-

ization proposed earlier are useful tools for determining tone para• 

meters in different dialects in a uniform way. They are given in 

Table 2.15 (next page). 

Graphic representations of these parameters are given in 

Figures 2.16 and 2.17 (following pages). 

In Figure 2.16 the tones are represented in a percent-of-

average-range scale for Fo and a decimal scale for duration. The 

percentage scale, as used in Earle 1975, involves the determination 

of the average range R for the three groups of NV, CV and SV speakers 

and the conversion of Fo values to percent-of-average-range values 

by the formulae 

where 

R = Fmax - Fmin 

F 
r 

-

F. - Fmin 
I 

R 
X 100 

R is the average range, 

- -

(N5) 

(N6) 

Fmax and Fmin are the highest and lowest mean values in 

the sample, F the Fo value in percent of range and F. the 
r 1 

actual value to be converted. 

Figure 2.17 represents the tones in their FD(F) percent 

values and mean duration in decimal scale. Note that while the 

percent-of-average range correctly represents the relative Fo con

tours and pitch levels within a dialect, it distorts the slopes of 

Fo contours of CV tones in comparison with the other dialects. The 
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TABLE 2.15 Pl1ysical Phonetic Parameters (Fo, L, I &. D in Normalized 

V a1ucs) of NV, CV and S'v Tones :!! 

-------1--------------=--------------~-------- --------------------1 
Dial. & 1 l•'o in FD (F) Percent iLaryn[;. Intensity I Duration! 

'------------------·----···--·-··-~-···----! --- -----·--··-·---- .. I 

Tone I P1 j P2 P3 P4 P5 ! P6 Ia b c I1 12 I3 I4 •*j 

~-;=;-!---~ ~---~ ---~ ---~ ---;~---:1-~ -- -- ~-; ~ -; ,---~~---1 
1,1 -7' -9 -1o -15 -17 I -19 o 8 7 5 2 1o 

1'1 2 0 2 12 27 \ 33 0 8 7 8 3 10 

I' sl M. 20 i 29 38 I I 0 8 7 7 3 6 
I .I -2 -3 -() -M. -16j -151 2 2 E 7 6 ~- 2 8 

I .sl -5 1 -9 -13 -17 I 0 7 7 5 2 6 
1'1 -s I -11 -18 -26 -19! -13 o 7 s 4 2 1o 

i I 
10 /vI 4 I l -12 9 26 l 4J 2 2 ll f.; /1- 7 2 

------- ____ j ____ ~---- ---- ____ j____ -------- ----------- --------

~·/! I -I I 1211 10 ]2 J_;j. ll;. ! 131 0 

I, I 6 . 1:. 1 -1 -3 : -;,. o 
I . I 

1'1 -3 I -6 -3 -1 7i 10 0 

l'sl 0 -3 1 9 

1.1 0 -3, -6 -9 
I .sl 3 -1 ..1) -3 

1'1 l 0 -4 -9 

-9 

-6 

-9 

-4 
------- ----~---- ---- ---- -----~----

sv 1-1 !,. ~- !1- !,. 3 1 

1,1 -9 -12 -l/1. -17 -18 -18 

1'1 6 !I- 9 22 36 39 

l'sl 9 l3 2)1 39 

1.1 -9 -l!+ -19 -18 -11 -9 

I .sl -7 -13 -15 -12 

I' I -5 -12 -18 -!,. 19 22 

0 

0 

0 

2 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

2 E 

·--------------------------- ------------------
:~' Ca1cu1atecl from data in Tables 2.3 to 2.10 a 

. 

10 9 7 /1. 

10 8 5 3 

7 6 6 3 
7 6 6 2 

8 6 4 2 

8 7 5 2 

9 7 Lt 2 

9 10 7 4 

6 7 5 2 

8 9 8 5 
g 10 9 5 

6 5 4 2 

7 7 5 2 

7 5 6 4 

-----------

10 

10 

10 

6 

10 

6 

9 

10 

10 

10 

6 

10 

6 

10 

--------. 

~~:~ In the Lar.::ngcal:b;ation par:JJnetcr, (a) indicates deereo, (b) dura

tion (same scale as for uhole tone), and (c) timing. Intensity and 

duration voJ.uc;s o.ro in decimal sco.los. For more detail see 2.4.1. 
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FD(F scale preserves the ba ic shapes of Fo contour in he 

three dialects but brings the Fo levels into more comparable per-

s i ves, 

Figure 2.18 (next page) presents the normalized intensity 

contours plotted against normalized duration. 

2.4.3 Discussion of the Normalized Parameters 

2. 4. 3. 1 Fo in FD(F) Percent The FD(F) values, as given ,, 

in Table 2.15 and plotted in Figure 2.17 above, give a correct 

representation of the main characteristics of the NV, CV and SV tones 

individually and within their systems, as discussed in 2.3.1 and 

2.3.2 supra. In addition to the example I gave jn 2.4.1 concerning 

the falling tone, the study of the typical onset, midpoint and end-

point FD(F) values of any tone n Table 2.15 would enable us to 

determine its characteristic Fo contour and Fo level in a rough 

manner. The NV and SV non-stopped and stopped rising tones have all 

positive values with very high endpoints (up to between 33% and 

39%) are clearly high-rising, while their CV counterparts, having 

negative values in the first half and positive values in the latter 

half, are clearly mid-rising. 

The highest and lowest FD(F) values in the three dialects 

(NV : +38, -26; CV : +14, -9; SV : +39, -19) also reflect the 

typicallY narrower Fo range used by CV speakers as observed in 

2. 3. 3. 

2.4.3.2 Variation in Fo Contour and Slope The normal-

ization formulae allow us to compare not only the tones In differ-

ent dialects, but also those between individual aspeakers with dif-

ferent voice ranges. Examples of variation in Fo contour and slope 
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between various informants are summarized in Table 2.16 (next page) 

in which the Fo Differentials were calculated according to formula 

(Nl), i.e. FD(O,E) stands for the FD between onset and endpoint, 

FD(b,Ml) for the FD between onset and midpoint 1, etc. 

Most of the variations occur as differences in the slopes 

of falling or rising contours, but in some cases they involve dif

ferences in contour as well. They may be characteristic Jf local 

subdialects or individual informants. In particular, the CV rising 

tone can be said to have two variants: one with a basically rising 

contour (8 informants) with only a slight fall at the beginning, not 

unlike the NV and SV rising tone; and one with a steeper fall and 

reaching fairly low Fo at midpoint 1. They may be local variants 

in many parts of the CV area. 

2.4.3.3 Intensity The normalized values corroborate the 

earlier observations in 2.3.4 and permit us to compare the inten

sity curves of NV, CV and SV tones and describe them in unambiguous 

terms. 

Let us take a difference of one decimal unit or less to 

mean •sustained• and that of two decimal units or more to mean 

a fa] 1 or rise in intensity contour between the peak value (usually 

at 11 or 12) and 13 (14 being alwa¥S low in all tones), as presented 

in the Intensity columnsof Table 2.15 (p 90). We can establish the 

intensity contours of all the tones as in Table 2. 17• on page 97. 

Let us calculate the average intensity values in decima; units of 

each tone (the sum of 11, 12, 13, 14 djvided by four), also fromt 

Table 2. 15. The results suggest that three levels can be posited: 

high (average of 7.5 to 8.0 decimal units), mid (average of 6.2 
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+12 (1~:2) 

cv r.·· ''-JlJ.) -3 
CJ:6 -15 
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'D ( \ .-- \ 

1..1 C~,l.,.L/ :• sv -11 +l?. 31~;2 -JJ, +:C.'? 

'"")('"' '') 111 l·L.I_ ,.1 . .:.l 
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Curve 1'/ 'D ( 0 1 -L '1 l!V -:20 + 1c.~ -17 +8 

'cl) (: · " -,·) j_ .1. ~ , __ '.LJ l}j< -23 +35 
cv -11 +5 Cli2 -1 +6 

CF/1• -1/1- +23 
Cl ')'--,_) (o,z) 

'i;'lJ ( 11 1 SJ -1/, +50 I "''') -11 +35 .l l __ . ' ' ~-l/_. 

• 'D (' - .. ') 11 L .. , 1• ,1:1 3F3 -15 +84 
/~I t:v -16 +!;5 1:1;3 -21 +81 

c n.1l-L ()i ;_:L' ~vr.L :_ 1 t Fo at l 1:1 or L2. 
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TABLE 2.17 Intensity Contour of NV, CV and SV Tones 

---------------------------------------------------------------------. . 

Tone NV CV sv 
--------------- ---------------- ----------------- -----------------

Level /-/ Falling (10-8) Falling ( 10-7) Falling (10-7) • 
Falling /,/ Falling (8-5) Falling (10-5) Falling (7-5) 

Rising /'/ Sustained (8-8) Sustained (7-6) Sustained (9-8) 

St Ris /'s/ Sustained (8-7) Sus tairted ( 7-6) Sustained (10-9) 

Drop/./ Falling (7-4) Falling (8-4) Falling ( 6-4) 

St Drop /.s/ Falling (7-5) Falling (8-5) Falling (7-5) 

Curve/'/ Falling (7-4) Falling (9-4) Sustained (7-6) 

Broken /"/ Concave (8-4-7) 

---------------------------------------------------------------------
~ Figures in parentheses indicate changes in normalized values of 

intensity (decimal units) between peak intensity and I3 (about 2/3 

of duration Hhen I starts to decay in all tones). 

TABLE 2ol8 Average Intensity Level of NV, CV and SV Tones 

---------------------------------------------------------------------
Tone NV cv sv 

--------------- ---------------- ----------------- ------------------
Level /-/ (7o5) (7.5) (7~5) 

lit 
High High High 

Falling /,/ Low (5. 5) Hid (6.5) Low (5 .o) 

Rising /"/ Hid (6.5) Low ( 5 .5) High (7.5) 

St Ris /'s/ Mid (6. 2) Low (5. 2) High (8.0) 

Drop/./ Low (4. 7) Low (5 .o) Low (4.2) 

St Drop /.s/ Low (5 .2) Low (5 .5) Low (5 .2) 

Curve /'I Low (4.5) Low (5 .5) Low (5 .5) 

Broken;~; Low ( S o2) 

--------------- ---------------- -----------------------------------
* Figures in parentheses indicate average intensity levels in nor

malized values :high (7.5-8.0); mid (6.2-6.5); low (4.2-5.5). 



to 6.5 dec rna unl s) and low rage of .2 to 5.5 decimal 

units), Table 2.18 (p gives the intensity leve s of all tones. 

The following observations can be made from Tables 2.17 

and 2. 18: 

(a) There is great similarity in intensity contour between 

the same tones across dialects, the only exception being the SV 

curve tone (see Table 2.17). There is less similarity in intensity 

levels (only four out of seven common tones have the same levels; 

see Table 2. 18) This strengthens the idea that tone contour, pri

marily manifested inFo and secondarily in intensity, is the dom

inant and unifying feature in the Vietnamese tone system across 

dialects. 

(b) The normalized va1ues and comparisons in the above

mentioned tables corroborate the notion of partial correlation be

tween intensity and Fo, as noted in 2.3.4, especially during the 

first two thirds of duration. Level, falling and low concave tones 

tend to have fal 1 ing intensity contours. Rising tones , and the SV 

mid-concave tone with high rising end, tend to have sustained in

tensity contours. Only the NV broken tone has a .clear concave in

tensity contour. This suggests that intensity is not an independent 

variable, and with the exception of the NV broken tone, is not 

1 ikely to play an independent role in tone recognition. 

2.~ 1 ).4 Duration Normalized values for duration establish 

a class of short tones in all dialects: the stopped tones. These 

have a normalized duration of 6 decimal units, while the long, 

non-stopped tones have the normalized duration of 10. The two 

creaky-ending tones, the NV drop tone and the CV curve tone, have 
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normalized duration of 8 and 9 respectively. This regularity 

suggests that duration is not an independent variable in Vietnamese 

tones, because it is always associated with the presence or absence 

of voiceless final stops or creaky endings, therefore fully predict

able regarding its relative value in similar contexts. Duration 

and intensity are therefore excluded from phonological feature 

specification of the tones on similar grounds. 

2. 5 CONCLUSION 

In this chapter, I have presented the resu 1 ts of an acousT' 

tically based study of Vietnamese tones in the three major dialects 

and have indicated some possible subdialectal and individual vari

ations. Normalization procedures have also been proposed and applied 

far the comparison of data. ihey will be useful for further research 

into more variations in local subdialects. Four sets of parameters, 

Fo, laryngeal ization, intensity and duration, are used for describing 

tonal characteristics in their varying forms across dialects. They 

are flexible and comprehen$ive enough, I fee 1, to be used in des-

cribing the wider ~ariations of tone in connected speech. The data 

establish four types of contour ( 1 eve 1, fa 11 i ng, rising and con-

cave), three levels of average fG>. (high, mid and low), and four 

degrees of laryngeal ization as features characterizing Vietnamese 

tones at the physical phonetic level in all dialects. 

The tone systems of the three major dialects display both 

similarities and differences in terms of the above-mentioned para

meters and features. The most important similarity seems to be Fo 
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contour, since all but one of the tones have basically similar 

contours across dialects, while varying in reiative Fo level or 

laryngeal ization. The remaining one, the drop tone, displays dif

ference inFo contour in one dialect only, SV, as laryngealization 

marks its variation between the other two dialects. 

The above observations, together with the fact that Viet

namese has only one phonetic level tohe, suggest the following 

conclusions: 

(a) Fo contour is the most important and the most basic 

feature in the Vietnamese tone system. This implies that it may be 

the most important cue for tone recognition within a dialect and 

across dialects. This point will be dealt with in more detail in 

Ch. Four. 

(b) Vietnamese can thus be characterized as belonging to 

a type of 11contour tone language with register overlap 11 as defined 

by Prke (148:12-13). More precisely, on the basis of the essential 

phonetic properties described in this chapter, systematic phonetic 

and phonolog~tal descriptions of Vietnamese tones should include 

features of pitch contour, relative pitch level and laryngeal ization 

(or voice quality). 

Furthermore, the variations of Fo and duration in different 

environments are interesting aspects which deserve further examin~

ation if we are to understand the relationships between them and 

the nature of tone production in Vietnamese. 
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A.l Fo in ons NV l 

at 

------------------------------------------------------------------
Informant 11 Pl P2 PJ PL1- P5 P6 

----------------- .,........,.....,....,,...._., ----- ---··"~ .......... ------- ...... ........................... ------ ___ ........... _ .... 
HFl c' (5 211.5 211-6 2LtJ 21.0 233 226 

12 12 6 9 10 8~ 

liF2 ,, 
')0') 2()0 289 286 2EU 22;0 u ( . .,. J { . .., 

7 7 7 0 
0 6 5 

ITFJ (\ 251 257 2(l) 262 254. 246 u 

17 15 ll 18 :20 21 

lli:!"'L, [j 239 2/1.2 211.1 238 235 232 

20 17 13 16 20 1<:' .u 

8 138 136 139 137 130 127 

12 10 9 7 7 5 
n 6 157 160 161 162 166 

''') 
Gt~. 17 19 22 21 

cJ 2113 214-3 2/J-4. 211-1 239 229 u 

13 !I- 4 5 7 9 
c\ 131, 129 129 125 129 121 u 

1J 3 2 0 7 4 
lTE6 ,, 

214. 208 205 203 198 197 u 

13 6 7 11- 6 9 

---------------------------------------------------------------··-

~· For each info rra axrt , 1:18CJ.l1 Fo values on first line, SD on second 

lineo 
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TABLE A.2 He an Fo in Hertz and Standard Deviations of NV Falling 

Tone /..,/ at Six Time points 

----------·--------------------------------------------------------
Informant n P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 

--------------- ------ ------ ----- ------ ------ ------ ------
NJ?l (\ 

(_) 211 207 206 197 194 192 

7 4 6 8 6 6* 

lTF2 8 229 227 218 212 211 209 

13 11 12 12 8 9 
1Tli,3 (\ 226 226 220 209 205 198 0 

15 n 7 7 !" 
C) 
u 

H.E'/;. r\ 211 209 201 192 186 178 u 

32 29 20 12 9 10 

llll ('• 125 121 116 108 104 99 () 

6 6 6 /1- 5 7 

Il1:2 r' ~) 12/;. 121 122 115 107 106 

10 9 9 12 U5 15 

1!113 8 186 1C.\6 183 178 174 167 

8 8 8 6 9 7 

NH4 8 114 106 106 101 96 92 

6 3 3 3 3 4 
NE6 ,, 

178 174 170 163 158 157 0 

10 7 5 5 5 6 

------------------------------------------------------------------

*.For each ir:formo.nt, moo.n Fo values on first line, SD on second 

line. 
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TABLE A.3 He an Fo in Hertz and Standard Deviations of NV Rising 

Tone /'/ o.t Six Timopoints 

-----------------------------------------------------------------
Informant n P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 

---------------- ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ -------
NF1 ,, 

6 221 221 229 259 298 298 

9 6 5 12 9 11tlt 

HF2 () 
0 275 267 269 236 307 321 

19 15 (} 
u 11 27 35 

NF3 0 236 234 240 261 307 31/+ u 

18 17 17 17 25 22 

lJ£'4 8 232 226 228 2Le6 269 296 

19 15 13 15 22 40 

NlU 8 130 123 124 149 179 199 

13 7 7 3 15 27 

Nll2 8 14-3 139 141 159 191 217 

21 20 17 15 13 17 

1:113 8 227 222 221 2/-1-1 264 274 

17 10 6 9 19 29 

NH4 8 127 l2L} 127 14.9 177 171 

16 6 6 11 8 16 

11116 8 195 lC)2 196 209 221 231 

12 6 5 ~' () 13 11 

------------------------------------------------------------------

~· For each i11forrno.nt, mean l<,o values on first line, SD on second 

line. 



.Fo i11 IIcrt:3 a11ll 

I Four 

Informant. n Pl P2 P3 PL1-

_.....,...,~-~--- .. -----·~--..--~- ,_ .. _.._.., .. _ 
---~---

................ ~ .... ,_,..,.,... ____ ........... -----
~·;r;]_ c\. 261 275 287 :.,) 

10 _,__; 12 7 6* 
rc 

3~27 3M) 351+ 0 

17 15 12 9 
'FJ (} 

u :2110 7 2i37 329 

19 12 7 
,, 

251 265 2C)O J14 i::) 

;~l 17 20 

-~:1 r' 14.9 165 182 u 

11 n 
/ 11 17 

r\ ]_r)l ;211 u 

r1 ') 

~~- (~ l 10 19 
(\ (\. :269 l u c) 

:22 12 6 7 
,, 

7 1'55 177 U\4 () 

:IJ. 12 J r) 
-:J 

:·.1 :.() 261 

l" l1 6 3 
- .. -~-~--·-··-----~-..-.......---~------ .. ----·-·--·--·~--------~-·------ ...... ----~----

rneo.n Fo values on fire t line, 

3D on c:;c;corld line. 
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TADI6 A.5 Lean Fo in Hertz and Ste.ncbrd Deviations of HV Drop 

Tone /./ at Six Ti~epoi~ts 

-----------------------------------------------------------------
Informant n Fl F2 FJ PL" P5 P6 

---------------.. ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ -----
HFl " 219 218 21? 215 206 202 (! 

19 l ') _,_ 9 0 
(_) 4 !+* 

IJF2 
,., 

21/! 2/IJ 229 211 202 208 •.) 

1/1, 12 1/1- 15 26 21+ 

Eljl3 r·.'. ;236 2.311- 230 21/j. 213 211,. ~ ) 

;?o 11; 12 
,, 

9 ll lJ 

:l}PL" Z,_) 217 217 211 lZ:~l l[\1 187 

23 20 17 21 13 27 

liLl 
,., 

129 125 121 111 107 108 !,_) 

13 n ,, 
r,:J 7 9 11 

l1I2 
,, 136 129 125 111,. 106 100 \.J 

]_(, 11 10 9 <' 10 u 

I!LJ (} 201 19? lc\.r.) 162 171 181 u ._l() 

1/j. 9 7 ll 16 17 

EELt 
,, 

126 121 ]_]_[) 111 100 100 0 

1:2 6 0 u 13 (f 
() 16 

n:c, '---· 1()]_ 1C)J 189 175 170 168 

11 5 Ll. 11 111- l!+ 

------------------------~------------ .. ~------~ .. -·M-----------------------

)~~ For Q~).Ch :Lnf on!:mt, [10~ . .n YO value::; on f:Lr;:o t lim, SD on second 

Uno. 
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A 6 liean Fo in Hertz ons 

of NV Four 

Informant n F1 P2 F3 P4 

---~--·--------·~-~- .. -·~-
___ ,.,_, __ ------ _ ____ ..,.., ....... ----... ·--- - ...... -=-

lTFl 8 216 209 201 197 

8 3 5 11-'* 

NF2 0 23/+ 216 206 199 u 

l c~ 
-·~J 20 l3 11 

:~~.3 C' 
,) 2211- 221 212 205 

12 8 7 1l 

1:FL1- 8 203 200 189 176 

12 10 11 10 
r; 1:23 118 113 101 0 

5 I 4 3 LJ-

1TE2 ,, 
131 12/1- 119 109 () 

11 1l 8 
(} 
() 200 192 1W7 179 

15 12 7 11 
() 116 111 107 9Ll-u 

10 '7 7 8 

ID.l6 () 192 182 176 166 u 

14 
,, 

'7 12 u 

---------------------------------------------------

~ For each in.f orman t, mean Fo values on first line, 

SD on S8COi1d lineo 



7 Fo in Hertz Deviations of NV 

o.t 

------------------------------------------------------------------
n Pl P2 P3 P/1. P6 

---............. - ...... .-....,.~~·~---··~- -~---,_,,,_. ------ --=----- ------ ------ _____ ..,... ------
,, 

215 21/j. 201 179 187 207 u 

10 9 7 6 7 17 * 
,, 

;2~26 223 207 Hf7 19.3 202 u 

n b n 10 1/j. 19 
C) 225 7 199 176 21/j. 219 t_l 

17 (-,11 2 12 11 

r; l.,i;l~r ,., 
20/j. 197 12;2 157 156 162 u 

29 ~?6 21 21 1/j. ]_C' u 

12/1- 119 9') u lW 134. 

5 :; c) /1 11 20 
,, 

121 117 106 ()]_ 101 114. u 

() s !" /I. / u 
,, ., 

157 166 u .L 

22 17 9 II- 11 1!1-

>',' 
,.-~. 117 105 90 lllj. 122 "'" u 

13 5 5 5 16 20 
('\ 

1711 167 152 11,11- 158 169 u 

12 9 5 7 7 () 
r,_) 

~l< For oac~1 :i.nforr:ant, r:1c 11n Fo valuc;:J on fir::; t line, SD on c, ocond 
l . ... lll8 0 
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TABLE A.f:\' Leon Fo in Hertz and Sto.ndo.rd Deviations of HV Broken 

'l'ono /"1 at Six Timepoints 

-------------------------~---------------------------------------

Informant n P1 P2 P3 PI+ P5 P6 

--------~------- ------ ------ ------ ------ ----- ------ ------
NF1 8 232 227 195 251 284 287 

1/1. 10 1'' 0 14 10 23* 
1H'2 0 u 2f\6 277 2//5 282 315 322 

31 31 43 33 18 22 

HF3 r\ 237 232 18/+ 253 303 307 () 

20 21 20 9 10 9 

NF4 c\ 233 227 1g6 2/+0 265 267 u 

18 21 16 9 16 18 

],I1 r' 
0 132 130 107 134 169 176 

1r' c. 11 18 13 4 11 

ln12 ,., 
139 133 no 152 187 199 t:) 

l/1- 13 19 7 r' cj 9 

Nll3 d- 227 226 1C)2 252 280 272 t.'.) 

21 l/1. 7 18 23 20 

l'TII4. r\ 132 129 127 M.!S 178 162 u 

20 13 6 11 17 13 

m:6 r' 199 lGJ 173 192 211~ 212 0 

22 17 13 l(J 13 23 

-----------------------------------------------------------------

* For each ini'orm::cnt, moan Fo vo.lues on first line, SD on second 

line. 
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TADLE A.9 Heo.n Fo in Hertz o.nd Standard Deviations of cv Level 

Tone 1-1 at Six Time points 

-----------------------------------------------------------------
Informant n Pl P2 P3 P1r P5 P6 

--------------- ------ ----- ------ ----- ------ ------ ------
CFl 8 267 2511- 2511- 259 262 254 

18 11 10 11 11 7* 
GF2 8 267 271 276 277 276 2711-

<'\ 

9 r·~ 6 8 13 16 () 

GF3 0 25/1- 2/1.8 24.9 251 250 251 l.l 

13 7 7 9 7 10 

CF4 '"' 219 212 216 226 231 227 (J 

19 12 12 c> 9 7 0 

GU1 ,, 
0 175 175 186 193 203 211 

11 (' 
u 5 5 11 29 

Gl-12 8 1/1.2 1!1-2 1/t-6 11,,.7 MB 145 

13 11 11 8 7 9 
GH3 (} 124 121 127 139 137 130 u 

10 6 3 8 5 8 

GE4 8 146 150 15/1- 157 157 157 

4 0 3 5 6 (} 
u 

Gli5 8 13Cj 136 141 137 132 131 

6 /1. 6 4 4 6 
Gl-16 r> 

(_) 129 128 127 129 129 129 

6 5 11- 4 6 5 
Gli7 '"' 169 168 170 166 162 165 0 

7 6 6 5 4 5 
cr.:;s ,, 17g 179 1'79 177 173 169 u 

10 9 10 11 13 15 

-----------------------------------------------------------------

~'! For each inform~cnt, meo.n Fo values on first line, SD on second 

line. 
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AlO Fo in ons CV Falling 

I 

------------------------------------------------------------------
n Pl P2 P') .) P4. P5 P6 

-------·~·---~~-~...---- --~-"---' 
,_,....._., ...... _.,.__ _,..,. ____ -=---- ------ __ .. ____ 

""""-----
CFl 1 2/11 237 23/1- 229' 222 

17 15 12 9 1211'-

GF2 
,, 

') 252 2/,.9 21,2 23/,. 227 () ,., 

n ("\ 

6 7 6 5 '' 

GF3 
,, 23() 235 ~?2/1- 219 :217 2111-(_) 

11 10 13 12 ll 12 

C//1- C} 
0 202 199 F)!,. 189 18/1- 182 

7 /I- 5 5 6 7 

Cl:l (~ un 179 172 170 172 u 

7 {' 
.) /1- !, 3 12 

Gl-:2 ~., 12/,. 123 120 116 113 lll () 

6 6 5 6 6 1." 

Gl 
,, 

122 121 120 115 " 
5 /~ 4. ') 

"· /1- 6 

Cl~!, 
,, 14J,. 1!,2 130 136 13/.r- 130 0 

5 /1 3 4. 3 6 

Cl:5 rf 131 JZ2 117 116 116 u 

ll 10 6 6 7 7 

Cl·i6 8 117 ll/1- 112 107 106 101 

7 5 !, !.,. 3 3 
CL7 

,, 
15i: 156 152 147 111, 1/Y4 u 

7 6 r; !, L,. !,. 

CU_\ (\ 167 166 161 15!,. 1!,.7 1/1-2 u 

n 10 () 9 9 10 / 

------------------------------------------------------------------

* For each in , moan F'o valno::; on first line, SD on second 

line. 
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TABLE A.ll heM Fo in Hertz and Standard Deviations of CV IUs ing 

Tone /'/ at Six Timcpoints 

-----------------------------------------------------------------
Informant 11 P1 P2 P3 PL, P5 P6 

___________ .. __ M __ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------· -------
CFl n 210 199 198 204 214 212 0 

a 7 7 8 16 29 * / 

CF2 C' 
(J 218 213 211 222 24.8 263 

g 6 6 11 14 18 

CF3 C} 239 226 209 221 247 259 0 

12 11 12 13 7 9 

CF4 8 177 169 159 176 215 232 

12 9 6 9 25 34 
Cl:Il 8 157 151 122 l/+3 163 163 

22 19 21 l3 12 15 

Cll2 (.~ l2LI. 121 12Lr 13/+ 1Lr2 1Lr6 u 

7 3 L:- 6 5 5 

mn r\ 117 112 102 117 119 119 () 

7 4. 4 5 2 13 

Gll/+ C' 
() 12L:- 122 127 134 137 137 

c> 
() 6 L1- 6 4 5 

Gl:5 r\ 121 121 l2LI· 136 143 146 ;j 

6 5 9 13 11 9 
Gl:6 0 113 UL1• 117 123 127 128 ,, 

7 6 6 7 7 7 

GH7 8 167 161 168 190 212 212 

12 6 6 12 23 17 

Cll8 n 131 133 l/+2 150 157 160 (J 

8 7 6 7 10 12 

-----------------------------------------------------------------

:1! For each informant, mean Fo values on first line, SD on second 

line. 
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TABLE A.l2 Hean Fo in Hertz and Standard Deviations 

of CV Stopped Rising Tone /'s/ at Four 

Time points 

--------------------------·---------------------
Inforrnant 11 Pl P2 P3 P4 

--------------- ------ ------· ------ ------· ------
CFl 8 211 202 200 204 

12 7 6 9~ 

CF2 8 222 221 237 264 

9 7 12 23 

CFJ 8 231,. 227 235 253 

14- 10 7 9 

GF1,. 8 188 166 169 208 

lll- 15 10 ll 

GH1 8 162 141 151 168 

8 16 12 14 

CH2 8 132 138 147 157 

12 ll 7 6 

Cl13 8 112 113 121 116 

7 5 3 6 

CHit r\. 136 132 136 140 0 

10 6 6 5 

Cl·'l5 8 127 1211- 127 132 

10 6 2 4 
Cll6 8 114 119 129 11!-0 

5 5 8 15 

C117 8 176 178 1 or< uu 197 

ll 7 8 7 

Cll8 8 1!,.3 l/l-9 161 171 

13 10 12 17 

---------------------------------------------------

~ For 8 ach informant, mean Fo values on first line, 

SD on second line. 
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TABLE A.l3 l!ean Fo in Hertz and Stondard Deviations of GV Drop 

Tone /o/ at Six Tiinepoints 

-------------- ---· --·--·---·--·-- --·-··- ¥••·---·-M ~ -· -·- ---- -----------H••-------------

Informant n Pl P2 P_3 PL,. P5 P6 

--------------- ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
GFl 8 222 208 202 199 199 203 

12 6 6 6 5 15* 

GF2 ("\ 
0 225 221 218 212 207 206 

10 7 3 3 2 3 
GF3 8 228 221 214 210 211 212 

7 8 L~ 5 6 4 

GFL" 8 lr}r\ ou 181 175 171 166 172 

12 9 7 5 5 6 
GHl 8 171 167 157 149 156 159 

lO 6 7 3 15 22 

Gl-~2 r> 122 119 11L, 107 104 104 () 

7 5 L1- 4 L" 3 
GN3 3 119 116 116 lOL" lOS 111 

7 4 5 8 5 4 
GH4 C' u 137 132 126 122 119 119 

L~ 10 7 5 4 6 

Gl-15 c.'- 120 117 116 114. llL1- 116 u 

3 5 2 2 5 4 
GH6 c> 120 116 113 109 106 102 u 

10 6 }I- 4 3 4 
Gl!? ,, 

151 .. 11 .. 9 11 .. 2 140 149 l5L~ u 

5 2 L,. 9 ll 12 

CH8 3 157 156 151 141 139 138 

10 8 r\ c' 10 12 0 u 

-----------------------------------------------------------------

* For each informant, meo.n Fo values on fir,st line, SD on second 

lino. 
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TABLE A.ll+ Hean Fo in Hertz and Standard Deviations 

of CV Stopped Drop Tone /.s/ at Four 

Timepoints 

---------------------------------------------------
Informant 11 Pl P2 P3 P4 

--------------- ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
CFl 8 226 208 204 197 

13 5 7 5~ 

CF2 8 239 231 224 220 

8 7 6 7 

CF3 0 232 221 216 212 u 

8 6 5 - 5 

CF4 8 192 178 171 166 

10 2 3 4 
CHl 8 176 166 156 14.8 

7 6 7 4 
Cl12 8 124 121 118 112 

7 3 2 7 

Cll3 8 125 122 118 102 

7 2 4 4 
CH4 8 142 127 131 127 

6 2 2 5 

CH5 .--. 131 124 120 119 0 

9 7 4 3 

CH6 8 121 114 108 103 

6 3 4 7 

CJ:.r? 8 159 151 141+ 151 

8 9 6 9 
Cl18 168 161 151 146 

12 6 5 6 

-------------------------------------------------

'" For each informant, mean Fo values 011 first line, , 

SD on second line. 
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TABLE A.15 llean l',o in Hertz and Standard Deviations of GV Curve 

Tone /'/ at Six Time points 

-------------------------------------------------------------------
Informant n Pl P2 P3 P/1 P5 P6 

-- .. -----·· ----· ___ .... -~- ----··-- ----~--· ------ -----~- -----·- ----~ ... -- ___ .... ___ 
Ciill , .. 

?19 213 201 193 196 199 l' 

12 n () 'J 7 ("\. 
;< / 

(1--jl') , .. ')?'' ')?') C)') I 221 n7 216 J.L f.- 0 . . _) ( r ... _ ),-,. ,,,1 ...... 1.!-

L~ 'I 10 :L;, 26 I 

Gli'J ('. 

~/:0 ~36 '""V)( 223 231 236 u ,·~'--') 

10 C! 7 12 ')f} 36 / ( .... '-) 

Gl/.1. 
,, 

193 1(',7 177 166 197 20/.~ () 

9 6 /.1. 6 15 18 

Gll1 r' 170 169 159 1Le2 154 168 c• 

7 /1. /.1- 10 23 24 

GH2 r' 123 L?l 121 121 125 129 () 

10 (} 4 6 11 15 u 

G113 (~ 117 112 110 95 99 101 u 

9 '5 5 5 6 8 

G114 (> 
0 1!.,1 139 132 122 126 129 

5 2 !,. 7 7 7 

GH5 c> 
() 124 123 121 115 117 119 

7 5 !,. 5 3 3 
Gl-16 8 116 113 109 104 101 101 

9 7 7 5 3 5 

era 8 159 15!., 147 139 147 156 

7 6 5 3 5 5 

Gl18 8 165 159 147 137 126 124 

10 11 10 1') r_ 1/e 16 

-----------------------------------------·-------------------------

line. 
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TABLE A.l6 Hean Fo in Hertz and Standard Deviations of SV Level 

Tone /-/ at Six Timepoints 

----- .. ~------~- ~-~-~- ~·· ---~- .. -~ ... ~·-··--- --~----------~-- ·--"-·~·---------~--------~--· 

Informo.nt n Pl P2 P3 PI: P5 P6 

-- .. -----------·-- ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ -------
Sl"l (} 

0 29Le 294 293 292 2%. 287 

Lt- !r 4 5 5 11 * 
SF2 >' ,) 209 207 211 216 211 200 

27 21 12 13 21 18 

SF3 () 231 23/t- 237 236 229 226 u 

1(} u 1/+ 15 16 18 23 

SF5 8 261 258 257 25!1- 254 256 

12 10 lJ 10 11 12 

tlll 8 205 211 209 208 206 198 

ll 6 6 7 9 16 

312 (} 
u 136 135 135 134 132 132 

7 6 7 5 6 3 

S.-1/1- C' u 124 121,. 125 126 128 125 

4 4 5 7 8 6 
s_,r5 8 142 M.2 142 141 l/+0 136 

10 3 Lt- 6 6 7 

316 8 124 122 121 119 116 lll 

6 5 4 5 8 10 

-----------------·------------------------------------------------

"'"'For each informant, moan Fo values on first line, SD on second 

lineo 



1 8 

Fo in ons of Erv 

Tone Timopoint,s 

_..-..---""""-- ........... ,..,..._. ...... ..,..""'"' __ _,,_, ____ ..... ___ ~-----=-..-"""'""''------..- ..... ._,,_..,..,. ...... _____ """"' ___ ..... _="'..,... ____ ~ ..... .,.,. 

Informant n Pl P2 PJ P!+ P5 P6 ____ ,. ________ ..., ____ 
------ ....., _____ .------ ____ ..,.,_, ------ -----·- -------

SFl c> 271 269 263 259 258 256 u 

13 10 8 5 6 7* 

SF2 C} 
u 172 161 152 14-7 141 139 

25 12 7 5 4 6 

SFJ 8 196 190 V35 179 185 188 

10 7 7 9 13 8 

St"'5 8 213 20~, 199 194 191 204 

16 C} 5 6 7 12 u 

an (} 
u 171 170 166 161 157 156 

9 9 7 4 5 !+ 
C' 127 119 11/t 108 106 101-j, () 

7 3 3 2 3 2 
g 109 107 105 103 10~~ 99 

6 r:. 
·'' 5 Le 5 3 

3.15 c' 132 127 121 116 111 107 () 

7 6 r 
) /1, 3 6 

3.·16 (} 
u 106 103 99 96 93 92 

6 !,_ le I+ 4- 2 

---------------------------------------------------------------

~J~ For 8~lCh inf ornnn t, rneo..r1 Fo values on first line, SD on second 

11ne o 
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TABlE A.l8 tie an Fo in Hertz and Standard De via ti ons of s-v Rising 

Tone /'/ at Six Timepoints 

------------------------------------------------------------------
Informant n Pl P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 

--------------- ------ ------ ------· ------ ------ ------ -------
SFl 8 304 296 302 326 353 364 

20 13 9 ll 15 19* 

SF2 8 187 18/+ 201 2L1.8 299 287 

28 19 25 29 29 34 
SFJ 8 235 233 251 286 325 336 

19 15 16 22 11 34 

Sli'5 8 263 259 266 296 349 366 

13 12 9 14 23 32 
S:-11 8 214 216 226 242 256 247 

11 9 9 9 10 20 

S.·l2 8 14.2 142 1!,6 156 164 164 

L, !,. 4 6 7 ll 

3'14 8 120 121 128 144 154 168 

7 4 10 4 4 7 

3·15 8 153 149 159 175 189 204 

21 15 17 17 10 18 

3-:6 8 129 130 136 149 162 159 

11 8 6 6 10 9 

-----------------------------------------------------------------

* For each informant, mean Fo values on first line, SD on second 

lineo 



TABLE A.l9 He an Fo in Hertz and Standard Deviations 

of sr Stopped Rising Tone /'s/ at Four 

T:L:nepoints 

---------------------~-----------------------------

Informant n Pl P2 P3 P4 

--------------- ------· ------· ------ ------ ------
SFl 8 328 327 356 391 

22 9 13 1/+!lt 

SF2 C} 
u 19!1- 215 21+4 297 

25 10 13 13 

SF3 8 239 251 277 321 

2!1- 21 18 18 

SF5 8 267 271 295 363 

10 7 7 14 

sn 8 226 23/+ 2/1-4 257 

11 7 10 15 
s_,:2 8 1/1-5 11,6 154 164 

6 4 5 5 

3.14 8 127 131 151 169 

5 5 2 8 

~:l;.5 8 160 167 139 191 

21 17 18 8 

~H6 3 130 132 l/1-3 157 

15 11 13 10 

---------------------------------------------------

~ For each informant, mean Fo values on first line, 

SD on second line. 

120 
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TABLE A.20 Eean Fo in Hertz and Standard Deviations of SV Drop 

Tone /./at Six Timepoints 

-----------------------------------------------------------------
Informant n Pl P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 

--------------- ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
SFl 8 281 26L" 252 259 269 268 

9 5 12 6 8 9!lt 

SF2 8 15/1- M.2 133 111-7 170 169 

15 7 6 I+ 5 3 
SF3 3 199 189 174 182 196 204 

C} 7 /j. l;. 6 11 u 

S25 8 220 202 194 200 224 235 

16 7 6 9 15 12 

3H (f 
u 184 171 156 lM1- 156 163 

1/1- 14 11 l,. 6 10 

312 8 120 ll/1- 109 108 116 121 

7 5 2 6 8 11 

3·14 8 108 107 104. 103 106 lOL. 

6 6 5 3 3 3 
3·15 8 132 1?.5 118 116 124 127 

(} 
u 6 6 5 5 L'" 

Sl6 n 102 100 97 96 101 108 0 

5 3 .1:. 3 3 6 

-----------------------------------------------------------------

* For each informant, m::a::. Fo V<.clncs ore first line, SD on second 

linoo 



TABLE A.21 Hean Fo in Hertz and Standard Deviations 

of SV Stopped Drop Tone /.s/ at Four 

Timepoints 

---------------------------------------------------
Informant n P1 P2 P3 PL~ 

------------- ------ ------ ----- ----- -----
SF1 8 277 264 256 254 

1(, 7 5 7* 
SF2 8 165 1!1.7 152 167 

22 5 5 12 

SF3 8 207 192 185 196 

18 6 6 8 

SF5 8 221 206 199 221 

13 7 5 12 

an 8 187 180 169 166 

14 11~ 16 11 

3:12 cl 127 119 116 111 (.) 

7 3 4 2 

3.'14 8 112 106 106 111 
c' u 5 4 4 

3-15 8 132 124 120 121 

9 !,. 5 7 

El-16 8 lOL, 102 99 99 

9 6 2 6 

----------------------------·---------------------:----

*' For each informant, meo_n Fo vo_1ues on first line, 

SD on second line. 
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TABLE A.22 : :so.~1 Fo :Ln Hertz and Standard Deviations of SV CL:rve 

'-L'oae /' / at Six Timepoints 

-------------------------------------------------------------------
Infor;,;ant n Pl P2 FJ F4 F5 F6 

-----~-"- .. --~- .. ············ •' ··- ------ ------- ------ .. ----·-- ------ ------ -------
SF1 8 307 2[)7 256 276 315 317 

14 26 7 7 12 14 * 
3.82 

,, 
L'36 l4C; 137 1(J5 21,1 21,6 ·" 

12 12 7 17 16 22 
S:B,J 3 202 187 172 223 294 317 

111. <) (-, 5 11 r)r-·J 
~I 

s~,) •/ 
"! 231 2ll ] C)'-) '>l / .:.-0 299 310 

19 17 5 6 16 24 
3.11 8 189 177 152 191 214 210 

L, 7 !, 10 l!+ 20 

~L2 
,, 

1 ·:·~ H'5 lll 127 1;.') 150 ~ ..:_.t___., 

7 5 J 3 6 ~ _, 

S·U, r; 111 10/+ 100 122 1!+9 156 0 

,, 
0 L, 5 5 6 7 

.3.:5 r\ 137 12G 12~? l/,2 17S 167 u 

16 J.O 7 JJ. l"' f) ll) 

a:6 r) 106 101 96 112 136 1.4/, u 

0 4 /+ 6 7 11 / 

------------------------------------------------------------------

~~ For 8~.lC 11 inf orrnan t, moru1 Fo values on first line, SD on second 

lineo 
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c R THREE 

Fa VARIATION AND THE PHONATION PROCESS 

The description of acoustic phonetic properties of Vietnamese 

tones in Ch. Two has shown that in spite of their primary importance, 

Fa parameters alone cannot properly characterize all tonal differences 

in the Vietnamese system. Subdialectal and individual variations fur

ther suggest that the relationships between Fa, intensity, duration 

and laryngeal ization may be quite complex and further investigations 

are needed to understand their nature. In this chapter, I shall ex

amine some more data concerning aspects of those relationships and 

0 ffer some speculations on the possible causes of the observed tonal 

and related phenomena in terms of their physiological and physical 

nature. 

3.1· SOME MEANINGFUL RELATIONSHIPS 

3.1.1. Fo and Initial Consonants 

It has been widely agreed that there is correlation between 

Fa on the vowel and the state of voicing of preceding consonants. 

As summarized in Lehiste (1970:71), "high fundamental frequencies 

occurred after a voiceless consonant and considerably lower fundamental 

frequencies occurred after a voiced consonant. 11 This fact has been 

1 33 
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attested in various languages such as Eng! ish (House and Fairbanks 

1953. Lehiste and Peterson 1961, among others), French (Fischer

J¢rgensen 1972), Swedish (Lofqvist 1975), Yoruba (Hombert 1976), etc. 

However, there are conflicting data regarding the effect of aspir-

ated versus unaspirated voiceless stops on the Fo onset of a follow-

ing vowel. Some studies show that voiceless aspirated stops give 

rise to a higher Fo onset, as in Korean (Han 1967, Kim 1968), Thai 

(Ewan 1976), Danish (Jeel 1975). Others show no difference inFo 

onset as in Danish (Fischer-J¢rgensen 1968), French and English 
·' 

(Hombert and Ladefoged 1977). And others still show the opposite 

pattern, i.e. higher Fo onset after voiceless unaspirated stops, as 

in Korean (Kagaya 1974), Thai (Gandour 1974, Erickson 1975) and Hindi 

(Kagaya and Hirose 1975). 

Another interesting fact was observed by Lea (1973:61-62) 

following a study of English word pairs ·with contrasting stress pat-

terns; he noted that 11 fall ing or rising Fo contours at vowel onset 

do not simply mark either stress or state of voicing, but are func-

tions of a complex combination of stress and phonetic context, 11 or 

more precisely, 11a rising Fo contour at vowel onset may indicate 

either that the vowel is word-initial or preceded by a voiced con-

sonant, or that the syllable is stressed (with either a voiced or 

unvoiced prevoca I i c consonant. 11 

Also interesting are some observations made in Hombert 

(1978:83) from Yoruba data that ''the perturbation caused by a voiced 

consonant on a following high tone or by a voiceless consonant on 

a following low tone is greater than the effect of these two series 

of consonants on a mid tone, 11 and his remark that 11 there may be a 
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tendency in tone languages (which does not exist in non-tonal lan

guages) to minimize the intrinsic effect of prevocalic consonants 

actively - probably in order to render the different tones maxi

mally perceptually_distinct_. 1 

My data, given in Tables 3.1 and 3.2 (next pages), tend to 

support the above-mentioned observations. Table 3.1 gives the mean 

Fo onset values and standard deviations in Hertz of the same vowel 

fa/ after different consonants. Levels of significance obtained 

from two-tailed t-tests on the means show that there is significant 

difference between Fo onsets after voiceless and voiced consonants 

as two separate classes, although the voiceless /t/ sometimes 

gives rise to Fo onsets closer to those of /d/ than of /th/. 

Table 3.2 gives the mean Fo values at various timepoints for 

two tones, level and falling, on syllables with voiceless and 

voiced initial consonants, by four female informants. Figure 3.1 (p 138), 

where the data from Table 3.2 are plotted, serves to illustrate 

the notions of Fo loci and pitch targets which I propose as ab-

stract constructs to account for those facts. 

Leaving aside, for the time being, the physiological 

cau~es that might determine them, let us define Fo loci as an 

imaginary Fo range for certain classes of sounds and pitch target 

as an ideal pitch level for certain tones or intonation. I use the 

term 1 Fo loci 1 to mean that the Fo levels toward which different 

segment types tend to reach are intrinsically determined by articu

latory or phonatory factors, e.g. laryngeal tension, associated 

with their production, which the speaker do not control intentionally. 

1 use the term 1 pitch target 1 to mean that what the speaker intends 



TABLE 3.1 Mean Fo Or~et Values in Hertz of Same Vowels in Vietnamese Syllables With Different Initial 

Consonants [t], [th], [s], [d] and [n] 

I I f t M~an Fo Onset and SD After SiB_nificance of Ditferenge Between 'tv~ear.s 
1 norman n [t] [t·]_ [s] [d] [n] Cvl. Cvd t/t t/d s/d t /d t /n cv1/cvd 
:---------- ----- ----- -----.----- ----- -----,----- ----- ----- -----,-----,----- -----·------------
1 NF1, NF2l 48(a) 244 256 254 232 237 1 251 234 , ns* I ns I o.Cll o.o11 o.o51 0.01 

I CFl, CF4J : 35 39 36 40 41 I 37 41~* 
l SFl, SF5 I I 
I I 

1
1 
NFl 8(a) 222 240 238 213 221 I 233 217 I 0.051 ns 

1 12! 14 18 10 6!14 6 

I I I I I I I 
I NH4 lw(b) 110 1119 1111 ! 106 106 i 113 1 106 II o.o1 ns o.c5i o.o11 o.ol 

o.o11 o.o11 o.o5 o.o1 

0.01 

. 4:41 5; 4 4~ 514 1 I 1 
I I I I I I ! I 

~---------_.-----------------------------------~-----~-----------------~-----~-----------~-------------

~* 
~not significant at the 0.05 level. Mean Fo on first line, SD on second line. 

(a) For each informant, eight repetitions, with different tones, of syllables with same vowel [a] 

and beginning with [t], [th], [s], [d] and [n]. The nuwbers for Cvl and Cvd are the totals of 

[t,th,s] and [d,n] respectively. 

(b) Ten repetitions of syllables as in (a) with the same rising tone /'/. 

w 
(j'\ 
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TABLE 3.2 Mean Fo Values in Hertz of Level and FalliAg Tones with 

Voiceless and Voiced Initial Consonants by Four NV and. 

SV Informants (NFl, NF2, SFl and SF5) 

-----------------------------------------------------------------

Level 

Initial 

Consonant 

Voiceless 

[t,th,s] 

Voiced 

[d,:a] 

n Mean Fo and SD at Timepoint 
---- ----- ----------- ----------co P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 

---- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----
12 280 278 274 271 271 265 

19 18 21 23 23 25 

8 252~~ 265 267 270 266 263 261 

22 26 24 22 23 26 27 

Falling Voiceless 12 

[t,th,s] 
242 231 

27 30 

224 215 212 217 

29 29 27 27 

I Voiced 8 218 221, 223 221 216 215 218 

i [d,n] 22 20 21 20 23 26 22 
: ------------------------ -----------------------------------------

~Mean Fo on first line, SD on second line. 

*~ CO values \-Tere measured at first stable point of consonant onset 

for [d] and [n]. 
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and extrinsically controls is relative pitch levels within his own 

voice range and which he can monitor during their production. It is 

the dynamic interaction between these intrinsic and extrinsic fac

tors that produces perturbations in Fo realizations. The degree of 

perturbation will depend on the amount of adjustment needed to ac

commodate them. Thus there is more perturbation when a consonant 

with high Fo loci begins a tone with initial low target than when 

it begins a tone with initial high target, etc. I have preferred the 

term 'loci' and 'target' to others because they represent something 

to be reached but not always realized in actual speech because of 

numerous influences. 

As illustrated in Figure 3. I, voiceless consonants have 

high Fo loci and voiced consonants have low ones, which could be 

located in the upper and lower reaches of a speaker's average voice 

range, respectively. In the figure, they could be extrapolated 

bY extending imaginary lines from the onsets of the Fo curves of 

different tones preceded by the same type of consonants and the 

areas where these would meet constitute the Fo loci. My illustrative 

examples are based on only two tones and five different consonants. 

More data on other tones and other consonants would be needed to 

support the hypothesis. 

The tonal pitch targets for Vietnamese can be determined 

from the typical Fo contours of NV, CV and SV tones described in 

Ch. Two, and represented by the system of tone letters proposed 

in Chao 1930. Formal processes for deriving them from the acoustic 

material will be proposed inCh. Five, but they could be roughly 

obtained from auditory impressions or visual inspection of the 
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Fo curves. Thus, the level tone has one target at midpoint, the 

rising and falling tones have two, at onset and endpoint, and the 

concave tones have three, at onset, midpoint and endpoint. In this 

respect, I propose the consistent use of one, two or three figures 

for different tones according to the number of pitch targets they 

represent, e.g. [3] (and not [33]) for the level tone, [35] for the 

rising tone, [3k5] for the broken tone, etc. 

These concepts could account for most of the facts observed 

at Fo onsets of different syllables, as referred to earlier in this 

sub-section. They do not explain how and why Fo is affected in 

such manner, a question we shall examine later. 

3.1.2 Fo~ Duration and Final Consonants 

Earlier studies reveal no significant correlations between 

Fo and following consonants. As summarized in Lehiste (1970:74), 

11 final consonants showed no regular influence on the fundamental 

frequency of i:he syllable nuclei. 11 However, some studies (Mohr 1968, 

Sl is 1966) indicated that ''post-vocalic consonants have an effect 

on Fo similar to that of pre-vocalic consonants, but with a _much 

smaller magnitude,'' as quoted in Hombert 1978. This latter study also 

reported that post-vocalic /h/ and /7/ produced significant per

turbations on the Fo of the preceding vowel in Arabic, /h/ lowering 

and /7/ raising the Fo perceptibly. Hombert, Ohala and Ewan 1979 

suggested that ''if a tonal contour appears on a vowel which is 

followed by a voiceless consonant, it may be 'cut short' and have 

a different terminal Fo than if it appears before a voiced con

sonant." And it is a well .known fact that vowels are shorter 
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before voiceless than before voiced consonants (Delattre 1962, Chen 

1970, Peterson and Lehiste 1960, etc.) 

The data on Vietnamese tones reveal interesting facts in 

this respect. First, concerning duration, Han 1969 noted that for 

some of her informants the creaky-ending NV drop tone is about half -

as long as the other tones (stopped tones not included.) Similar 

results were obtained by Earle 1975 who reported that on the average 

the creaky-ending NV drop tone is 47% shorter than the mean duration 

of other tones (data from eleven NV speakers.) He also reported that 

the non-stopped and stopped NV drop tones are of the same duration, 

but the stopped rising tone is only about 25% as long as the corres

ponding non-stopped rising tone. My data show more consistent dur

ation ratios across the three dialects for the stopped tones : about 

60% of the average longer tones, while the NV creaky-ending drop tone 

is ao%and the cv creaky-ending curve tone is 90% of the longer tones' 

duration. In spite of the discrepancies between the above-mentioned 

studies, which may have arisen from different measurement procedures 

or from the fact that the data involved different types of syllables, 

one may conclude that Vietnamese syllables ending in a voiceless 

stop or creaky voice are regularly shorter than the average. Thus, 

duration is predictable from syllable types and is not a feature of 

tone in Vietnamese. 

Second, there is a tendency for the stopped variants of the 

rising tone to rise higher than the corr~sponding non-stopped tone, 

~hile there is no such tendency for the stopped variant of the drop 

tone. The data in Earle 1975 show that the drop tone and its stop

ped variant exhibit no statistically significant difference inFo 
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or duration, but the stopped rising tone is not only much shorter 

but its Fo matches the second half of the non-stopped rising tone, 

i.e. its onset is much higher. Data from three of my informants, 

one from each dialect, are presented in Table 3.3 and Figure 3.2 

(next pages) for a better illustration of the patterns which. are 

already apparent in the general description of the tones inCh. 

Two. Two-tailed t-tests on means show that there are significant 

differences between the mean Fo onsets and endpoints of the non-

stopped and stopped rising tones by all three informants, while 

the differences are not significant between the mean Fo endpoints 

of the NV drop tone and its stopped variant, and between the mean 

Fo onsets of the CV and SV drop tones and their variants. 

The above facts lend further support to the idea of inter-

action between Fo loci and pitch targets. Although the Fo loci of 

final stops do exert some influence on the Fo of preceding vowels, 

their effect is not the same in every case because of interaction 

with pitch targets. The process is schematized in Figure 3.3 (page 

145 ) where the Fo loci of final stops and tonal pitch targets 

are shown to combine with each other to give greater effect or 

to neutralize each other so that no appreciable effect is produced. 

Thus, for example, the non-stopped rising tone has two 

pitch targets and there is pitch movement between them, represented 

as 315. The corresponding stopped tone can be supposed to have 

the same underlying contour, but it is followed by a voiceless stop 

which~s high Fo loci whose effect on the Fo of the preceding vowel 

can be represented as fC. The interaction between targets and loci 

can be represented as 3r5 tc and the predicted result is 351 because 



Fo in of Tones 

Informant n LeoJl. Fo OJl.cl at T:Lr.wpo:Lnt 

F1 P2 PJ P4 P5 P6 

-----.......... -,..,.,. .... ____ _. ......... , ----- ----- ------, ------
I'/ * 267 269 NF2 '") . . 8 275 286 307 321 lt.])J lll.g 

19 1/l- 8 ll 27 35 *-* 

S'- n· I r.'-· Jl(i 371 31~ 35!+. l". l\..lS o u 

16 15 11 9 

Drop I n ;2/,.6 21,.3 229 ;211 202 208 () 

111- 11 l/r. 15 25 211-

oDrop /os/ (3 23/!- 216 206 199 

13 20 13 10 

CH2 Rising I I 0 u 12/t- 121 12/t- 13/t 11 .. 2 11 .. 6 
I 7 3 !!- I 6 5 5 I 

" ;I ,., 
132 138 14.7 157 ® s I () 

11 7 6 

Drop I 8 122 119 114 107 104 104 

7 !:- 4 3 !1. 3 
St. Drop /.s/ g 12!!- 121 118 11:2 

7 3 2 7 

SF1 P,:Lsing !'/ 8 304 296 302 326 353 36/+ 

19 13 9 11 15 19 

St. Itis o /'s/ ()-
u 323 327 356 391 

21 c> u 13 14 
Drop /o/ 0 u 281 :26/!- 252 259 269 26-3 

9 /1. 11 5 7 8 

St. Drop /.s/ (} 

2771 26!, 256 25/!-u 

I 
1'1 6 4 7 

. ' _.,.,._,. ______ ,._ ...... ----------------~~---.. ---.-----,..--a------------------------------

* Eight ,::;yllo.blc::; -vrLth ::;ame vmw1 [a] preceded by different con-

so no. nt-J , D.Jld foll_[)\-rod by [k] in tho case of stopped tones. 
'~)\! Fo voJ~uos on first Li_no, SD on second line. 
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FIGURE 3.3 Schematic Representation of the Combined Effect of 

Final Stop Fo Loci and Tonal Pitch Targets on the 
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Light arro·vJS represent movements tm.rard intrinsic Fo 

loci of consonants and intended pitch targets of tone; 

dashed arrmm represent resulting effect; heavy arrows 

represent the stoppinG of phonation which shortens the 

tones. 



the pitch movement toward the final target is reinforced by the 

'pull 1 of high Fo loci of a voiceless stop in the same direction. 

This type of result is illustrated by the significantly higher Fo 

values of the stopped rising tone in all three dialects shown in 

Table 3.3 and Figure 3.2. 
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In the case of the stopped drop tone, the interaction can 

be represented as 2~1 tC. The predicted result can be represented 

as 21..: -~ ? , i.e. no apprec i ab 1 e perturbation or var i ab I e pertur

bation on the basic Fo contour. Because of opposing influences, the 

final result may depend on which of them is stronger. This type of 

result is illustrated in the Fo values of the stopped drop tones 

in Table 3.3 and Figure 3.2, where no significant differences or 

differences in opposite directions with the non-stopped drop tones 

are found. 

3.1.3 Vowel Quality and Fo 

It has been widely attested that there is correlation be

tween vowel 'height' and Fo, i.e. high vowels (high tongue body, 

low Fl) such as /i/, /u/ have intrinsically higher Fo than low 

vowels (low tongue body, high Fl) such as /a/, 1~1. etc. The fact 

is found in various languages such as English (Peterson and Barney 

1952, House and Fairbanks 1953, etc), Secbo-Croatian (lvic and 

Lehiste 1963), Korean (Kim 1968), Vietnamese (Han 1969), Danish 

(Petersen 1976), among others. The best known theories proposed to 

explain this phenomenon are the source-tract coupling theory 

(Flanagan 1965, Flanagan and Landgraft 1968, Lieberman 1970, etc,) 

and the tongue-pull theory (Ladefoged 1964, Lehiste 1970, Ohala 



1972, etcJ, neither of which has received unqualified empirical 

support for their predictions (Hombert 1978). 
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The problem that interests us here is the relationship 

between intrinsic vowel Fo and tonal pitch targets. For comparison, 

data on NV from Han 1969 and on Taiwanese from Zee 1978 are given 

in Table 3.4 and graphically represented in Figures 3.4 and 3.5 (fol

lowing pages). The Vietnamese data come from two informants, a male 

and a female, and include 30 occurrences of each of the vowels /i/, 

/e/, /a/, /o/ and /u/, with each of the three tones (level, falling, 

and rising) which were measured at one, two and three data points 

respectively. The Taiwanese data come from three male informants 

and include the means for five occurrences of the five vowels with 

two tones, computed from values at 10 milliseconds intervals. 

For the Taiwanese data, Zee 1978 concluded that "the value 

of the fundamental frequency of the high [level] tone ~orrelates 

with vowel height for all three speakers ... No such correlation is 

found in vowels associated with the low [falling] tone for all 

three speakers." The Vietnamese data from the female Informant F 

agree with the above conclusion,, but those from the male Informant 

M exhibit an opposite pattern: correlation in the· case of the 

falling tone, no correlation in the case of the rising tone. A 

careful examination of Figure 3.5 where Vietnamese tones are rep

resented not in average Fo for the whole vowels but Fo at different 

data points, would suggest that the relationship between vowel 

height and Fo is more complex with each tone. There seems to be more 

correlation between vowel height and Fo at the onset of the rising 

tone than at its endpoint for both informants, and more correlation 
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3 of Different 

e Data from Zee 1978) 

Informant• e a 0 u 
........... ,_.. .... _.. .. ~,. ------

NV 30 2i:n 258 25!1. 258 281 
"' ( J ' 1' en1e1 ~O) :30 2Z_\l 25f:~ 254. 258 281 

JJ 357 360 3M\ 359 399 

90 _306 'JCJ') ~2G5 291 320 1-..../f..._.. 

30 _309 29J 2C.~(}-
(JU 

2("'•(\ 
__.()',) 301\ 

_30 ~227 22L~ 22/1. 216 221 

_30 l~~SI 190 193 185 
({) 20::.~ 207 209 201 203 

:-i (c.le) 137 130 130 131 135 
l::id 139 135 1 " / "1 r)~ 

"'-~-'' .· -' ... /) 

:c~n.d ' I' 6 155 156 I_) l1 

F C)O 

~ ,j_d 

f) !. 
~~ ,.J 

''1 I ') 

_1_./!-t"~ 

-, l ]_t I" I l 
, 

,) 
., 

!, _I, i 117 127 12l) 

Tai\Jano::::o 

(ni['.lc) 
-; ,_.. ~!~~:: 

A -- ' ~ , 
-- ) -~ • '-1 

)-:.r ' ) :.-1 r ·~-· I , I 
I I t_./j I I I· 

' (. -; 
~) l5~) 15? - ) 

Lou p 5 106 103 106 104 105 
c (male) Jiicsh 1i' 5 J.'j1 167 166 170 176 ' 

j_ 

j Lm; I F 5 _ no 117 117 115 116 

~----------------------------------------------

!It Lsan Fo for r_l.l1 do.tapoint.s. 

,,,,::> 5 tol~en;:; for each tone; for eo.ch token, the mean is to.kcn of 
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when the Fo onsets of the falling tone by Informant Mare in the 

middle ranges of his voice than those of Informant F when they are 

much lower within her voice range. The data suggest that correla

tion between vowel height and Fo is usually disturbed when the pitch 

targets require Fo movements toward the more extreme voice ranges, 

and this may vary with each tone and individual speakers. 

3.1.4 Fo and Tonal Environment 

Fo variations due to tonal environment are usually descri

bed as tone sandhi or other forms of tone assimilation in various 

languages, e.g. various Chinese dialects (Kratochvil 1968, Chang 

1958, Wang 1967, Yip 1980, among others) and maoy African languages 

(Hyman 1973b, Leben 1973, 1978, Schuh 1978, among others). 

Concerning Vietnamese, Han and Kim 1972 (p 62) noted that 

11 the phonetic variation of the six tones never [my emphasis] 

leads to a phonetic overlap between any two tones in an identical 

environment, 11 and Tran Huang Mai 1969 (p 283) made similar but 

stronger claims, asserting that 11a tone in Vietnamese is never 

replaced by another phonemic tone in any environment ... The relative 

pitch contrast between the five [SV] tones is always maintained 

and the opposition between them is never neutralized [my emphases].•• 

While agreeing that tone sandhi hardly exists in Vietnamese 

in the usual sense, possibly due to the optimal differentiation of 

tones in pitch contour, pitch level and laryngealization, I would 

replace the word never by rarely in the above quotations to make 

them more realistic. The data presented below will show that Fo 

perturbations due to tonal environment are sometimes considerable 



in terms of absolute Fo values and they occasionally give rise to 

tone shapes quite remote from the standard forms. 
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The first set of data are taken from Han and Kim 1972. Table 

3.5 (next page) presents the differences between the mean Fo of the 

highest and lowest variants of some typical tones in different 

tonal environments. They occur in two-syllable utterances by a fe

male NV infor~ant, and the Fo was measured at three data points 

(onset, midpoint and endpoint). The upper part of the table shows 

the highest and lowest variants in second syllable position, and 

the lower part shows them in first syllable position. One may note 

that (a) in both positions, the highest variants occurred after or 

before a high tone (/~/, 1~1 or/-/), and the lowest variants oc

curred after or before a low tone (/-...../ or /' /); (b) the differences 

between the highest and lowest va~iants are usually greater at on

set than at endpoint; and (c) they are greater when the tones are 

in second syllable po5Ftion than in first syllable position. Han and 

Kim 1972 inferred from the above facts that "the progressive effect, 

which is defined as the effect of a tone on another in the immediate

lY following syllable, is greater than the regressive effect which 

is the effect in the opposite direction, 11 and that 11 the endpoint of 

the tones is more stable and resistant to the environmental influ-

ence.·•• 

The second set of data are based on test-words bearing dif

ferent tones from the following list: 

fzaj/ 1 tenacious 1 /zaj/ 1 long 1 

/z~j/ •carelessly done 1 /z6t/ 1 ignorant 1 

/zaj/ 1 foo 1 ish 1 /zf-.t/ 1 flattened 1 
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1 poor ua 1 ty 1 easy 1 

were placed in two frame sentences 

""" /ku~ xa --- d I 

also fairly there 1 it is fairly --- 1 

(b) 
h... ... 

t rt 1 a --

--- really be--- 1 it is really --- 1 

The forms /d~j/ and /th~t/ were alternatively realized as 

/d~/ and /th~~t/ or /th~3k/ according to dialect usage. The frames 

provided environments for the tones in test-words to occur (a) af

ter and before a rising tone, (b) in utterance-initial position 

and before a drop tone, and (c) before a falling tone and in 

utterance-final position. 

Tables 3.6 and 3.7 and Figure 3.6 (next pages) present the 

data from various NV, CV and SV informants. Table 3.6 shows that 

the differences between mean Fo onsets of the tones preceded by a 

rising tone and those preceded by a falling tone are all significant, 

but those in utterance-initial position are not always significantly 

different from the two other cases. Table 3.7 shows that there are 

generally no significant differences at endpoint when the tones are 

followed by either the rising tone, the fal 1 tng tone or in utter-

ance-final position. Figure 3.6 illustrates the pattern with data 

from one informant, SMS. 

The two sets of data display the same tendency of Vietnamese 

tones to be more affected by tonal environment at onset than at end-

point. A possible explanation for that can be found in the structure 

of the Vietnamese tones itself. The endpoint targets are more likely 

to be real lzed than the onsets because (a) they are usually at 
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T.-;.3LE 3. 7 Diffe:::-ences JetHeen 1:ea...11. Zndpoint Fo of ~:rll.ables Folloued by A Rising Tone, A Falling Tone 

a...'1d in Utterance-Fi~~c..l Position (Do. tc. froc J.fv, C7 D.-YJ.c:i. S7 Infor::w ... '1 ts) 

----------r---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Position 

0 -D:In Utterance Initial Pos:Ltbn and Follm10d LyDrop 

Tone 

1 
3 
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extreme Fo ranges and may need greater muscular or aerodynamic efforts, 

therefore less subject to coarticu}ation pressure than the onsets 

which usually occur at or near the average Fo ranges; (b) tonal 

contour, which has been shown to have primary importance in the 

Vietnamese system, allows that the onset may be started at greatly 

different pitch levels, but requires that movements toward the end-

point targets be tone-specific to preserve tonal contrast. The same 

reasons may account for the fact that there is little phonetic or 

phonemic overlap between Vietnamese tones as noted earlier. There 

are cases when such overlap occurs, but they are rare. 

The only instances of regular tone sandhi at the phonemic 

level in Vietnamese seems to occur in some reduplicative patterns 

described in various studies (Nguyen Tai Can 1975, Ho Le 1976, Dai 

Xuan Ninh 1978, among others). They involve some unstressed redupl i-

cated syllables which change to an 'even' tone (level or falling) 

belonging to the same pitch register than the basic syllables, 

which may be of any tones. For example 

/h~j/ 1 interesting' /haj haj/ 'rather interesting' 

I I 

but ![a~! 'white' Ita~ ta~/ 'whitish' 

' 
In~~/ 'heavy/ Ina~ n¥~1 'rather heavy' 

Otherwise, Fo variation usually operates at the subphonemic 

level. There would be no need for tone sandhi rules in Vietnamese 

except those involving the reduplicative patterns. If one tries 

to describe subphonemic tone variations in speech, the rules would 

be extremely complex because there are many factors that may inter-

act with the basic pitch targets to produce variations in Fo con-

tours and Fo levels. They may be inherent in the syllable structure; 
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e.g. consonant types and vowel quality. They may also come from other 

suprasegmental, extrasyllabic or even extralinguistic elements, e.g. 

stress, intonation, adjacent tones, syllable position in the utter

ances, constituent structure (Lea l973),emotion, rythm and tempo 

(Crystal 1969). 

3.2 DYNAMIC INTERACTION IN THE PHONATION PROCESS 

The facts observed and described in the previous section 

point to regular correlations between Fo and initial consonants, Fo 

and final consonants, Fo and vowel quality and between the Fo at 

onset and endpoint of adjacent tones. 

They may be supposed to reflect the dynamic interaction 

between various intrinsic factors and the basic pitch targets of a 

tone, which represent its idealized pitch contour as intended by 

speakers. To understand the physical and physiological nature of 

this interaction which presumably occurs at the laryngeal level, 

1 shall look at the mechanisms that produce voice and pitch in 

speech and speculate on some causal relationships. 

It has been widely accepted, as stated in Ladefoged 1971 

(p 7) that ''the rate of vibration during a voiced sound depends on 

tWO factors: the tension of the vocal cords and the pressure drop 

across them. 11 However, the occurrence of creaky voice or heavy lar

yngealization as a characteristic of some Vietnamese tones and the 

correlations mentioned earlier suggest that there are more complex 

relationships between the physiological mechanisms that produce 

;;kc"'~"r: ------------------------------------



voice, pitch and various phonation 

lalning the ae ic-myoelastic theory phonation, 

van den Berg l stated that 

the function of the larynx is based on the interplay of three 

factors: (1) the aerodynamic properties of the air which 

actuates the larynx, (2) the adjustment of the larynx, 

brought about by the proper nervous activation of the various 

muscles, and the myoelastic properties of the laryngeal 

components, (3) the aerodynamic coup] ing between (a) the 

subglottal system and the larynx, (b) the left and right 

vocal fold, and (c) the larynx and the supraglottal system. 

(van den Berg 1968: 291-292) 

Ohala 1973, 1978, describing the production of tone, argued 

that pitch variation is not only caused by the longitudinal vocal 

cord tension and aerodynamic factors, but also by the vertical ten-

sion associated with larynx height. Of the more detailed studies 

on various aspects of vmice quality and laryngeal activity, Catford 

1964, 1968 and 1977, Ladefoged 1971, 1975, Holl ien 1974 and Laver 

1980 gave descriptions of various phonation types commonly found in 

speech, in terms of their acoustic, aerodynamic, physiological and 

auditory characteristics. Halle and Stevens 1971 proposed a model 

that might explain in a unitary way the various facts about pitch, 

voice quality and segment types. The idea that makes the model at-

tractive is that vocal cord vibration is not controlled by one single 

factor but is rather the result of a complex interplay of trans-

glottal pressure, glottal opening and vocal cord stiffness,and 

various laryngeal types can be represented by combinations of 

these features. However, the model has been criticized in Anderson 

1978 and Catford 1977 because the authors make the interacting 
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factors too rigidly linked to each other in the set of features, so 

that it cannot account, for example, for different combinations of 

pitch and voice quality. 

Concerning Vietnamese tones, the data I have presented permit 

the following speculations. 

(a) Tonal pitch in Vietnamese is presumably regulated by 

both vocal cord tension and subglottal pressure as described in ac

cepted theories. However, as pointed out in Rose 1981, languages 

may differ in the mode of control of these parameters. If we consider 

the characteristics of Vietnamese tones as described in Ch. Two, it 

appears that Vietnamese gives more prominence to the vocal cord 

tension factor. The evidence can be found in the data on intensity 

(which represents sound pressure and is proportional to subglottal 

pressure). They show that intensity correlates partially with Fo for 

about two-thirds of duration then usually starts to decay for all 

tones. Thus the high endpoint Fo of rising tones would be caused 

by vocal cord tension alone. 

(b) The intrinsic high and low Fo loci of voiceless and 

voiced consonants respectively could have their causes in both the 

longitudinal tension of the vocal cords and the vertical tension 

associated with larynx height. Thus initial voiced consonants would 

be associated with low vocal cord tension and low larynx, both pre

sumably needed to facilitate voicing in the case of low subglottal 

pressure (caused by increased supraglottal pressure after oral 

closure for the consonants). Initial voiceless consonants would be 

associalted with both high vocal cord tension and high larynx, needed 

to inhibit voicing, hence their raising effect on the Fo of following 
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vowels. Final voiceless consonants have the same effect on preceding 

vowels when they end a stopped rising tone, because in such a case 

both high vocal cord tension and high larynx are sustained. However, 

when they end a stopped drop tone, the low vocal cord tension needed 

for the low endpoint target would prevail and neutralize the effect 

of high larynx and high tension needed for the voiceless consonant. 

There is also the possibility that high vocal cord tension 

and high larynx, associated with voicess final stops, favouring 

voicelessness and inhibiting voicing, are responsible for the shorter 

duration of stopped tones in Vietnamese. This seems to be related to 

the fact that vowels are shorter before voiceless consonants than 

before voiced consonan~s, and high vowels are usually shorter than 

low vowels, as observed in various languages (Lehiste 1970). 

As for the causes of intrinsic Fo differences associated 

with vowel quality, the data presented above are not sufficient to 

be interpreted in favour of either the tongue-pull theory or the 

source-tract coupling theory. 

(c) The occurrence of breathy voice, creaky voice and glot~ 

tal closure as characteristic or optional features of some Vietnamese 

tones, as described inCh. Two, deserves further·examination. As· 

noted earlier, these phonation types occur as the results of the 

complex interplay between aerodynamic factors (subglottal pressure, 

transglottal airflow) and muscular adjustments (longitudinal ten

sion, adductive tension and medial compression, involving the 

vocal cords and various laryngeal muscles, according to Laver 1980 

and others). Glottal configurations for these types are schema

tically represented in Figure 3.7 (next page) where dashed 1 ines 
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suggest v brat ng cords and thickened ines suggest varying degrees 

of tension or constr tion, schemata are based on raphs 

of the glottis taken with a laryngoscope Ohala and Ralph 

vandersl ice (reproduced in Ladefoged 1971, 1975) and various figures 

in Lieberman 1977, Ohala 1978 and Laver 1980. Ladefoged 1971 (p 8) 

gave brief descriptions for them as follows 

Murmur or 'breathy voice' - arytenoids apart, I igamental 

vocal cords vibrating 

Laryngeal ization or 'creaky voice' - arytenoids tightly 

G 1 otta 1 stop 

Anterior 

Vocal Cords 

Glottis 

Arytenoid 

Cartilages 

Phonaticm Types Breathy 

Voice 

together, but a sma 11 1 ength of 

the 1 igamental vocal cords 

vibrating 

- vocal cords held together 

Creaky 

Voice 

Glottal 

Stop 

F'IGURE 3o 7 Glottal Configuration and Phonation Types 

However, there can be different realizations of breathy 

voice and creaky voice. Ladefoged 1975 (p 123) noted that, beside 

the above description, breathy voice can also be made "with a 



na rower open ng extending over nearly the who e length the vocal 

cords, so that when t v brate t do not actual] come completely 

together but instead appear to be simply flapping in the airstred!m. 11 

It seems that these two ways producing breathy voice correspo~d 

to what Laver calls 'whispery voice' and 'breathy voice'. Laver noted 

that 11 there is a close auditory relationship between breathy voice 

and whispery voice, 11 but 11 the physiological relationship between the 

two is a good deal more distant. 11 (Laver 1980:133). I have used 

'breathy voice' in Ladefoged's sense and in keeping with other writ

ings on Vietnamese tones. 

Concerning creaky voice, it is also possible that "the liga

menta! and arytenoid parts of the vocal cords vibrate separately.'' 

(Ladefoged 1964, quoted in Laver 1980:139). These possible differ

ences in aryngeal gestures in producing similar auditory effects 

are consonant with my observations concerning laryngeal ization in 

Ch. Two (2.3.6). 

such differences 

suggest that there may be various reasons for 

either speakers may use different laryngeal con-

trols when trying to produce the same or similar auditory effects, 

or the intended laryngeal gestures may be 1 overarticulated' or 

'underarticulated' by the speakers under certain conditions, or 

the inte~ded laryngeal gestures may be modified by coarticulation 

with adjacent segments or other intrinsic factors in various envi-

ronments. 

The foregoing discussion and observations on the phonation 

process provide possible explanations for tone variation and the 

interaction of Fo with various intrinsic factors described earlier. 

The facts suggest that the physical properties of tones, materialized 
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in the acoustic waves, can be understood by r-eferring to the under-

lying laryngeal activity in which the extrinsically controlled pitch 

targets intended by speakers interact dynamically with the intrinsic 

Fo loci of laryngeal types. This might have implications for tonal 

development in Vietnamese and other South-East Asian languages. 

They concern the possibility that high tones developed from voice

less initial~onsonants, rising tones from final glottal*stops, 

falling tones from final *h in the proto-languages (as suggested in 

Haudricourt 1954, 1961, 1972; Matisoff 1973; Hombert, Ohala and 

Ewan 1979, among others). This may also be related to the develop~ 

ment or loss of creaky voice in tonal evolution, as it does not 

occur on the same tones in various Vietnamese dialects, a point 

that I have made elsewhere (1980, 1981). 



CHAPTER FOUR 

CROSS-DIALECT TONE PERCEPTION 

4.0 INTRODUCTION 

Various studies on the perception of tone have produced 

similar results in a number of areas. They have shown, among other 

things, that the tones of real speech syllables in isolation can be 

readily identified by native speakers of tone languages such as Thai 

(Abramson 1972, 1975, 1976), Mandarin Chinese (Chuang et al. 1972, 

Howie 1976), or Cantonese (Fok 1974). Fundamental frequency has been 

found to be the most important cue for the perception of tone in 

these studies, and also in Yoruba, an African language (Hombert 1976). 

Experiments with whispered isolated tones shewed that they were 

poorly recognized by native speakers of Thai (Abramson 1972) and 

Vietnamese (Miller 1961). On the other hand, addJtional information 

on relative intensity may enhance the perception of tone, as shown 

in synthetic speech experiments with Thai speakers (Abramson 1975). 

Kratochvil 1971 found that Fo, intensity and duration all contributed 

to the identification of standard Chinese tones. More recently, Ga~our 

and Harshman 1978 and Gandour 1978 applied the technique of multi

dimensional scaling analYsis to determine the relative perceptual 

importance of various tonal dimensions such as average pitch, direction 
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pit movement, ength extreme en int and slope. 

that nat ve speakers English, Thai and Yoruba showed dif rences 

in 11 re 1 at i ve perceptual sal i d i rent tonal dimensions and 

concluded that the way tone is perceived may vary with the 1 istener 1 s 

language. 

We may assume that the same principles apply to the percep-

tion of tone in Vietnamese. However, given the characteristics of 

Vietnamese tones in the three dialects as described in Ch. Two, and 

the fact that the dialects are mutually intelligible, we may fur-

ther predict that for Vietnamese, (a) the tones in one dialect can 

be readily identified by speakers of other dialects with some 

differences due to their backgrounds; (b) both relative pit and 

pitch contour may be important cues for tone perception in all 

three dialects, and creaky voice an important cue for ldentl lng 

some NV and CV tones; and (c) in a cross dialect situation, pitch 

contour may become the single most important cue. This can be in-

ferred from the fact that, of the eight phonetic tones of standard 

Vietnamese (six underlying tones and two stopped variants), six have 

the same basic pitch contours in all three dialects, varying only 

in relative average pitch. Of the remaining two, the drop tone 

alone displays variations in contour within the same pitch range, 

while the other, the broken tone, occurs as a separate tone only 

in one dialect. 

To test the above hypotheses, I conducted a series of ex-

periments involving both real speech and synthetic tones. The pur-

pose of the experiments was not to replicate similar perceptual 

· t ·1n other languages, but to test tone perception in expe r 1 men s 



a rather different situation, by exposing native subjects to the 

tones of all three dialects in successive tests. 
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The four experiments described in the next secti~n were 

designed to test the perception of tones in different ways. Experi

ment I tested the perception of real speech tones in meaningful con

text, i.e. tones at the lexical level, when lexical meaning can be 

inferred from meaningful utterances and contribute to the identifi

cation of tones. It was predicted that recognition scores for this 

test would be highest, although differences may exist between dia

lects. Experiment II tested the perception of real speech tones in 

isolated syllables, where the phonetic features of the tones alone 

would determine their recognition. It was predicted that recognition 

scores would be lower than in Experiment I, and subjects would do 

best in identifying tones of their own dialects. Experiment I I I 

tested the perception of synthetic tones with Fo variations only, 

where other clues were excluded. It was predicted that overall rec

ognition scores would be lowest, although for some tones, it was 

expected that Fo alone would be sufficient for their identification. 

Experiment IV tested the perception of synthetic tones with Fo and 

1 (intensity} variations, and it was expected that recognition 

scores would be improved as compared with Experiment I I I. 

This chapter will present and discuss the results of these 

Deta ils of the experiments follow in the next sections. experiments. 

4.1 PROCEDURES 

The four experiments described below differed mainly in 



their contents, The common procedures are described in detail in 

4. 1.5 and 4. 1.6. 

4.1.1 Materials for Experiment I 

(Real Speech Tones in Context) 
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Three different 1 ists, one for each of the dialects, were 

prepared for this experiment. They included two~ to six-syllable 

utterances of meaningful words, phrases or sentences, mainly of 

stanpard Vietnamese, with 10% of syllable-morphemes characteristic 

of dialectal usage in each list. The actual lists and the occurrences 

of different tones in each list are given in Tables 4.1 and 4.2 

(following pages). 

The lists were recorded by a male native speaker for each 

dialect, namely by Informants NMl, CM2 and SM2. The informants were 

instructed to record the list at dictation speed with a short pause 

after each utterance, which resulted in an average rate of about 

sixtY syllables per minute, including pauses. 

4.1.2 Materials for Experiment II 

(Real Speech Tones in Isolated Syllables) 

The syllable /ta/, occurring with all non-stopped tones in 

the following words 

' 
/tal /tal /ta/ 

'we' 'oblique' 'dozen' 'quintal' 'describe' 'nappy' 

was used for the tests. The stopped variants of the rising and 

dr~P tones were excluded because they don't occur in the same seg-

mental environment as the above syllable. Three different lists, 



NV GV Off:i. 

I in 

(a) NV -------· 

" toi te lung 
,.,.. 

tinh tai 
1 

lu'ng ld 
I '} 

nhi nhanh 
1wretched 1 1adrift 1 1 stationary 1 1 overhanging 1 1 cute 1 

hai go ma: 

'both cheeks 1 

? ') 
chang phai rna 

cd d:oi rna' 
'have two horses 1 

,_ ) 

trong mo rna 

nhln rna xem 

'look and see' 

tren ruqng m~ 

'it's not a ghost' 1 

cti l~i nhqn nhip 

'come and go busily' 

the graves' 1on the rice seed-bed 1 

.!> -~ c-' ,. ,... ;-( ~ 
ganh gong kiu kit vo cau khap khenh 

'carried on squeaky poles 11 uneven horse trots' 
I /' ""' banh xe g~p ghenh ky lu4t ch~t che c~i c~ch tri~t de7 

'wheels ,jolting along 1 'strict discipline 1 'thoroughgoing reform' 
' I .; 

trong d'O'ng sach cu 
,_. 

giti c~ nhi~u 
11n tr.e stack of old books 1 1 there are many documents to be preserved 1 

' nao 
) , . ..,) 

hieu ro the-

not understood ' please ask again speciflcally 

(b) cv-~----- ·--
' t ,. . OJ. 

"-' 

cu ky 
J 

tinh tao 
1in tatters' 1 old-looking 11 awake 1 

") I I / .~ 

o' xU l~ uong nude la 
1in foreign lands' 

~ . I ? 
ngucli cfoi la 

'drink pure water' 

khong la uh 

1decaying 1 1silent 1 

I ;, I 

hut thuoc la 

'smoke cigarettes' 

that la la . . 
1be famishing' 'not clamouring' 1it's really strange' 

~ , 
tieng tam ltfng lay ttl do tu' tu~ong tudng tu' nhu nhau. 

'great reputation' 1free thinking' 'similar to each other• 
,. / I ? ·'-" "' 1 ..._ 

tuclng ta cao cap tuting tu:dng hao hu.)l::.en to tu:ong nganh ngsm 
1high-ranking officers 11wild imagination 1 'knowing thoroughly' 

/. ~- 1 - I. 
may btia ni d nha m~ toi khO"ng ve ben nd 

'these few days at home 1 1my mother did not go back there' 
j I I ,y 

han mdi to'i bu'a 
"",. .... ,...., 1 

khong co ngucii mo md cua 

'he just arrived the other day' 'there is nobody to open the door' 

-----·-----------------(continued next page)--



TABLE 4.1 (continued) 

(c) EN 
... 
'J '"'· 

/ ,.... "'• cay coJ. can coJ. 

'vegetation' 'barren' 
') ' 

buoi chieu t~ 

'declining evening' 

chi em ta . 
1we sisters 1 

an no"i lung tung 
1 want. on talk 1 

budc di l~~g thdng 

'leisurely gait 1 

,..... ~. ..? ..... ... 
c~u noJ. chang ro rang 

1 71 

l~h leo 
1chilly 1 

l~o dtf.o 

'stagger' 

that kho t~ 

ky llidng 

'carefully' 
~· .,...-' 

mlia tam ta 

'rain cats and dogs' 'really difficult to 

describe 1 

-, I 

mua nu'a ta 

'buy half a dozen' 

truii d'? lung tting 

ban sau ta 

'sell six quintals 1 

do .. d~c ltkg c~ng 

'embarrassed attitude 11 things in disorder' 
f "'-· v r--' '-

ao quan lu.ng th~ng mat mui bd phd 

'baggy clothes' 'haggard looks' 

toi dau c~ hi&u Jude het 

'you don't speak clearly' 'I cannot understand all 1 

mai ~t h~n chu sang c6 chi cung nh~u nhet he 

'next time I ask you to come over 1 1 (we 111) have a drink together 1 
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TABLE 4.2 Occurrences of Tones in Test-Lists of Experiment I 

TONES DIALECTS 

NV cv sv 

Level 1-1 13 15 13 
Falling ;,; 12 ll 13 
~i.ising 11 ' /'/ 12 19 12 
Dr opt!'! /o/ 15 10 • 15 
Curve~~~ /'/ 13 ll} 19 9} 18 
Broken~•/"'/ 9 8 9 -

74 74 74 

lit 7he3c tones include both the basic (s onor.J..x:t-ending) variants and 

stopped variants. 

*'*These forms are phonetically the same,in CV and SV, but marked with 

different diacritics in the test-lists according to stru1dard spelling. 
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one for each di.alect , were prepared for this experiment. Each list 

included 60 syllables in randomized order (6 tones x 10 occurrences 

each for NV, 5 tones x 12 occurrences each for CV and SV.) They were 

grouped in series of five, so that they could be recorded with a 

pause after each series. They were recorded by one male and one 

female informant for each dialect, namely by Informants NMI, NFI, 

CM2, CF4, SM2 and SFS, at about the same speed as for Experiment I. 

The Fo data of the tones, as produced by these informants, 

were obtained from measurements of three tokens of each tone. They 

are plotted in Figures 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3 (pp 194-196), in section 

4.3 where the results are discussed. 

4.1.3 Materials for Experiment III 

(Synthetic Tones With Fo Variations Only) 

For the purpose of this experiment, synthetic speech signals 

approximating the Vietnamese syllable /ta/ were produced by a com

puter-synthetizer at the Australian National University Computer 

Centre. The hardware consisted mainly of a TEKTRONIX 4014 graphics 

terminal connected on the one hand to a VERSATEC 1200A plotter via 

a VERSATEC C-TEX-2 interface, and on the other hand to a PDP-11/40 

computer system which is in turn connected to a REVOX A17 tape 

recorder via an ADAC-16 signal interface and a ROCKLAND analogue 

filter. The software consisted of four programs, TABDYN for para

meter input via tablet, SYNTH for synthetizing the input into 

speech signals, RASP for randomizing the sequences and WAVE for 

audio-visual waveform editing (Millar 1974, 1978). 

Formant frequencies derived from spectrograms of the level 



tone sylla le the three male i rmants, NMl and SM2 

rmed the basis fo the ic syllables~ on whi Fo curves 

approximating t se produced by the same informants were super

imposed. 

Although I was aware that there is interaction between tone 

and vowel quality (Lehiste 1970, Zee 1978), and this was apparent 

in the formant shifts in my own spectrograms (see Ch. Two), I decided 

that for the purpose of my experiments this might be ignored. 

therefore used the same formant structures for the syllable /ta/ 

with the NV level tone for synthetizing syllables with all other 

tones. Interestingly enough, spectrograms made from the synthetic 

tones show the formant shifts similar to those of natural tones 

(see Figure 4.9, p infra). This suggests that some form of 

interaction between Fo and formant frequencies occurs during the 

synthetizing process. 

I also set the average duration for each syllable at 30 

centiseconds. The intensity curve was that of the level tone, which 

was similar in all three dialects. As there was no tested way of 

simulating laryngeal ization in synthetic speech, I decided to 

create the impression of creaky voice by synthetizing a sharp drop 

in Fo in the middle of the NV broken tone (as it happened with Fo 

curves of some NV informants.) For the creaky ending of the NV drop 

tone and the CV curve tone, the drop inFo was followed by wavy Fo 

lines, simulating the irregular Fo drops and jumps in some inform-

ants• mingograms. 

Three recordings, one for each dialect, were made for the 

tests, each including 60 synthetized syllables in randomized order 



(s i tones ace rrences each NV 5 tones 12 occurrences 

r CV and SV, The speech signals were recorded at the rate of 

one syllable per second with a pause of five seconds after each 

series of five. This resulted in fact in a somewhat slower rate 

than for Experiments I and I I. 

4.1.4 Materials for Experiment IV 

(Synthetic Tones With Fa and Intensity Variations) 

For the purpose of this experiment, the same synthetic syl

lable Ita/ with different NV, CV and SV Fo curves used in Experiment 

I I I was modified by varying the intensity parameter I. Data concern-

ing the I contour of individual tones were derived from measurements 

of mingograms of intensity curves described in Ch. Two. They are 

shown in normalized forms in Figure 4.6 (p201 ). As input parameters 

to be synthetizecl, they were given dB values between 0 and 100 cor

responding to percentages in Figure 4.6. Note that the creaky por

tion of the NV drop tone and the CV curve tone was drawn again as 

wavy lines on the. I curves to correspond to the wavy 1 ines on the 

Fo curves, and the midpoint break of the NV broken tone was repre

sented as a drop 1n intensity of 30 dB from a peak of 70 dB,then a 

rise of 20 dB to 60 dB (within a range of 100 dB provided by the 

computer program.) 

These synthetized speech signals were recorded in the same 

way as for Experiment I I I to make three tests, one for each dialect. 

4.1.5 Testing Conditions and Subjects 

After pilot tests had been conducted with some subjects in 

Canberra, minor adjustments were made in the test materials. A 

pause of five seconds was inserted after every series of five 



syllables in all experiments except Experiment I where it was 

inserted after each meaningfu( utterance. Sample signals of the 
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synthetic tones were added to Experiment I I I and IV before the ac

tual test signals. The experiments were then conducted in three 

places : Hanoi, Hue and Ho Chi Minh City, with NV, CV and SV sub

jects respectively. 

In Hanoi and Ho Chi Minh City, the tests were administered 

in Tandberg language laboratories where subjects were equipped 

with headphones. In Hue, the tests were conducted in ordinary 

classrooms and the tapes were played from a portable UHER 4000 

Reporter IC Recorder. To enhance listening conditions in such a 

situation, smaller groups of subjects were tested at a time, sit

ting near to the recorder. 

Subjects included 26 NV, 30 CV and 28 SV speakers (some of 

whom did not attend the last session for Experiment IV.) All sub

jects were university students mostly in their late teens and early 

twenties. Although they came from different parts of the country 

and represented all major population areas, they were speakers of 

the standard dialects and were fairly well exposed to the other 

dialects through the media, education or travel~ 

r;. 1. 6 J.'cst Proacc.L:J'cs 

8efnre each session, I explained to the subjects wh"!t \f.Jas 

expected from them in the experiments. I told them beforehand 

that they should expect to hear NV, CV and SV tones in different 

tests, but did not tell them of the order of presentation, nor 

that synthetic speech was involved. The idea was that, first, they 
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had to work out for themselves which dialects they were hearing and 

trY to identify the tones from their phonetic and phonological 

features. Secondly I thought that the quality of the synthetic tones 

was good and if they were not warned of this beforehand, they would 

probably ignore any minor peculiarities they migh detect. (Actually, 

none of them had heard of synthetic speech before, and only a few 

told me afterwards that they detected some peculiar speech quality 

in parts of the tests.) 

The same order was however presented to the three groups of 

subjects, i.e. Experiments I, II, Ill and IV successively, and a 

different order of NV, CV and SV tones for each experiment. For the 

synthetic speech tests, a series of sample signals, three for each 

tone, were given for the subjects to hear before each test-1 ist 

was played out. 

Subjects were issued with test sheets on which the test-

1 ists of syllables in standard Vietnamese spelling were printed 

,without tone marks. They were asked to use the usual Vietnamese 

diacritics to mark the tones they thought they heard, exce~that 

for the level tone, which is left unmarked in Vietnamese spelling, 

they were to use the macron (so that an unmarked .syllable would be 

later counted as a non-response.) 

4.2 RESULTS 

The results of the four experiments are given in Tables 

4.3 to 4.14 on the following pages. 

Tables 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5 give the recognition percentages 

of real speech tones in context of NV, CV and SV respectively.The first 



column of each table ndicates the group of s ects involved and 

their number. The second column gives the tone stimul used in the 

test in question. The next six columns give the percentage of res

ponses for each tone, with the correct responses underlined. The 

last but one column gives the actual number of responses for each 

tone on which the percentages were calculated. The last column gives 

the total number of responses, that of correct responses and the 

percentages of correct responses for each group of subjects. Tables 

4.6 to 4.8, 4.9 to 4.11 and 4.12 to 4.14 present the results of 

Experiments I I, I I I and IV respectively in the same way, except 

that combined results for all three groups of subjects were also 

given in tabular form at the bottom of each table. 

Concerning the definition of correct responses, it should be 

noted that it was somewhat different according to dialect because 

of the different number of tones. 

For Experiment I, which tested the perception of tone at 

the lexical level, the differentiation between the curve tone /'/ 

and the broken tone 1~1 was valid for NV tones heard by NV subjects 

only. Each of them, when marked by either diacritic by CV and SV 

subjects, was counted as correct because there is no differentiation 

in their dialects and this would not affect word recognition. On the 

other hand, CV and SV curve tone/'/ when marked by either diacritic 

by any subject was also counted as correct for the same reason, and 

in fact the correct percentages for this tone were lumped together 

in my tables. The point is that in meaningful context, the use of 

either diacritic in this case is a matter of spelling habits and 

not of auditory perception. 
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C)5 .6 J38 
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~.)1~ 

.. ····-----·-·---··"'"'"' ........... 1-------~----, 
0.3 380 

0.3 0.3 0.3 356 
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Cor R:2148 J 

1% Cor:98,1. 

0 9 

/''/ 
1./ ..._1 o.s c 

.-v 

/' I "'J ~ o.r; 
/"'/ :;:1 J 

I 

C. ') 
•J 

L5 

0.3 

1.2 

355 

1961 

313 Cor R:l925 

0.3 325 % Cor:98~l 
388 

590 

-·----------------------------------------------------

l'o kd .. r::;s pons es : 605[:!) 
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TABLE 4o4 Recognition of Real Speech CV Tones (in Meaningful 

Context) by NV, CV and SV Subjects 

--------~---~ .. --.• - _, ________ .......... ________ ---:····-·· .. --·-·-~--l 
I I I , 

S:lbj. l Stim. l % Responses as :1 : !'otu.h: i 
I 1-----------------------------------1 I I I (rnr) I I I I I I 1p >·•u I 1 

: J' : /-1 l / .. /: /'/: /./: /'/: ;-; :'-·~». ·: i 
-------' ------ ----- i . ·- ·-I ----I---- I----- I ----1-----j----------

NV 1-1 I ~ 0.7 0.5 0.2 0.2 I 429 I R: 1862 

(26) /.._/ ~ lo2 ~ lo2 L.2 2~8 250 !Cor R:l735 

/'/ ,..-1 Oo8 loO 96.5 0.7 loO 484 ~·cor:93ol 

/./ ~ lo2 11.3 0~4 80.6 6.5 248 

• /' / ~ 2o9 2~2 0.9 2o7 .2l!,2 451 ....., 

----- ------------------- --- -----
cv f /-/I 99.6 0.4 493 R: 2136 

(30) /,/ ~ 1.0 96.8 0.4 1.0 0.8 284 Cor R:2026 

/'/~ 1.3 2.5 ~ 0.6 loO 556 % Cor:94.8 

/o/ -J 1.0 2.8 0.4 93.0 2.8 286 

'/'/ ..j 1.0 1.9 
' '""' 

0.4 6.2 90.5 517 

----- ·---· ------------------- -------
SIT 1;-i l 98~8 0.2 0.8 0.2 424 R: 1816 

(28) /,/-1 0.4 ~ 0.9 0.4 238 Cor R:l737 

; 1'1 /1 1.0 0.7 95.1 1.5 1.7 468 % Cor:95o6 
/./ ..j 2.4 1.6 95.5 0.5 246 

/'/ .j - L6 0.3 6.3 91.8 1.)..0 

-~---~~----------------------------------- ----------------

For all 84 subjects 
Total responses: 5814 

Correct !l~esponses: 5498 

% correct 94.5 
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TADLE L,.5 Recognition of Real Speech SV Tones (in l1eaningful Context) 

by NV, CV and SV Subjects 

-------------- ~-- ·-------·- ~ ............ -----------r--... --., .. ·--~ .... -..... ·-· ·-• I I 1' 
I I I 

S.1bj. 1 Stirn. 1 % .tte:Jponsos 1J.S ! ~1 ! '.r~':.:J.L:: 
I '-----------------------~-----~-----,- I 
l (SV) l /-/ l /,/ l /~/ ! /./ l /'/ l ./""/ l:L~;_1)• l 
It I . ·- ·-; ·----I----- I----- I---- I----- I------------------, ------- -···--··· 
l 

NV 

(26) 

------
cv 

(30) 

------
sv 

(28) 

1-1 -l 
1 .. 1 ..J 
1~1 .-, 

I .I ""' 
1'1 v1 __ .. _____ 

1-1 ~ 
1 ... 1 .j 
I~ I ./I 

1.1 ~ 
1'1 ~ 

-------
1-1 -1 
1 .. 1 _I 
I~ I ·1 
1.1 ._I 

I' I ...;1 

lOOoO 

0 .I+ 97.7 0.4 1.5 

l.l 97.7 0.9 0.3 

3.3 0.3 96./± 

0.2 0.2 0.4 ?9.2 

-----------------------------------
100.0 

97.6 0.4 2.0 

0.6 .2.fh_4 0.6 0.4 

4.3 0.2 ~ 1.0 

0.4 0.8 98.8 

----------------------------------
99.8 0.2 

97o8 0 .L, 0.4 1.4 

0.7 99.1 0.2 

1.0 98.4 0.6 

0.6 99.4 

For all 84 subjects 

Total responses: 6115 

Correct responses:6030 

% correct: 98.6 

386 R: 1920 

260 Cor R:l887 

41~-2 % Cor:98.3 

364 

468 

-----------
MD H: 2187 

297 Cor R:2146 

503 % Cor:98.l 

L1-l6 

531 

----------
413 R: 2008 

269 Cor R:l988 

460 % Cor:99.0 

375 

491 
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TAI31E 4.6 Recognition of Real Speech NV Tones (Isolated Syllables) 

by NV, CV and SV Subjects 

.-------~--- ·-- , ..... _______ ........... ~ .... ·---------··---i·---.. ·-··r"--···· .. -........... - .. 
I I I I 

SJbj. l Stim, l % Responses a::: l a l '.~.')tu.l~: 
I ~-----------------------------------' I I (l·nr) I I I I I I 111 ,., ll I 
I ~ v I 1-1 I I I ' I 'I I I I I /'I I / -! I'"'J•J .... I 
1 I I ' I I • I I · · I I 

------- ~ ·------- ':······--··~I .. ·- ·-I .1 ----l -----I----- I---- I----- I----------
' ' 

NV 1 
/-/ -j : .22.J± 0 e2 

(26) /,/ ·-J 0.8 ~Q 

/'/-1 0.2 
I./ -J o .2 ...., 

/'/~ 3.1 
/v/ .J1, 0.2 

,...,. ' 

0.4 
0.2 0.8 

88.4 0.2 

0.2 9Lt.6 
0.2 6.2 

1.6 0.2 

515 R: 3100 

0.2 517 Cor R:2865 

2.3 8.9 517 % Cor:92.4 

0.4 4.6 519 

82.0 3.5 517 

6.0 ~Q 515 

-------- ------- ---------------------------------- --- -------.. 
cv 1-1 -! 97.6 1.2 0.5 0.2 0.3 0.2 589 R: 3542 

(30) / .. / -J 4.2 86.4 0.5 7.9 0.8 0.2 596 Cor R:2713 

!'I /I 0.5 1.2 89.0 0.5 5.4 3·.4 590 % Cor:76.6 

/./ ;L 1.2 3.5 0.2 80.5 7.8 6.8 589 
/'/ _j 0.7 5.6 1.1 23.3 51.3 18.0 589 

/"I -{1 o • 8 o o 5 2 o 2 1. 5 40 o 3 54 o 7 5 89 

--------r-------· ----------------------------------- ----- --------
sv 

(28) 
1 /-/ -1\ _22.0 0.2 0.8 534 R: 3211 

/,/ _J 2.2 ~ 0.2 3.8 0.4 

/'/ --1 1.2 0.5 85.8 5.9 6.6 

/./ ~ 0.5 1.8 
.-v 

531 Cor R:2584 

542 % Cor:80 .3 

544 

. /'/~I 0.2 9.8 22.4 51.6 16.0 531 
!/'''/ J1 Oo/j. 3.2 0.4 37,.6 58.4 531 I i "' I 

1-------~·-------·t----------------------------------- ----- ----------
All V i /-/ -i 98.8 0.5 0.4 0.2 0.1 1638 R: 9853 

I -
(84) i /,/ -l 2.5 92.4 0.3 4.3 0.4 0.1 1644 Cor R:8162 

J /'/ ~ 0.6 0.6 ~7.8 0.2 4.6 6.2 lf49 % Cor:82.8 

I /o/ ._I 0.4 1o5 0.1 89.,J 4.2 4,.5 1652 

1 
1 
/'/~ 0.3 7.8 o .. L. 17.6 61 .. 2 12.7 1637 

I I !~! ~ 0.5 0.2 2.3 0.7 28.6 67.7 1635 

---------~------ ----------------------------------- ---------------
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TADLE 4. 7 Rocogni tion of Real Speech CV Tones (Isolated Syllables) 

by NV, CV and SV Subjects 

-------,------1 __ ..., _______ .. __ ··-···-------- 1·---·· .. -·····-··--
I I I 

S:.lbj. l Stimo l % Responses us 1 n : T)tul8 
I 1-----------------------------------1 I l (GV) ~ 1-1 J 1 . ./ ! 1'1 ! 1.1 l 1'1 l 1-1 JR•.JJp.l 

-------1 ·1--·--··• I . ·- ·- i ·----1 -----I----- I---- I----- ---------- _ 
NV : -~~~-~ I 96.0 0.6 2.2 0 .. 5 0.5 0.21 620 R: 2993 

(26) 1 .. 1 '! 6.0 .2b] 0.8 0.3 0.6 601 Cor R:l968 

1'1 -..--1 1.0 0.2 25.0 1.0 38.1 3/J-.7 599 % Cor:65.8 

1.1~ 1.8 57.8 0.3 36.1 3.5 0.5, 571 

I' 1 ':d o.8 5 .o 1.2 16.3 ?2.1 J4.6i 6o2 
76.7 

I 
-------r-------- -----------------------------------r----- ----~-----
cv 1-1! Bl 2 .. 0 2.3 1.6 1.1 0.7 1 693 R: 3417 

(30) 1,1 -i 3.3 78.6 1.6 10.5 4.8 1.21 696 Cor R:2483 

1~1 ---1 3.5 1.6 53.6 4.0 20.7 16.61 677 % Cor:72.7 
I I loi-...J 2.9 26.3 l.H 57.6 9.0 2.41 658 

I 
I' I~ 3.2 4.6 3.3 9.o .2_3.2 __?6· 7~ 693 

1k.2.1 
------- ------~-----------------------------------L____ ----------

1-1 ll .2..3·1 1.1 4.4 0.6 0.8 li 635 R: sv 
(28) 

3115 

1,1 -l 8.1 80.5 0.3 8.5 2.1 0.5 626 Cor R:l882 
i 

1'1 ..---1 2.4 1.3 ~ 1.8 44.3 26.9! 621 % Cor:60.4 

1.1 ... J 3.5 64.9 0.3 26.2 3.9 1.2 596 

I I' I-~ 2.8 7.2 3.5 10.2 !.:_2.7 33.6 617 

I I . 76 .. 3 . I 

--------'·· . ---r-----------------------------------l ____ ----------

I 

All V 1-1 -, 93o7 1.3 3o0 Oo9 0.8 0.3 194.8 R: 9525 

(81.) 1 .. 1 --1 
1'1---1 
1.1 ....J 
1'1 ..j ,...., 

5.7 

2.'/ 

1.0 

0.7 6.8 2.5 0.8 1923 Cor a:6333 

~ 2.3 33.9 25.7 1877 % Cor:66.5 

0.9 1,.0 .. 6 5.6 1.41825 

2.7 11.6 40 .. 1 37.7 1932 

------------ ---------------------------------------------------. 



on of 

by NV CV 

S.1bj. l Stim, 
I 
1 (SV) 
I 
I 

_______ , ______ _ 

NV 

(26) 

cv 
(30) 

2.2 89.1 

1".0 0 .. 3 

0.3 6.4 

1./1- 1.8 

()5 .1 L8 

2.0 

8.0 0 

l 3 7 

1.2 1 

) 

e 

-1 

0.3 5.4 2.8 0.2 Cor R:2585 

88.0 0.5 0.,3 6 .. 9 % Cor:84.2 

0.8 72 .• ;2 16.8 3.4 611 

20 .;1- .3.0 /1.7 .8 25.6 628 
'· ---v"""-

'lJ.d± 
----- ----------

l.l 1.1 0 6 

1.0 25.1 5.9 

0.3 656 R: 3449 

1.0 693 Cor R:2562 

22.2 6.11 687 

19 l ll 1 .~9-~L-. 16_&,\1 723 

6~ I 
' 

sv 
(28) 

Oe3 0.7 ----------------~-~~;- 1 R: 3221 

/ .. / -J 0.3 85.1 l/".1 0.] 0.2 645 Cor R:2909 

/'/ ......-, 1.6 0 .. 2 98.0 0.2 I 652 % Cor:90.3 

/./ ""j o.9 2.4 1+.0 "78.6 10 .. 4 3.71645 

I I' I -v1 o.3 o.6 5.3 1H3 ._?5.~u~i 660 

L _____ -----L·--------------~ ---~----- ----------
1 All V /-/ -1: 97.6 l.O 0.7 0.4 0.2 0.111833 R: 9739 

I (8/1.) /..,/ .J 1.5 ?9.'1 0.5 15.2 J.O 0 .. 5 1971 Cor R:S0/1-6 

I /'/ --1 /1-.6 0.3 91 .. 1 0.8 0.7 2 .. 5 1951 % Cor:82.6 

I /J""' 0.9 5.4 3.1 69o5 15.6 /1-•5 191,-J 

I /' / ~ LO 1.3 15 oO 6o3 ,57 .8~ 2011 

1 76.4 
~--- ------- ........... -----·-·"""------------------------------
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TABLE 4.9 Recognition of Synthetic NV Tones (With F0 Variations 

Only) by NV, CV and SV SUbjects 

·--------~-------- -~---·------····· ... ·----------~ ----T·~---· ...... ·-· -1 
I I I I 

3:.tbj. l Stim. l ?~ Hesponses ~s l n l T.)-':.uL:.: 
1 I-------------·--------------------- I I 
I ("V) I I I I I I Ill. "3f1 I 
: l'• 1 1-1 l 1,1 : I' I l I .1 : I' I l 1-1 :· .J. • l 

-------- -------· --·-- .. I .. ·- . .:_ i ·----1 ----I----- I----I----- ----------
NV 1-1 -1 97.3 2 .. 7 260 R: 1560 

(26) 1,1 ·-1 38o8 61 .. 2 260 Cor H.: 1205 

I' I --1 93.5 6o5 260 % Cor:77 .2 

I./ ·...J 30.8 58.8 10.0 0.4 260 

1'1 .J 2.7 0.4 7.3 88.5 1.1 260 
. loJI ..;1 0.4 7.7 5.4 86.5 260 

'"" ------- ----·--· ---------------------------------- ----- ----------· 
CV 1-1 -! 100.0 299 R: 1975 

(30) 1,1 -J 0.3 31.2 67.1 0.7 0.7 298 Cor R:ll28 

/''I /I s 6 7 % c 6 8 0.,3 9.7 • 3.3 300 or: 2. 

1.1 :J 15.8 0.3 55.1 23.8 5.0 298 

I' I _j o.6 41.7 £t8.o 9.7 300 

l'i .Jl 13.7 33.3 s~.o 3oo ..., I ~ 

-------- ------- -~--------------------------------- ----- ----------
sv 1-1 -1 99.2 0.4 0.4 275 R: 1642 

(28) 1,1 .J 2.l.d 45.8 l.l 271 Cor R:ll29 

1'1 '1 87.8 Oo4 0.8 11.0 272 % Cor:68.7 

1.1 ~ 0.8 29.8 0.8 46.5 20.0 2.1 275 

I' I~ I 1.1 2 .. 1 o.s 19.s 61 .. 7 14.8 277 

~-~ ~ I Oo4 Oo4 14.,2 0.4 20.6 64o0 272 
- i I 

-------~ ---~~~----------------------------------- ----- ----------
1 

AllV 1-1 -j 98.2 0.,1 1.0 834 R: 5005 

(84) 1,1 _j 0.1 Lp.8 5ii.3 Oo6 C)o2 829 Cor R:3462 

1'1~ O.l 90.3 Ool 2.6 6.9 832 % Cor:69.2 

I ol -J o o 2 25 o 2 o • ~~ 5.3 o 4. w o 2 2. 6 r~ 3 3 

1'1-.Jl 0.1;. l.tl Q.L, 23e6 65.1 8.7 837 

/--J/ ~ 0.1 0.2 12.0 0.1 20.2 66.4 (~/+0 
-------- ____ ,.. .. __________________ ,. ___________________ ----------------



GV ons 

rrv cv 0 

--------,----·-·---,- ··------·-··---·. 
I I 

~bbj. l Stirn: l :~ ILes p ol1S es u.3 1 TJ':.uls 
t I 

_ .. 1 
I I 

lFL:u p. l I i 
I I 

I I t 

-------- -------\----- ----- -----'-----'-----------
lTV 1-1 "l OoJ .312 R: 1558 

(;26) 1 .. 1 -J 57o7 5.1 1.2 312 Cor R: 9~-7 

I' I . .--1 .80.7 2.0 ;2 ® (j 1/".5 311 76 Cor: 60 .') 

1.1 ..j 0 • .3 .f?lt!.l }2.4 ,...., '') 

;;.,.,~ J1;2 

I' I 'vj 1..2 2.0 73.3 311 
~· 

2).1_ 

___ ,_,,.,.=•-" """'.-, .. .,. .. , -----..... -,, ..... -..-..- ... ~-..-----~---·-·---~--~---- ...... ---·-·-·----- ~~ ...... ~ ........... ~- ·-·-······ . -...-----,...... 

cv 
(30) 

sv 
(28) 

---~-~~ 

All V 

(811.) 

1,1 --1 
1'1 /1 

I .I "J 

1'1 -J -
.. --...... ~-""""' 

1-1 -I 

1,1 -i 
1'1 -----1 

1.1 -J 
I' I -.j 

""' 

0 3 

0 6 

9~dt 

0.9 

0.1 

0.2 

0.6 

0.3 

!ti!.5. 

0.5 
" ,. 
.L o) 

359 R: 17?.59' 

0 .3 3 (- ') ~ 3~.5 _; 0./ 

0.3 6 0 7.51 360 . / 
0.3 I 

3 .27 3 ~.3! 359 
~-v----~ 

-----------=~~: ______ L ____ ---------
1 0.3 
I 

24.8 2.7 J_.,l), 

~ o.3 30.9 29.4i 
0.6 77.Q 10.0 11.5[ 

~; • ! ;J,o ':j 3. 7 -v- ~~. ?J 
1J.~ 

333 R: 165/} 

330 I Cor Il: 981 
327 I % Cor :59.3 

0.2 o.1 
o.:t /!-'/. g 

68.8 0.7 

0.2 ~ 0 

/1, e i.~ 69.0 

I 
331 i 

i 

3331 

·" ... L -----

13.6 

1004 
l 0 i 9c-r1 "71 ) I 

16.9 1 998 
31.1 9~8 999 
lf3 o3 6.2 1003 
'--------..r--

2!:~;.5 

1 

R: 5001 

Cor R:29!t-7 
~~ Cor:5?5.9 

~------- ----... ------·--------------...... --·---·-·,..... ,, ·-~-~··~·,~· ....... -. ,. 
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TABLE 4.11 Rccot_;ll.itio:c\ ~r ,Synthetic SV Tones (Hith F Variations 
0 

Only) by NV, GV and SV Subjects 

------~---~ ..... -- .. ,~~-·-·--------~ ... ···--------~----·-.. t··--·····-........ -···-
1 1 I R : : "' -'- l S:.1bj. l Stirn. l % .esponses as 1 n 1 !.o ,_,a s 
I '-----------------------------------' I l (SV) l /-/ l /,/ l /'/ l /./ l /'/ l 1-1 jlbJp.! 

-;---~-~~~-~ .. ~;:~. ·- -· -~--·--:~;----·----r;::·:,---::: 
(26) /,/ -1 0.3 2.2..& Oo3 65 o3 0.3 I 311 Cor R:1134 

/'/--1 95.8 4.2 312 %Gor:72.5 

------
cv 

(30) 

/./ ~ 0.6 3.6 0.3 67.0 28.2 0.3 309 

/'/ vl )).8 0.6 36.2 32.4 312 "-·---=--.:...:.....:..r 
68.6 

------- ----------------------------------- ----------
1-1 -1 100.0 359 R: 1789 

/,/ -1 0.3 !p ·2 55 ·2 2.5 1.1 359 Cor R:1342 

/'/ -1 97.2 2.2 0.6 360 % Cor :75.0 

/ol _J 5.1 0.6 62 •. ~ 29.4 CJ K 
C.o.-' JS I -'+ 

/'/.Jli o.c) 15.1 9.8 !,5.4 2>:\.e 3571 
I '-'-----'--
r r· ;. " I . ~ l _______ j ________________________________ l ---- ----------

1-1 -1 ~1 0.3 0.6 I 329 R: 1G.JJ 

/,/ _J 0.3 5lt•/t O.J ~); .• ~. O.J •).3 1 331 Cor R:l4l0 
/'/ ..... , 
/J -...-1, 

I 

0.3 1.8 325 % Cor:86.4 

0.3 0.3 0.6 80.7 13.1 5.0 321 

I /'I .J: 0.3 0.9 7.6 

I 
---- j·-~-- ... 

3.~. J6~3 "·31.~1 327 
87.8 

-~ ... -------------------------~----

All V /-/ ~ • ~ Oel 1.0 994 R: 4972 

(84) /,/ _j: O.J Li:,3.2 0.2 54.7 1.1 0.5 lOUl Car R:3835 

/'/ ~· 97.0 0.1 0.8 2.1 997 % Cor:77.1 

/o/ ~~ Oo3 3o1 Oo5 69.8 23.7 2.6 984 

------~::I ___ :~~---:~:__:::: ___ :~: __ ~ __ ::~ __ ::: __________ _ 
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TABLE 4 .. 12 Recognition of Synthetic NV Tones (vlith F0 and Intensity 

Variations) by NV, CV and SV' Subjects 

-------~--------~·- ... ________ ... _,~ ..... ------- I "i·----··-.. -·~·~ -~ . ..., 
1 I I I 

S:.tbj. l Stim. l % I~esponses u.s l n l T·T1:.u.ls 
1 ~-----------------------------------~ I l (NV) l 1-/ l 1,1 l 1'1 l 1.1! /'/ l 1-J ~R~;Jp.l 

-------- ~ ~------- ·-·~--···I .. ·- ·-I ··----·----I-----I---- -----~---------
1 

NV i 

(26) 
1-1 ~ 
1,/ . ._J 
1'1....., 
1.1 ~ 

.;V 

1'/ .j 
l.JI v1 

"' 
o.s 

259 R: 1558 

Oo4 260 Cor R:1378 

1.6 16.2 259 % Cor:82.0 

0.4 260 

96.1 3.1 260 

5 • L) .2.:hQ 260 

------- ------------------------------------------- ----- ---------
cv 

(30) 

1-1 _, 

1,1 ..J 
''! /I I . 

1./~ 
1'/ __.l 
l"'l -{1 

C)8.6 0.7 
~ 

27.7 0.3 
80.8 

9.7 

0.3 1.1 0.3 

0.7 

70.0 

0.3 

2.b2 
32.4 

297 R: 1786 

1.7 0.3 296 Cor R:l219 

7.8 11.1 297 ;~ Cor:68.2 1 

8.4 299 

55.5 10.4 299 

30.5 64o8 298 

------- ------- ----------------------------------- ----- --------
SV 1-/ -1 ?8.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 220 R: 1316 

(22) 1,1 ..J 27.0 73.0 219 Cor R: 986 

1'1 --11 86.8 0.5 0.5 12.2 220 jb Cor:74.9 

1.1 -!I Cj.() o .. 5 r~c .• 6 1.~:: o.5 ;21.9 

I' I ~ i 1. [~ 11.9 70 • c~ 15 • 5 219 
1,.;'/ Ji I J : -2'1 0 r;r-7 !. ')19 l ../I I -o-'+ _ ... o ~ <c. - ' 

------- ----~~----------------------------------- ----- ----------I 

-i 
I 

All v 1-1 I r-..-'6 e 7 0 ? G.1 . (\ u , 776 " . / 1.660 o_) "-ou o.L "". 
(?J) 1,1 _J ;~() .o 0.:3 (:.t).(, o.n c.;. 775 Cor rt:34g3 

I' I ·-1 g3.0 0.3 3.6 13.1 776 % Cor:?.:,.? 
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For Experiments I I, I I I and IV, I made a different decision . ' 

because they tested perception of tone out of context. For NV tones, 

as they are phonetically different, the responses to/'/ and 1~1 

by any subjec~were counted as correct only if they correctly dif-

ferentiated them. For CV and SV tones, the same applied as for Ex-

periment I, but separate percentages of responses as/'/ or j...vj 

were given in the tables as this point will be important for further 

discussion of possible perceptual cues. 

To compare the test scores within an experiment or between 

different experiments, I made use of a statistical tool called Chi

square test. The X2 value, which reflects the deviation of observed 

values from expected or theoretical values, is calculated according 

to the statistical formula 

2 ( I o - e I - 0.5) 2 

·Y.. =£ ------------------
e 

where o means observed frequencies, 

e means expected frequencies, and 

0.5 is the 'Yates correction for continuity,• to be subtracted 

from the absolute value of o - e, whenever ~2 is calculated from 

1 x 2 or 2 x 2 tables (MacDonald 1977). 

The frequencies used in the~ calculations were actual 

scores of correct and incorrect recognition and not percentages. 

4.3 DISCUSSION 

Referring to the points mentioned in 4.0, I shall discuss 
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the results of Experiments I - IV in their various aspects and im

plications. The discussion will consist of three parts. The first 

concerns the overall recognition scores of real speech tones in the 

first two experiments; the second is related to perception of syn

thetic tones; and the third is an analysi•s of tone features involved 

in systematic misperceptions in Experiment I 1. 

4.3.1 Tone Perception in Cross-Dialect Situation 

The overall percentages of correct recognition for each of 

the three groups of subjects in all experiments indicate that Viet

namese tones in context can be well identified by speakers of differ

ent dialects, and tones in isolated syllables can also be identified 

fairly well, but there are some differences according to dialects, 

individual tones and subjects. 

They show the general tendency for NV and SV tones to be 

better identified by all subjects than CV tones. 

Even in Experiment I, where identification was facilitated 

by meaningful context, the percentages of correct recognition were 

slightly higher for NV and SV tones than for CV tones. There was no 

significant differences in the recognition scores of NV and SV tones, 

but the difference was found to be significant at the 0.01 level 

between CV and the other dialects, when ~2 -tests were applied to 

the overall recognition scores in this experiment. 

The results of Experiment I I, where tones in isolated syl

'·Jere identified from their perceptual features alone without lab1es • 

the help of context, deserve more detailed analysis. 
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Figures 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3, in which the mean Fo of NV CV 
' 

and SV tones, by the six informants whose voices were used in Ex

periment I I, were plotted against normalized duration, are presented 

on the next pages for easy reference to the results. 

Figures 4.4 and 4.5 (following pages) illustrate the results 

of Experiment I 1. Figure 4.4 not only illustrates the general ten-

dency noted earlier, but shows that (a) NV and SV subjects ident~ 

ified their own tones best (which was predicted), and each other's 

tones better than CV tones (the scores were all significantly dif

ferent for each of the three dialects;) and (b) CV subjects ident-

ifled their own tones better than the other groups did {which was 

expected,) but still worse than they did NV tones. The scores were 

significantly higher for NV tones than those for the other two dia-

lects. 

Figure 4.5 shows that mis-identifications occurred often with 

those tones that display more phonetic variations across dialects. 

They are the curve tone(which is low-falling-rising in NV, mid-

falling-rising-creaky in CV and mid-falling-rising in SV), the 

drop tone (which is low-falling-creaky in NV, low-falling in CV and 

low-falling-rising in SV), the broken tone (which is mid or high

falling-rising-creaky and occurs only in NV), and the CV rising 

tone (which is mid-rising in CV with a fall after onset, while it 

is high-rising in both NV and SV.) 

1 would suggest that there are several reasons behind these 

facts. First, ~arger perceptual distances exist between the tones 

in NV and SV (wider pitch range, more extreme contours in both dia

lects, plus creaky voice in NV,) which made them easier to identify 
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than CV tones narrowe range and nance mid-p ch 

tones. Second, there are greate similarities between NV and SV 

tones. Three them, the level, falling and rising tones~ are 

phonetically similar in both dialects. On the other hand, all CV 

tones differ from their counterparts in NV and SV either in average 

pitch level or laryngealization, although most of them share the 

basic common pitch contours. 

These two factors are directly attributable to the acoustic 

characteristics of the tones as described in Ch. Two (2.3)~ The 

third factor is related to the fact that there is more variation 

between local dialects in CV tones than in NV and SV. Therefore 

CV subjects might have had more difficulty in identifying the tones 

of the speakers in the experiments because they may differ from their 

own in some features (although in my judgment the two speakers 

chosen, CF4 and CM2, had standard CV tones.) A fourth factor is the 

special condition of the experiments where the three sets of NV, CV 

and SV tones were played out for the perceptual tests without warn-

ing on the order of presentation. it may be assumed that in such a 

confusing cross-dialect situation, the morestandard and more widely 

known NV and SV tones were better recognized than the more localized 

tones of CV. Even the CV subjects themselves might be induced to 

interpret the tones in terms of the more standard NV and SV forms 

than their own tones, especially wh~n these forms were given without 

Context. In this connection, we should bear in mind the 
meaningful 

fact thatNV and SV are each spoken by twenty-odd million people and 

their areas include Hanoi and Ho Chi Minh City which have been 

great cultural, educational as well as political and economic 



centnes for the whole country whereas CV is spoken by about five 

mill ion people only and its areas includes many districts with 

strong local traditions. 
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The results also seems to indicate that the subjects' dia

lectal background had less apparent influence than the other factors. 

Figure 4.5 shows more similarity in recognition patterns within each 

tone group than within each subject group. Some evidence for this 

influence can however be found in details of perceptual errors 

which show some appreciable difference, such as 

NV broken tone 1-1 perceived as curve tone/'/ 

6.0% by NV subjects 

cv 

SV 

40.3% II cv 

37.6% II SV 

II 

II 

drop tone /./ perceived 

57.8% by NV subjects 

26.3% II cv II 

64.9% II SV II 

curve tone I'/ perceived 

broken tone j..vj and 

25.6 and 20.4% by NV 

16.6 II 19.1·% II CV 

13.9 II 5.3% II SV 

as falling tone/'/ 

as 

rising tone /'/ respectively 

subjects 

II 

II 

4.3.2 PePception of Synthetic Tones 

The results of Experiments I I I and IV support t~e general 

observations for Experiment I I. 

Figure 4.6 (next page) gives the intensity curves used for 

individual synthetic tones in Experiment IV, as different from 
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Experiment I I I where the same intensity curve, that of the level 

tone, was used for all tones. 
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Figure 4.7 (following page) illustrates the overall patterns 

of recognition which look similar to those in Figure 4.4 (p 197) 

with the difference that recognition scores are generally lower. 

This suggests that the synthetic speech signals were not as good as 

they should be. Although some tones, e.g. the level tone and the 

rising tone in all dialects, gave more or less the same or even 

better recognition scores than in Experiment I I, other tones did 

Jess well. The falling tone in particular suffered from a technical 

problem in tone synthesis which I could not solve at the time: the 

sudden cut·off of the signal at the end of each isolated syllable 

produced an impression similar to glottal cloGure which in this 

case sounded to me 1 ike the NV drop tone. Therefore recognition 

scores for the falling tone in both Experiments I I I and IV were 

less than 50% in most cases (cf Figure 4.5, p 198 and Figure 4.8, 

p 204 be 1 ow.) 

Some more facts can be learned from comparison between the 

results of Experiment I I I and Experiment IV concerning the role of 

intensity in tone perception. It would not be correct to infer from 

the general patterns illustrated in Figure 4.7 that intensity has 

different effects on tone perception in the different dialects: 

higher recognition scores for NV, and lower recognition scores for 

SV, in Experiment IV than in Experiment I I I, and no appreciable 

differences for CV. 

A careful study of scores concerning individual tones, 
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however, can r a better understanding of the ts. 1 i cation 

-test on recognit on scores ndividual NV CV and SV tones 

all §u ects, as graphically represented in part (d) Figure 4.8, 

preceding page, indicates that differences are not the same for indi

vidual tones within each dialect. This is shown in Table 4.15 (next 

page) where actual recognition scores were given together with 

level of significance, and when there are significant differences, 

the direction of the differences, i.e. whether recognition is better 

(+) in Experiment IV, when Intensity variations were added, than in 

Experiment I I I, or worse (-). 

Results of the tests show that (a) Intensity variations did 

not improve identification for the unidirectional tones (level fal

ling and rising) in all three dialects : either the differences 

were insignificant, or recognition got worse; ) I ntens var i-

ations improved identification for the bidirectional tones (curve 

and broken) in all three dialects; and (c) tuey had variable effect 

on the identification of the drop tone : improvement for the falling 

creaky NV drop tone, but worsening for the CV and SV drop tones. 

T.hese facts suggest that for most cases intensity variations 

do not play a major role in tone perception. The exceptions to this 

are: the concave intensity contour enhances recognition for the NV 

broken tone and curve tone and the SV curve tone, possibly by re

inforcing the existing concave Fo contour in its auditory effect, 

and better differentiating them from other tones; and the simulated 

creaky ending of the NV drop tone and the CV curve tone was better 

recognized when both intensity and Fo curves were represented by 

jumping, wavy Jines in the input to the synthetizer. 
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Parameters 

in 

III 

I 

on of 

Tones 

------------------ ------- ------ ------ ------ --·--~--~ 

NV J ~* 
Exp. III Cor. R 

.l Inc. R 

825 338 

9 491 

E:xp .. IV rcor, R 750 225 
~ 

line. R 

751 
81 

6L.Lr 

l32 

0 .. 01 

445 545 
388 292 

688 571 

90 207 

0.01 10.01 

558 

282 

605 
172 

0.01 Differ. { Signif. 

Direct. 
o.~~ r~~ 

Exp. III {Cor-.~ ·R----t~-~~~--~-:;:---
__ : ___ t __ : ___ ~-·-+··--·-~ 

GV 

® R 6 563 

Exp~ IV I . R 930 377 
!_Inc@ R 4 5LJ3 

Differ J Signif. 

{_Directo 

Exp. IIJ 

Exp. IV 

Differ. 

{
Cor. R 

Inc. R 

{
Cor. R 

Inc. R 

{
Signif. 

Direct. 

ns ns 

984 

10 

917 

15 

ns 

432 

569 

359 

574, 

0.05 

687 

311 

667 

ns 

967 

30 

901 

35 
ns 

* Pooled scores for all NV, CV and SV Subjects. 

•• Coro R number of correct responses 

Inc. R : number of incorrect responses 

582 246 

417 757 
L.Le8 283 

485 641} 

o.o1 o.ol 

687 

297 

361 
57 L+ 

0.01 

+ 

765 

231 

878 

56 

0.01 

+ 

2 Signif.: level of signifieance according to 'X -tests 

Direct.: direction of differences; -means recognition scores are 

lovn:~r in Exp. IV than in Exp. III; + means recognition scores are 

h:Leher in Exp. IV than in Exp. II I. 
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Of particu~ar interest is the fact that two NV synthetic 

tones, with Fo and intensity variations, yielded clearly improved 

recognition in Experiment IV. Scores were better than in Experiment 

Ill (with Fo variations only) and similar to those in Experiment II 

(real speech tones in isolated syllables.) This is shown below, 

with data extracted from Tables 4.6, 4.9 and 4. 12. 

NV Drop Tone NV Broken Tone 

Subjects NV cv SV NV cv SV 

------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------

Exp. II 94.6 80.5 93.8 92.0 54.7 58.4 

Exp. Ill 58.8 55.4 46.5 86.5 53.0 64.0 

Exp. IV 95.8 81.9 88.6 93.0 64.8 77.6 

This suggests that the synthetic tones produced auditory 

impressions similar to the real tones. It is interesting to 

compare the spectrograms made from these synthetic tones used in 

Experiment IV and the same tones by Informant NMl used in Experi

ment II (Figure 4.9, next page.) They show similar Fo contours; 

the simulated 'laryngeal ization' may not have the same acoustic 

quality as the real one, but the auditory impression could be 

close enough for listeners to identify the tones. 

4.3.3 Tone Features and Perception 

~~e problem of evaluating the relative importance of vari

ous tone features as perceptual cues is tackled here in a way dif

ferent from the multidimensional sealing analysis described in 

Gandour 1978. My analysis proceeds from the conclusions reached 
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so far and is based on the results of Experiment I I, where no lin

guistic contextual cues were present as in Experiment I, and no 

unnatural factors were present as in Experiments I I I and IV. It 

revolves around the notion of misperception, defined as misidenti

fication of a tone as another, due to misinterpretation of some 

tone features. The underlying assumption is that the confusion 

patterns reflected the native speakers• perception of tones in 

terms of similarity or dissimilarity in their features. Hence, it 

is presumed that in Experiment I I conditions, when isolated tones 

were heard in a cross-dialect situation, tone perception was based 

on auditory cues interpreted as tone features and misperceptions 

usually occurred between two tones having some common features 

when some other features were misinterpreted as regards their na

ture or relative values. In this sense, a misperception is differ

ent from a simple error, when one tone is mistaken for another 

just by chance or for any reason in any situation, which is not 

of interest for our analysis. 

For this purpose, all cases of misperception of 3.0% or 

more from the bottom boxes of Tables 4.6, 4.7 and 4.8 (overall 

response percentages by all Vietnamese subjects,) were picked 

out and presented in Table 4.16 (next page). The 3.0% cut-off was 

first chosen arbitrarily to take an appreciable but manageable 

number of cases for study, but later analysis justified that 

choice. Indeed, at 3.0% and above, no cases of misperception in

volving less than two common features were found, but the further 

inclusion of cases under 3.0% would have involved some tone pairs 

which share only one or no common features at all, presumably 



• TABLE 4.16 ~~, CV and ~~Tones Involved in Misperceptions in Experiment II 

.------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~-

No (a) NV Tones (b) CV Tones (c) 2N Tones 

------·-------------------------------·-------------------------------·-----------------------------
1 t·/.J -: 17o6 1.1 J ** r/';.( -: ll.6 1./ ..j Jl'l J -: 6.3 1.1 J 
2 4o2 :- 5.6 :- L 15.6 :-

3 fl'l j -: 12o7 /-'1 -:1 1'1 ---d. -: 37.7 I"' I -0 1'1 .J -: 18.5 1""1 -0 
4 ' 28.6 1'1 ~ 5.6 1,1 '4 1'1 ...;1 15 .o I' I -1 l :- -: -: 

5 1'1 1 -: 4.6 I' I . ..,j 1'1 ..-1 -: 33.9 1'1 ~ 1'1 ·1 -: 4.6 1-1 ~ 
6 1'1 1 -: 6o2 1''•'/ ~ 1'1 ·-1 -: 25.7 1"'1 ~ 1.1..) -: 3.1 1'1 1 
7 1.1 -4 -: 4o5 1-.tJ 'il /,/ "'1 -: 5.7 1-/ I 1.1 .j -: 4.5 1-1 ;:1 
8 1,1 ...j -: 4.3 1./ -J r/'i -: 6.8 1.1 ~ ' tJ -l -: 15.2 I./ .j ,....,. 

9 I' I ......1 -: 7 o8 1,1 ..j 48.8 :- 5.4 :-

10 1-1 l -: 3.0 1'1 ---1 1 .. 1 ...j -: 3.o /'I j 

------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------
"' Data extracted from bott:)m boxes of Tables 4.6, l,.? and 4.8 (see section 4.2) concerning misperceptions 

of 3.0% or more by all NV, CV and 2N subject.s in Experiment II. 

*1l<{A-: 17.6B 
4.2 :-

should be read "Tone A was perceived as 3 (17.6:£ of responses) an.d vice versa (4.2% of responses) 11 • 

N 

0 
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constituting cases of simple error. In Table 4.16 and subsequent 

analysis, the sign -· (interpreted or perceived as) indicates 

direction of misperception, and the figures represent the percen

tages. The result is a total of 29 cases, 9 for NV and 10 each for 

CV and SV. 

It is of interest to note that there are 12 cases (1 ines 

], 2, 3, and 8 in Table 4. 16) which represent the same mispercep

tions (same tone pairs, same direction) in all three dialects, and 

eight other cases (Jines 5, 6, 7 a~d 9) wh·ich involve the same mis

perceptions in two of the dialects. This is suggestive of the regu

larity of the patterns. 

Furthermore, if one takes misperceptions of 10% or more as 

substantial, it may be noted that 13 out of those 29 cases represent 

substantial misperceptions (11.6% to 48.8%) and the most substantial 

ones occurred in CV tones. This agrees with the low recognition 

scores noted earlier in connection with CV tones. 

A further analysis of tone features involved in those 

misperceptions is presented in Tables 4. 17, 4.18 and 4.19 (fol

lowing pages). The tone features involved were derived from 

categorization of physical phonetic parameters described in Ch. 

Two, and first introduced inCh. One. Let us recall that they 

included a~erage pi~ch (pitch for short) features [high] and [low], 

pitch contour (contour for short) features [falling] and [rising], 

and voice quality feature [creaky]. Other redundant features need 

not concern us here. From the above-mentioned three tables, in 

which features common to tone pairs involved in misperceptions are 

circled, the following observations can be made: 
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TABLE 4.17 Analysis of NV Tone Features Involved in Misperceptions 

in Experiment II• 

------------------------ ;::~~:~r~:: 
----------------------

No Tone Features Features __ .. ___ _.... __________ 
--------------------

Hi Lo Fa Ri Cr As 
I Hi Lo Fa Ri Cr ---- --------------------- -------- ---- -

[/'I 8 G) G) • /o/ G G G) •• 1 + -: -· + 

2 :-

3 r'/ + 0 G) -: /'"'/ + - 8 0 + 

4 :-

5 /'/ + - G G -: I'/ + + CD (:.) 

6 !'/ (£) (:) - G) -: ;~; 8 (:) ~· Q + 

7 /o/ + 0) - 8 -: /''i + G) + 0) 
8 ! .. / C:) (~) CD G) - -: /./ G G) G) (-:) + 

9 /'I () (~) 0) + (-:) -: /,/ (=j G) 0 - 8 
' ·-------------------------------------------

* -: and ;- indicate directions of misperception. 

•• Features common to the two tones involved in misperceptions 

are circled. When the same tones are involved in both directions, 

tone marks and features are not repeated. 
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TABLE 4.18 Analysis of CV Tone Features Involved in Misperceptions 

in Experiment II* 

-------------------- --------- ----------------------
Features Perceived 

---·~--··-·-·-----.-~ ... ····----- Tone ------~~~~~!'~Q. .. -.-----

Hi Lo Fa Ri Cr As -~--~2--~~--~~- Cr 
-------------------- --------- '··-'-····--

G (!) 
tit 

/J G G ~· 1 '/ - + + -: + 

2 :-

3 /'/ G 0 8 0 -: I'" I + G 0 G CD« 
4 /'I 88 G) + + -: /,/ 0 G 0 -
5 /'I 80 8 - -: /'/ 0 G + G + 

6 /'/ G - CD - -: /,vf 
• I + 8 + 8 + 

7 /,/ 8 + 88 -: 1-1 + G - ~) 8 
8 y .. ; (::) - (2-) G) G -: /o/ G + 8 8 '"J \,._-

0 :-
/ 

lO 1-/ I + c)8 - (:) -! /'/ - (-:) C-J + (_-) 

---------- -------------------------------

• -: and :- indicate directions of misperception. 

~~ Features common to the two tones involved in misperceptions 

are circled. When the same tones are involved in both directions, 

tone marks and features are not repeated. 

"' * Features of the broken tone 1-1 are those of the NV dialect. 
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l /'/ 

2 l 
3 /'/ 

4 /'/ 
5 /'/ 

6 /./ 

7 /./ 
8 /.j 

9 l 

in 

(-_)G) G 
-G+(i)·G 
+~)G)+G 

+ + G e 
+ 0G·· 

C:) (!; G e 

lo / ... ! G + G G 
' 

Perceived Tone 

in 

•• Hi Lo Fa Ri Gr --------------------
-: I./ G+0G~ 
:-

-: l'i + C::) 8 G +:: 
-: 1'1 + 8 - CD 8 
-: 1-1 - (:) C:) 8 
-: !"! + - 8 G 
-: /--'/ + (t) 8 + 

-: 1.1~ G 0 C~ + 8 

-: /'I 
--------------------------------------------------------------------

~- -: and :- indicate directions of misperception. 

""* Features common to the two tones involved in misperceptions 

are circled. When the same tones are involved in both directions, 

tone marks and features are not repeated. 

: Features of the broken tone IN/ are those of the ~/ dialect . 

..,..*The feature [creaky] doesnot normally apply in standard EN, 

but in cross-dialect perception, all EN tones should be marked 

[- creaky J. 



All these mispe ions include at least two features 

common to the tone pairs nvolved; n fact out of the 

there are 

9 cases involving 2 common features 

11 cases involving 3 common features 

9 cases involving 4 common features. 

cases, 

2 5 

This supports the notion of misperception defined above and 

one may generalize that misperceptions often occur only when two or 

more common features are involved. 

(b) In every one of these cases, at least one contour fea

ture is common to both tones. In fact, there is appreciable differ

ence in the number of cases involving different feature types: 

No common features 

One common feature 

Two common features 

Common features In 

Contour Pitch Voice Qual i ty 

0 case 6 cases 13 cases 

19 cases 12 cases 16 cases 

10 cases 10 cases 

The above figures mean that there is no case of systematic 

misperception occurring between two tones having no common contour 

features (falling, rising), while misperceptions occur more commonly 

between tones having one or two common contour features: 19 and 10 

cases respectively. On the other hand, misperceptions often occur 

between tones having no common features in average pitch 

(high, low) or in voice quality (creaky): 6 and 13 cases respect

ively. 

This fact suggests that the order of importance in Vietnam

ese tone perception is contour, pitch and voice quality. It also 
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implies that contour features are the only obligatory common fea

tures involved in systematic misperceptions between two tones. In 

other words, misperceptions usually do not occur between tones of 

opposite contours (sharing no common features), namely rising ver

sus falling, level versus concave, but often occur in all other 

cases, e.g. between level and rising (one common feature in contour: 

[-falling]), high and mid pitch, high and low pitch, creaky and 

non-creaky, etc. 

An independent support for this analysis can be found in 

Miller 1961. The author found that the overall recognition score 

of NV tones in whispered speech was only 33% correct in a series 

of his tests (out of a total of 240 occurrences for the six tones.) 

He also made observations about a number of tones which were often 

interpreted as other tones and vice versa, and some tones which 

were rarely interpreted as other tones. A reanalysis of his obser

vations (Miller 1961 :14) along my lines is given in Table 4.20 

(next page). It emerges from the table that only six of his cases 

coincide with mine (cf Table 4.17 and Table 4.20.}· This is not sur

prising, given the differences between the two types of experiment. 

What is surprising is that all of 12 of Miller 1 s cases described 

as occurring 1 often 1 (15% or more) are fully conformable to the 

conditions given under (a) and (b) above, namely that they all 

include at least one common contour feature and at least ano·ther 

common feature of any type. On the other hand, the misperceptions 

described as 1 rare 1 in his tests(mostly 2.5%) lend further support 

to my analysis: the tones involved have either only one single 
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TABLE 4•20 Analysis of NV Tone Features Involved in Misperceptions 

in Whispered Speech (Data from Miller 1961) 

--- ---- -------------------- --------- ----- --------------------
Features ---------------------_______ f~~~~~~~----- Perceived Tone 

Hi Lo Fa Ri Cr Hi Lo Fa Ri Cr As --- ---- ------~------------- -------- ----- -----------------
(Often) 

•• ! .. / 0 G) (~) 8 
!It-

/./ (:) G 0 (~ 1 - -: + 

2 1-1 8 - - G - -: /./ ·6 + + G + 

3 rl + - 0 + 0 -: /./ - + 0 - G) 

!± /'/ (:) (~) CD + -: /./ e 0 G) + 

2. /'I + - (:) ~) -: /'/ + + (~) (-) 

6 1-1 (=) e) G -: /,/ J G + + G (:;) 

7 v·"f + - GJ G) + -: /'/ + CD G) 

8 :-

0 'I <:1 0) (~) + G -: ! .. ! (:-) Q G:) G .L 

::.o :-

11 - C:) G> G) -: /'/ + (::) G + G 
12 :-

(Rarely) 

13 ~) - C::) -: /'/ G + + + G) 
1/+ ,/ + 6) -: /""/ + - G + + 

15 :-

16 /'! + + -: /./. + + + 

17 l :-
--------- --------------------~---------------~----------------------

"' -: and :- indicate directions of misperception. 

~• Features common to the two tones involved in misperceptions 

are circled. When the same tones are involved in both directions, 

tone marks and features are not repeated. 

••• Underlined numbers indicate same cases of misperceptions in 

Hiller 1s e>.-periments and mine (cf Table 4.17, p. 212.). 



common feature, or two common features not including contour ones, 

or no common features at all. 
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These facts seem to indicate that although pitch is not 

conveyed through whispered speech, the contour of tones is possibly 

faintly audible through intensity variations, which might become 

more salient and better perceived in whisper than in normal voice. 

And though this does not ensure correct recognition of the tones, 

it does favour misidentification between tones having some common 

contour features and prevent misidentification between those of 

markedly opposite contour features. 

Another interesting fact concerns Miller's observation that 

''even the 80% correct identification of the low dipped [drop] tone ... 

is not ·very convincing when we consider that 1 isteners thought 

they heard the low dipped tone on 48 different occasions when it was 

not low dipped. Then, this tone, though appearing to be the easiest 

to hear, actually proved to be the most difficult as other tones 

were more readily confused with it. 11 (Miller 1961 :14). My analysis 

could give a better account for that. The NV drop tone is readily 

identified by its creaky ending. Even in whispered speech when 

relative pitch is not audible, this feature [+creaky] could still 

be conveyed through other means such as intensity variations or a 

glottal stop, which could become a salient and sufficient feature 

in this situation. But even so it is not the only feature that char

acterizes this tone, and other tones which share some other feature 

with it, such as [+falling], may still be readily confused with it, 

hence the fact described above. 

The same analysis can account for the confusion between the 
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rising tone and the falling tone in a local dialect in Nghi Loc dis-

trict, Nghe Tinh province, reported in Bui Van Nguyen 1977. Speakers 

of this CV subdialect use the phraseslka k6 dudjl Lka with a tail' 

and lka k~ kU"d~l 'ka with a stem' to distinguish between lkc!l 

f • hI d lka"l I ] I h h • f h h 1 IS an eggp ant wen t e context IS o no elp. Sue 

confusion would not normally be possible in NV and SV where the two 

tones are maximally differentiated by opposition in all features 

except creaky voice 

NV & SV I .I I + high NV & SV 1'-1 - high 

- low + low 

- fa 11 i ng +falling 

+ rising - rising 

- creaky - creaky 

In CV, the perceptual distance between these two tones is 

not so great with one variant of 1'1 (straight rising) and becomes 

minimal with the other variant (falling rising), both of wide use 

over the area: 

cv 1/1 high or - high cv 1,1 - high 

- low - low - low 

-falling +falling +falling 

+ rising +rising - rising 

creaky - creaky - creaky 

It is not clear from the report whether the confusion occurs 

in some environment only or tonal merger has happened between these 

tones in this subdialect. But the analysis could predict both cases 

easily by a simple statement of feature change. 

We may now summarize the observations made in this section 
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by a more comprehensive statement which might be termed principles 

of tonal perception: 

(1) Maximal opposition in tone features leads to greater 

perceptual distances and contrast between tones. 

(2) Minimal opposition in tone features leads to lesser 

perceptual distances which may result in misperception and event

ually to tonal merger. 

(3) Various types of feature may play different roles in 

different languages and different situations. In Vietnamese, 

contour features play the most important role. 

4.5 CONCLUSION 

In this chapter, I have presented and discussed the results 

of perceptual experiments involving tones and subjects of the 

three major Vietnamese dialects. 

The experiments show that tones in meaningful context 

can be readily identified (with high recognition scores) by speakers 

of the same dialect end other dialects. Tones in isolated syllables, 

predictably, have lower recognition scores and are better ident

ified by speakers of the same dialect than by speakers of others. 

The special cases of CV tones, which have lower recognition scores 

than both NV and SV tones, even by CV speakers, may be due to a 

combination of various factors. These include their phonetic char

acteristics (less perceptual distances between tones regarding 

pitch levels and Fo range, more dissimilarity with NV and SV tones,) 

greater subdialectal variations within CV and possibly also their 
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non-standard status. Recognition of synthetic tones show similar 

patterns, and the addition of intensity variations to Fo variations 

improves perception significantly only in a few cases, all invol

ving concave contour or laryngeal ization. or both. 

Analysis of the results showsthat recognition patterns 

reflect the tone feature system proposed for Vietnamese~ Correct 

perception and misperception are related to the similarity or dis

similarity in tone features. Contour features (falling, rising) 

are found to play a more important role than pitch features (high, 

]ow) and voice quality feature (creaky) in the identification of 

most tones, except for a few cases. This provides further support 

for the validity of the types of feature chosen for Vietnamese and 

their perceptual reality. 



CHAPTER FIVE 

A MODEL OF TONE PERCEPTION 

5.0 INTRODUCTION 

Proceeding from the results of perceptual experiments des

cribed in Ch. Four and the acoustic phonetic data presented in Ch. 

Two, propose a theoretical model of the perceptual process for 

tone recognition in Vietnamese. 

This model is based on the conclusions reached so far: 

(a) Vietnamese tones in their diversity can be readily 

identified by speakers of different dialects, but the degree of 

correct recognition varies with the dialects, individual tones and 

1 isterners 1 background. 

(b) Fo variation and laryngealization, perceived as pitch 

contour, relative pitch and voice quality, are the primary cues for 

tonal recognition. Intensity and duration may contribute secondarily 

to perception but seem to play no independent role in tone recog

nition. 

(c) The proposed phonological tone features are found to 

be valid representation of psychological reality since the analysis 

of tone into such features provide insightful understanding of 

perceptual distances and misperceptions, tonal contrast and tonal 

222 
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confusion. This in turn helps to evaluate the relative importance 

of each type of feature, found to be of this order: contour, pitch 

and voice quality. 

It is also based on the underlying assumption about the 

complex nature of Vietnamese tone .as a physical and physiological 

~eal ity, a perceptual entity and a phonological unit in the speech 

event. This complex nature has been shown in its various aspects 

and is reflected in different levels of representation related to 

each other by dynamic processes. The physical reality forms the 

basis for auditory perception, but this perception is also influ

enced by psychological and linguistic structures projected by the 

speaker-hearer's mind on what is perceived. As piDinted out in 

Chomsky and Halle (1968:294), ''a person's interpretation of a par

ticular speech event is ·not determined merely by the physical 

properties constituting the evem ( ..• )what is perceived depends 

not only on the physical constitution of the signal but also on 

the hearer•s knowledge of the language as well as on a host of 

extragrammatical factors." Thus there is dyrnamic interaction be

tween various factors and not mechanical one-to-one correspondence. 

Therefore, the process of deriving phonological features from the 

primary acoustic data will involve different stages, which repre

sent various degrees of abstraction and generalization. 

The model has six components, taking as input the acoustic 

signals and giving as output the phonological tones. The components 

are: Physical Phoneiic Parameters, Conversion Processes, Phonetic 

Features, Interpretation Rules, Phonological Features, and Influ

encing Factors, as represented schematically in Figure 5.1 (next 



Influencing Factors: 

Hearing Conditions 

Context 

Speaker's Characteristics 

Listener's Background 

------------------------------ __.,...,..,.. I ~-- ..__ __ .__- i ....... - --
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..---- I '-,~ 

;:~~::~=- ~~:::~~::l -~~~:~:~~: j~=~::=----- ;~~~:~::~ 
Phonetic _ Processes Phonetic pretation ~ Features 

Parameters · ;Features LRules (Binary) 

(Kumerical 

Scales) 

Fo 

Lar,Y"!l

gealizatio 

Intensity 

Duration 

l_ _________ j (N-ary) L__________ Contour: 

[Pitch] [contour] 

(5 levels; [concave] 

1-3 targets) [falling] 

[Laryng] [rising] 

(4 degrees) 

----------..: 

[stopped] 

Pitch: 

[high] 

[low] 

Voice Qualit 

[creaky] 

------------

FIGURE 5.1 A Model of Tone Perception in Vietnamese 



page), and explained in the subsequent sections. 

5.1 PHYSICAL PHONETIC PARAMETERS~ PHONETIC FEATURES 

AND PHONOLOGICAL FEATURES 
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The description of Vietnamese tones in Ch. Two and Ch. Three 

has provided for their analysis in terms of physical phonetic para

meters of Fo, Laryngeal ization L, Intensity I and Duration D. These, 

in their normalized values obtained through normalization procedures 

described in 2.4. 1, already represent a degree of abstraction when 

th~ fine acoustic details merge into broader categories. 

At the systematic phonetic level, these parameters are con

verted into n-ary phonetJc features, auditory and articulatory in 

character, which represent a further degree of abstraction by trans

forming the physical continuum into discrete units. The phonetic 

features of tone include pitch targets and laryngeal ization, which 

will be often referred to as [Pitch] and [Laryng] features for 

short. Intensity and duration are no longer represented, since 

they are predictable and their roles are not essential for tone per

ception, although information about them may be needed for better 

tone recognition in certain cases, as demonstrated in the experi

ments. A tone 1 s pitch is represented by one, two or three figures, 

corresponding to one, two or three pitch targets described in Ch. 

Three, and representing onset, midpoint and endpoint pitch as the 

case arises. The degrees of laryngeal ization are indicated by 

figures or diacritics, and stopped tones are signalled by a small 

~appended to the pitch figures. The full notation will have the 
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general form 

O(:)EJ Pitch 

L(L)(t) La ryng 

in which the capital letters stand for values of the n-ary features 

(five levels for pitch targets and four degrees of laryngealization,) 

those in parentheses are optional, and (t) will specify the timing 

of laryngeal ization by the letter M (mid syllable) or E (end of syl-

]able). Abbreviated forms include the use of diacritics and sym-

bols in a modified version of Chao's (1930). Here is an example: 

the NV broken tone will be represented in its two variants (creaky 

voice or glottal stop at middle) in the following manner 

f325 Pitch ] 

~(3)M Laryng 

or 

or 

325 ,., 

325 
? 

or ,1) 
...., 

or '{1 
l 

The phonological features of tone that are dicectl~ re~ated 

to phonetic reality include the five features I have used to char-

acterize all VN tones in the previous chapters. While phonetic fea-

tures incorporate details which a linguist would be able to hear to 

describe different phonetic realizations of the same phonological 

tone, phonological features include only distinctive characteristics 

that native speakers need to differentiate the tones in actual 

communi cat ion. 

As introduced inCh. One (1.5.4.3), the phonological fea-

tufeS also include •contour, 1 •concave• and •stopped. 1 They are not 

needed in practical representation of each tone because they can be 

predicted by rules. The features 1 concave 1 and 'contour• are predicted 

by two tone redundancy conventions as follows. 
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(TRC 1 ) r f~l~ing] ~ [+ concave] -E--
+ r1s1ng 

and 

(TRC2) J[+ 
.... 

falling] 

rising] ~ 
[+ contour] ( +-

[+ concave] 

The double arrows mean that the conventions are applicable 

in both directions. 

The feature •stopped' is predicted by a phonological tone 

rule: 

(PTR 1) [T] -+ [+ stopped] I c $ 

- cont 

- son 

- voice 

stopped] I elsewhere 

The application of these conventions and rules ensur~that 

all bidirectional Vietnamese tones are concave and not convex, that 

a contour tone implies at {east one of the contour features 

1 fall ing, 1 •rising• or •concave, 1 and that only stopped tones oc-

cur on syllables ending in a voiceless stop consonant. Thus, for 

example, besides the features specified in Table 5.1 (next page but 

one), predictable features widl be added as follows. 

Level tones Rising tones Stopped tones Concave tones 

- contour + contour + contour + contour 

- concave - concave - concave + concave 

- stopped - stopped + stopped - stopped 
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The processes of convert ng leal ic parameters into 

ic features, and then trans at ng t ese features into logi-

cal ones will be descri in the next sections.The results of 

these processes are given in Table 5.1 (next page), 

5.2 CONVERSION PROCESSES 

The processes described below are based on the assumption, 

supported by the analysis of perceptual test results in Ch. Four, 

that the two main cues for the recognition of Vietnamese tones are 

Fo and l.aryngeal ization. These can be directly related to the pho~ 

netic featuresof [Pitch] and [Laryng] by simple mathematical for-

mulae which model the abstract auditory process. It is also assumed 

that the f ve levels of pi targets correspond to the division 

Fo ranges, in terms of FD(F) percent, into three levels above and 

two levels below the mean F, This means that positive FD(F) values 

above or equal to zero will have pitch values of 3 to 5, and neg-

ative FD(F) values wil 1 have pitch values of l or 2. This is based 

on the fact, which can be observed on Figure 2.17, inCh. Two (p 92 ), 

that in each of the three dialects, the ratio between the average 

ranges of positive FD(F) and negative FD(F) is roughly 3:2. 

The three following formulae will be sufficient to convert 

any FD(F) value into Pitch value for all the tone targets. 

Pitch 

FD (F) 
It(-----+ 3) 

g PU 
( c 1 ) 
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TABLE 5.1 Correspondence between Physical Phonetic Parameters, 

Phonetic Features and Phonological Features of Standard 

NV, CV and ~ Tones 

-------l-----·--------------------------------- ----------------------
Dialect Fo in FD(F) %* Phonetic Features* Phonological Features 

~~:::_1_~- --~- --~ ~~:~- ~:~:E~=~ ~~--~-~:-~-c~ _ 
NV 1-1 l 9 8 

i 
1,1 1 -7 -1s 
1~1 I 2 2 

l"sl! 14 20 
! 

I .1 -2 -11~ 

l.sl -5 -13 

4 
-19 

33 
38 

-15 
-17 

33 
21 

35 

45s 

21 

2ls 

1'1 1 -s -26 -13 212 

~-~~- 1: =;:-r-:;-- =:;---
1,/ 6 -1 -4 42 

I~ I I -3 -8 10 24 

l~sl 0 -3 9 34s 

I ol 0 -C) -9 31 

l.sl 3 -5 -8 3ls 

/'/ 1 I -9 I -4 312 

------- ----t----~----- ------
sv 1-1 4 i 4 1 1 33 

i I ! I I,/ -9 ' -17 I -18 21 

1'1 6 9 39 35 
l"sl 
lol 

9 13 
-9 -19 

39 

-9 
35s 

212 

I osl -7 -15 -12 2ls. 

1'1 -5 -18 22 214 
i 

0 

0 

0 

0 

2 

0 

0 

2 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

2 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

3-t 
. 21 -1 
35 -1 
45s 1 s 

2.!-~ 
2ls -1 s 

212,A 

+ + 

+ + 

+ + 

+ + + 

+ + 

+ + + 

33?~ + + + + 

5'1 
42 -l 
24~ 
34s 4 s 

31 .,j 
3ls...j s 

312-yj ,..., ~ 

3-l 

---------------------
+ 

+ I -
+ 

+ 

+ + 

+ + 

+ + + 

21 --! + + ..;: 

35 "" + + 
35s 1 s + + 

212 ~ + + + 

21s --J s + + 

214~ + + 

----------------------- ------------ ------------------------------
* Fo parameters extracted from Table 2.15 (p 90 ). TheM values 

represent either P 3 or P 4, whichever has lo\-;er Foe The Laryne. values 

are the same for physical phonetic parameters and phonetic featureso 

,..,. Stopped variants may have the same phonological features as basic 

forms or differ from them in one feature. They will be marked off by 

the feature 1 StQpped 1 • 
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FD(F)max + 1 
PU = ltg(------------) if FD(F)~~ (C2) 

3 

FD(F)min - 1 
PU = ltg(------------) if FD(F)<0 (C3) 

-2 

where all values are expressed in integer digits (ltg), 

PU is a pitch unit value determined for any FD(F) range 

from which conversion applies, 

FD(F)max and FD(F)min are the highest and lowest average 

FD(F) respectively for each range, and + 1 and ~ 1 are cor-

recting factors. 

The pitch unit PU is the range of FD(F) for each of the 

five pitch target levels in a tone system within the maximal FD(F) 

and the minimal FD(F) determined in a sample. The correcting fac~ 

tors +1 and- 1 in formulae (C2) and (C3) are needed to ensure that 

the five PUs add up to a value equal or greater than the whole 

range from which they are calculated. The correcting factor+ 3 in 

formula (Cl) ensures that the Pitch feature value always varies 

between 1 and 5 irrespective of the positive or negative values 

of the FD(F). 

Following are some examples of actual calculations. 

The maximal and minimal FD(F) of the SV dialect group are 

respectively 39 and -19, as can be gathered from Table 5.1 (preced

ing page). The PU for positive and negative FD(F) calculated ac-

cording to conversion formulae (C2) and (C3) are 
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39 + 1 
PU = ltg(------) = 13 for positive FD(F) 

3 

-19 - 1 -
PU = It (-------) 

g -Q 
10 for negative FD (F) 

The SV curve tone has the following FD(F) at onset, mr·dpoint 

and endpoint: -5, -18, 22 (from Table 5. 1). Application of conver-

sion formula (Cl) gives the following results 

0 Pitch 

M Pitch 

ltg(-5 + 3) = ltg(-0.5 + 3) = 
TO 

= ltg(-18 + 3) = ltg(-1.8 + 3) 
10 

ltg(2.5) = 2 

ltg(l.2) 

E Pitch = ltg(22 + 3) ltg(l.6 + 3) = ltg(4.6) = 4 
T3 

The Pitch values for the SV curve tone are thus determined 

to be [214] in systematic phonetic representation. 

The application of formulae (C2) and (C3) to the FD(F) 

values of the tones of all three dialects from Table 2.15 inCh. Two 

gives the following data 

NV cv SV 

FD(F)max 38 14 39 

FD(F)min -26 -9 -19 

PU for positive FD(F) 13 5 13 

PU for negative FD(F) 13 5 10 

The application of formula ( c 1 ) to the onset, (midpoint) 
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and endpoint FD(F) of Vietnamese tones gives values for the pitch 

features in Table 5. 1. Note that for the level tone, two values, for 

onset and endpoint, are used here, instead of one for midpoint tar

get as proposed earlier in the previous section (5.2). The point is 

that the one-target analysis for the level tone remains valid for 

the tone production process and general description, but for the 

perceptual process, I have found that a two-value pitch represen

tation for the level tone would be both more real and simpler to 

handle formally. Indeed, although the speaker needs only aim at 

one target when intending to produce a level tone, the hearer needs 

to compare at least two points to decide whether a tone has a level 

or a non-level contour. For the same reason, the input to conversion 

processes and interpretation rules should also include two values, 

at least, for any tone so that the same procedures could be applied 

without further complications. 

Another point which needs elaboration is the procedure of 

determining a concave tone by scanning the midpoint values to see 

if there is one value which is lower by one pitch unit or more, as 

compared with onset and endpoint. The formula is 

where 

M = 0 if 0 - Mmin < PUmin or E - Mmin < PUmin 
(C4) 

M i 0 if 0 - Mmin ~ PUmin and E - Mmin ~ PUmin 

M is the midpoint value to be determined and included in the 

systematic phonetic representation, 

0 and E are onset and endpoint values in FD(F), 

Mmin is the lowest midpoint value in FD(F), 

PUmin is the smaller of the two PU values for positive and 

negative FD(F) in the tone system. 



To take the same example given ear ie in this section he 

onset-mi,dpoint and endpoint-midpo nt d fferences 

SV curve tone are respectively 

(-5)- (-18) 1 3, and 

22 - (-18) = 40. 

FD(F) the 

Both these values are greater than 10, the PU for negative 

FD(F) for the SV group (see preceding page), therefore the midpoint 

Pitch value for ~his tone should be included, implying that it is 

a concave tone. 

Al J the phonetic feature values given in Table 5.1 were ob

tained by application of Formulae (Cl), (C2), (C3) and (C4). The only 

case where I decided to make an adjustment concerned the CV rising 

tone. Strict application of the formulae to the FD(F) values 

this tone from Table 2.15 (Ch. Two) would yield a concave contour 

and an endpoint value of 5. But we know (see 2.4.3.2) that the 

concave variant of this CV tone may not be the basic form, and its 

endpoint could not be typically higher than its stopped variant. 

Therefore I decided that [24] would be more acceptable as the stan

dard form. The mean Fo values for this tone had been biased by a 

few informants and in any case the values obtained were on the 

border! ine between two pitch levels. 

5.3 TONE INTERPRETATION RULES 

These rules derive phonological tones from the phonetic tone 

features. They represent a further process of abstraction in which 

phonological features are mapped on to the phonetic shapes of tones. 
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suggest that they are of the general form 

A -· B if C 

that is, A is interpreted as B if condition C is present. We need 

only four comprehensive rules to account for the interpretation of 

all tone features. 

Contour Interpretation 

(T 11) [O(M)E(s) Pitch] -. 

[: 
f~l ~ inj if M = 0 and 

E - 0 = 0 rtstng 

[: f~l~inj if M = 0 and 

E - 0 ~ -1 r1s1ng 

[: f~l:inj if M 0 and 

E - 0 ~ l r1s1ng 

[+ f~l:inj if M i 0 

+ r1s1ng 
. -

where M = 0 means no appreciable contour change at M, therefore no 

M value for the input, 

M i 0 means any M value, which signals a concave contour, 

E- 0 represents the pitch differential between onset and 

endpoint, in S-level values. 

This rule captures the fact that Vietnamese 1 isteners tend 

to perceive contour as a whole in terms of broad pitch movement, 

without regard to specific pitch values, as evidenced in the percep-

tual tests. Therefore, any difference of one or more levels would 

be interpreted as falling or rising contour. Redundancy conventions 

described in 5.1 will give the correct concave contour for the 

bidirectional tones. 

Thus the level tones[33] and [55] will be interpreted as 



[- 1 ing, - r sing] because the d fferenc~ E - 0 are 0 in h 

cases. The NV and SV fall ng tones [2] and the CV fa ing tone 

] wlll be a 11 interpreted as falling, - rising] because t 

differences E- 0 are 1 - 2 = -1 and 2- 4 = -2 respectively. All 

these tones are interpreted as non-concave because M = 0, i.e. 

no contour changes at midpoint have been determined by formula 

(C4), applied during previous conversion processes. 

Pitch Interpretation 

(T12) [O(M)E(s) Pitch] r highl 
low_ 

[: 
high] 
low 

-
high 

low 

if O+E.>;4 
:;/ 

if 0 + E < 2 
-...:: 

where 0 + E is the evaluated value of average pitch. 
2 
This rule accounts for the fact that although five or even 

more levels of average pitch can be auditorily distinguishable, and 

maY be phonemically distinctive in some languages, Vietnamese 1 is-

teners would interpret them in terms of three levels of average 

pitch only. It also implies that the midpoint pitch, when repre-

senting a contour change, is more likely to contribute to the per-

ception of contour rather than pitch, hence its exclusion from the 

evaluation formula for average pitch. 

Thus, for example, the NV and SV rising tones will be inter-

preted as [+high, - low] because their average pitch value is 

3 + 5 = 4. The CV rising, falling and curve tones will be all in-
2 

terpreted as 'mid' [-high, -low], because,their average pitch 



values are respect vel an + 2 2.5. 

This rule also helps solve the problem ambiguous average 

pitch level for the NV level and broken tones, which I discussed in 

Ch. Two (2.3.2b). For the level tone, application of conversion for

mula (Cl) to the onset and endpoint FD(F), 9 and 4 respectively, 

gives the onset and endpoint Pitch values as ltg( 9 + 3) = ltg(3.6) 
T3 

3, and ltg (__i + 3) 
13 

ltg(3.3) = 3, therefore the average pitch 

is also 3. This value places this tone firmly in the mid-pitch level. 

For the broken tone [3?5], exclusion of the midpoint value 

from the evaluation formula for average pitch also gives an unambigu-

ous interpretation as [+ high, - low], because 

is consonant with auditory impression. 

Voice Quality Interpretation 

(T13) [L creaky] if L 0 or Laryng] {[ -

[+ creaky] if L 2 or 3 

where L 0 means regular voicing 

L means breathy voice 

L 2 means creaky voice 

L 3 means glottal closure. 

This rule only formalizes the laryngeal facts described in 

Ch. Two. Clear voice [0 Laryng] and breathy voice [1 Laryng] will 

both be interpreted as [-creaky], since breathy voice occurs on 

some tones as a regular redundant feature with some speakers only. 

Creaky voice [2 Laryng] and glottal closure [3 Laryng] will both be 

interpreted as [+creaky], since they occur alternatively on the 
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laryngealized tones. In the standard dialects, only three tones, the 

NV drop tone, the NV broken tone and the CV curve tone will be inter

preted as [+creaky]. As noted before, in 2.3.6a, speakers of some 

local dialects in CV and SV also have some degree of creaky ending 

in their drop tones, therefore these may be marked [+creaky] in 

their features. This does not alter their tone systems, because 

this feature is redundant in these cases and will only serve to en

hance the perceptual distinguishability of these tones. 

The application of the foregoing three tone interpretation 

rules will yield correct recognition of all NV, CV and SV tones in 

their respective systems, i.e. when the 1 istener has access to the 

speaker's dialect. Otherwise, confusion may arise between different 

phonological tones having similar phonetic shapes in different dia

lects. For example, application of these rules to a tone having 

the phonetic shape [21] will yield 

- high 

+ low 

+falling 

- rising 

- creaky 

which is the feature composition of the NV and SV falling 

tone and the CV drop tone. This explains why in Experiment 11, when 

subjects had to identify tones in isolated syllables and to guess 

at the dialect they belonged to, the CV drop tone was identified 

as falling tone at the rate of 57.8% by NV subjects, 26.3% by CV 

subjects and 64.9% by SV subjects (see Table 4.7, Ch. Four). 

There is one more point concerning these rules. As they are, 
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they will yield exactly the feature compositions of all NV, CV and 

SV tones as specified in Table 5. 1. They predict that the feature 

compositions of the stopped rising tones in all dialects and the CV 

stopped drop tone will be the same as those of the corresponding 

non-stopped tones. However, the feature compositions of the NV and 

SV stopped drop tones will differ from their non-stopped counter

parts in one feature, namely in the values of 'creaky' and 'rising' 

respectively. They are the same as those of the NV and SV falling 

tones, and that is why non-Vietnamese listeners would interpret them 

as falling tones if they are not acquainted with the Vietnamese 

phonological system. 

If one adopts a surface phonemic solution by recognizing 

the stopped tones as separate tonemes, the problem will be solved 

by applying rule PTRl (introduced in 5.2 above) which adds the 

feature [+stopped] to all these tones and makes them distinctive 

from the other tones. This results in an eight-tone system for NV 

and seven-tone systems for CV and SV. This solution was favoured 

by some earlier Vietnamese grammarians. 

However, an underlying six-tone system is favoured in the 

official orthography and by most authors cited in 1.1, mainly on 

the grounds of phonetic similarity, complementary distribution 

and economy. I also favour this solution and would add the argument 

that the differences in phonetic details between the stopped and 

non-stopped tones regarding Fo, lack of laryngeal ized end or of 

rising end in some tones, and shorter duration, can be explained 

as conditioning by the presence of the voiceless final stop (see 

3. 1.2, Ch. Three). Therefore the feature 'stopped' is not an 
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under~ying one and can be predicted from this presence by a phonal-

og i ca 1 r u 1 e • 

In this case, another tone interpretation rule is needed 

to handle the NV and SV stopped drop tone, to ensure that they are 

interpreted as underlying drop tones and not underlying falling 

tones. 

Stopped Tone Feature Reinterpretation 

(T 14) [O(M)Es Pitch] -. 
~NV J anJ + creaky if s present, 

b sv J E - 0 < -1 

J 
-.....; 

rising 

This is a special rule, because unlike the others, it does 

not purport to represent the reality of tone perception alone, but 

that of tone-segment relationship at syllable level. Listeners are 

not supposed to perceive that the stopped variants have the same 

features as the non-stopped forms in these cases, but are supposed 

to derive this information from the presence of the voiceless stop 

at the end of the syllable. 

Thus, the NV stopped drop tone [Zis], having E- 0 =I - 2 

= -1 (i.e. falling contour) will be reinterpreted.as [+creaky] and 

having the $me underlying features as the non-stopped drop tone 

[2.L), i.e. 

- high 

+ low 

+falling 

- rising 

+ creaky 



Similarly, the SV stopped drop tone [2ls] will be reinter

preted as [+ rising] and having the same features as the SV non

stopped drop tone [212], i.e. 

- high 

+ low 

+falling 

+rising 

- creaky 

This rule should be ordered after Til and Tl3 because if 

these rules apply after it, they will nullify its effect and give 

back the phonetically-based features. 

This aspect of feature reinterpretation was not tested in 
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my perceptual experiments because the results would be predictable. 

Natural stopped tones inserted in between non-stopped tones would 

be singled out easily by native speakers. I had not thought of a 

way of removing the final consonant while keeping the original Fo 

curve of a stopped tone by some technical device. If this is possible, 

1 would predict that the results would be :all stopped rising tones 

and the CV stopped drop tone would be recognized by speakers of res

pective dialects as non-stopped tones of the same names, but the 

NV and SV stopped drop tones would be identified as falling tones. 

This is also what my first three tone interpretation rules (Til, 

Tl2 and T13) would predict. It would be interesting to have a special 

experiment designed to test these predictions. 

The assumption that all this has reality in the Vietnamese 

phonological system not only comes from my intuition as a native 

speaker, but is based on the following two facts: (a) As the 



s tone system s expl c tly recognized in the ficial t ra 

all literate Vietnamese have used it without diff culty. No reports 

have been made about Vietnamese school ildren making mistakes in 

using tone marks for the stopped tones. The usual mistakes concern 

the use of the diacritics ['] and [~ for the curve and broken tones, 

because they have historically merged in CV and SV. (b) Rhyming and 

a1ternat1on patterns in Vietnamese poetry and folk-songs exhibit a 

clear dichotomy between the traditionally called 'even rhymes', 

where only the level and falling tones can occur, and 1 uneven 

rhymes 1 , where all other tones, including the stopped tones, can 

occur. This suggests that in the native speakers' minds, the stopped 

tones belong to the same class as the rising tones and drop tones 

and share underlying features with these and not with the falling tone. 

5.4 EXAMPLES OF COMPLETE DERIVATION 

The sequential application of normal jzation procedures, conver

sion formulae and tone interpretation rules will yield correct fea

ture compositions for all NV, CV and SV tones as given for the 

standard forms in Table 5. 1. Note that with the exception of Tl4 

where the diacritic features NV and SV appear, all the processes 

involved apply in all dialects in a uniform way. This points to 

the underlying unity of the three dialects in tonal features. 

Following are examples of how the phonological features 

can be derived, step by step, from the acoustic parameters, leading 

to the identification of specific tones. 
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(a) The NV Rising Tone 

Fo at six timepoints 198 194 197 217 246 257 Hz 

Laryng : 0 

Application of normalization formula (N2) gives the follow-

ing values of FD(F), in percent, with F =193Hz for the NV group~ 

2 0 2 12 27 33 % 

An example of how the endpoint FD(F) value 33 is obtained: 

(N2) FD(F) Fi - F 100) = ltg(f2L:_l2~ X 1 00) = ltg(---:-- X 

F 193 

= ltg(33.16) = 33 % 

The PU values are determined for NV by applying formulae 

(C2) and (C3), knowing that the highest and lowest FD(F) values for 

the NV informant group under study are 38 and -26 respectively. 

(C2) PU ltg(38 + l) = 13 for positive FD(F). 
3 -

(C3) PU = ltg(-26- 1) = 13 for negative FD(F). 
-2 

Application of formula (C4) determines that noM value is 

needed for this tone: 

(C4) 0- Mmin = 2- 2 = 0 < PUmin (13). 

Application of conversion formula (Cl) to the onset and 

endpoint FD(F) values will yield the Pitch values as follows: 

( c 1 ) 0 Pitch= ltg(EQlEl + 3) = ltg(-f- + 3) = 3. 
PU 13 

E Pitch= ltg(-22 + 3) = s. 
13 

Application of the contour interpretation rule to the 

phonetic feature [35 Pitch] will yield the contour features 

f- falling,+ rising]: 
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(Til) [35 Pitch] -· because M = 0 and 

E - 0 = 2. 

Appli~ation of the pitch interpretation rule will yield 

the pitch features [+ high, - low] 

(T12) f+ high] 

L- low 

[35 Pitch] because 0 + E 
2 

= 3 + 5 = 4. 
2 

Application of the voice quality interpretation rule wi 11 

yield the feature [- creaky] : 

(T13) [0 Laryng] -· [-creaky] 

Thus, the final result is + high 

- lovi 

-falling 

+ rising 

- creaky 

This is the feature composition of the NV rising tone, with 

other redundant features (contour, concave) predicted by tone 

redundancy conventions described in 5.2 supra. 

(b) The SV Stopped Drop Tone 

Its derivation will be given below in successive applications 

of formulae and rules, with brief explanations only when necessary. 

The SV group has a maximal FD(F) of 39 and a minimal FD(F) of -19. 

Fo at four timepoints: 170 159 155 160 Hz 

La ryng : 0 

(N2) FD (F), with F = 183 Hz: -7 -13 -15 -12 % 
-

(C2) PU = ltg(39 + 1) = 13 for positive FD (F) . 
3 

( C3) PU = ltg(-19 - 1 ) = 10 for negative FD(F). 
-2 



(C4) Test for midpoint value 

E- Mmin = (-12) - (-15) = 3 ( PUmin (10). 

Therefore M = 0, no concave contour. 

(Cl) 0 Pitch= ltg(-7 + 3) = 2 
TO 

E Pitch ltg(-12 + 3) = 1 
10 

(Til) [2ls Pitch] t f~l~in~ r 1 s 1 ng . 

because 
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M = 0 and 

- 2 = -1. 

(TI2) [21s Pitch] 

~ higj because 2 + = 1.5 < 2. 
2 

low 

(T I 3) [ 0 La ryng] [- creaky] 

[ J 
+ SV 

+ rising_. 

(T14) [21s Pitch] -· because s present,and 

1 - 2 = -]. 

Thus, this last rule changes the feature [- rising] yielded 

by rule Til to [+rising] and gives this stopped drop tone the same 

underlying feature composition as the SV non-stopped drop tone: 

- high 

+ ]OW 

+falling 

+ rising 

- creaky 

(c) The CV Curve Tone by Informant CF4. 

-
This informant has a mean F of 190 Hz, a highest mean Fo of 

232 HZ and a lowest mean Fo of 166 Hz, therefore FD(F)max is 22% 

and FD(F)min is -12%. 

Fo at six timepoints 193 187 177 166 197 204 Hz 



Laryng : 2 

(N2) FD(F) -1 -6 -12 

(C2) PU = ltg(22 + 1) = 7 for positive FD (F) . 
3 

{C3) PU = ltg(-12 -1) = 6 for negative FD{F). 
-2 

(C4) Test for midpoint value: 

0- Mmin = 1 - (-12) = 13 > PUmin(6), and 

E- Mnin = 7- (-12) = 19) PUmin (6). 

Therefore M # 0, there is concave contour. 

(Cl) 0 Pitch = ltg(l + 3) = ltg(3.14) = 3. 
7 

M Pitch = ltg{-12 + 3) = ltg(l.O) = 1. 
6 

E Pitch = ltg(l + 3) = ltg{4.0) = 4. 
7 

3 7 % 

Thus, the phonetic representation for this tone is [31~ 

(Til) [314 Pitch] because M # 0. 

(rl2) [314 Pitch] because 3 + 4 = 3.5 
2 

(<4,>2) 

(T13) [2 Laryng] [+ creaky] 
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This example shows that although the curve tone by Informant 

CF4 has a slightly different phonetic shape than the standard CV 

curve tone given in Table 5.1, viz. [312], it will be identified ,..... 

as such because the phonological feature composition is the same: 

- high 

- low 

+ fa 11 ing 

+ rising 

+ creaky 
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5.5 THE INFLUENCING FACTORS 

The correct identification of tones depends not only on the 

processes described above, but also on a number of other factors 

which may influence them. We know from the study of tone variation 

that the phonetic shape of a tone may deviate a good deal from the 

basic tone form. From the perceptual point of view, the fact that 

different variants can be identified as the same tone and one tone 

may be misinterpreted as another can be attributed to the following 

factors which interact with the conversion processes and interpre

tation rules to yield correct or incorrect recognition: 

(a) Hearing conditions may influence perception at the very 

start of the process through a series of factors: the clearness of 

the acoustic signals, the presence of noise or other speech occur

ring at the same time, the physiological and psychological readiness 

of the 1 istener to sustain attention, etc. 

(b) Context, both linguistic and extra-linguistic, is a 

major factor which enhances perception in any situation. This is 

evidenced by the differences between the results of my experiments 

I and I I, and those of Miller 1961 who found that whispered tones 

in meaningful utterances could be highly recognizable, whereas 

whispered isolated tones could hardly be. 

(c) Speaker's characteristics can also enhance or impede 

r~cognition, .depending o~ whether they follow or deviate much from 

the norms, and whether information is available on them. For instance, 

Abramson 1976 concluded from perceptual tests on Thai tones that 
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''phonemic tones free of a 1 inguistic context are better identified 

when the listener has access to the speaker 1 s tone space.'' 

(d) The 1 istener's background can also play a part in the 

interpretation process. It reflects the listener's "relative per-

ceptual sal iency 11 (Gandour 1978), as exemplified by the differences 

in recognition scores between NV, CV and SV subjects in my expe~imeQtS. 

5.6 THE PERCEPTUAL MODEL AND TONE VARIATION 

The examples of derivation given in 5.4 have shown that 

the model is able to derive correct phonological features from' the 

acoustic material for standard tone forms. Variation in phonetic 

detail will normally be resolved through the derivation process. 

However, if the model is applied to some variant forms in local 

dialects or in actual speech that deviate considerably. from the 

norms, some modwfications or refinements will be needed. 

For example, to accommodate the fact that the CV rising 

tone has two variants, one mid-rising and one mid-concave, as noted 

earlier, its phonological feature composition would have to in-

elude an alternative value! (plus or minus) for·the feature 

•rising.' It would be distinguishable from the CV curve tone by 

either two fe·atures (falling, creaky) or only one (creaky), as the+r 

phonological representations will be 

I 
cv /"/ high and CV /'/ high 

low - low 

±falling +falling 

+ rising + rising 

- creaky + creaky 



The problem will be more complex if the model is to derive 

underlying features from tone variants n actua speech wh ch may 

have undergone some tone sandhi process. It is the scope of 

this study to investigate the matter, but the problem would not be 

so great because, according to some authors, tone sandhi does not 

occur in Vietnamese (see Han and Kim 1972 and Tran Huang Mai 1969, 

quoted in 3. 1.4.) However,data in my possession on some connected 

utterances show that the variations are sometimes great enough to 

require adjustments in the derivation process if correct identifi

cation is to be ensured. The model certainly needs greater adjust

ments and additions if it is to handle the perception of tone in 

languages where tone sandhi and tone assimilatidn In various 

forms occur regularly. 

8 



APPENDIX TO CHAPTER FIVE 

SUMMARY OF FORMULAE AND RULES 

Tho formulae and rules needed to derive phonetic and phonological 

features from acoustic data can be found at various places in Ch. Two 

and Ch. Five. The following summary lists them in the order they should 

normally be applied. The page number refers to where they are first 

introduced and explained. 

Normalization Formula 

(N2) Fo Differential relative to the mean F (p 82) 

(-) (Fi - F ) FD F = Itg ------ x 100 
F 

Conversion Formulae 

(C2) Pitch Unit for positive FD(F) (p 230) 

(FD (F\no.x + 1) . ('"") PU = Itg ----LJ------ lf FD F ~0 

(CJ) Pitch Unit for negative FD(F) (p 230) 

PU = Itg(~Qi~L~i£_:_1) if FD(F) < 0 
-2 

(C4) Test for midpoint value (p 232) 

M = 0 if 0 - Mmin < PUmin or E - Mmin < PUmin 

M f. 0 if 0 - Mmin ·~ PUmin and E - Mmin ~ PUmin 

(Cl) Conversion of FD(F) into Pitch value (p 228) 

FD(F' Pitch = Itg(----L + 3) PU 



Tone Inter2retation Rules 

(Til) Contour Interpretation (p 234) 

[O(M)E(s) Pitch) -: r-fa. n_ ing] 
- r1s1ng 

(TI2) Pitch Interpr(~a~~~) 'r+ highl 

[O(H)E(s) Pitch] -: - low 
- -
-- high] 

- low 

[
- high] 
+ lmv 

(TI3) Voice Quality Interpretation (p 236) 

[L Laryng] -: r [- creaky J l [ + creaky] 

if 

if 

if 

if 

if 

if 

if 

if 

if 

H = 0 and 

E-o=0 

M = 0 and 

E - 0 ~ -1 

M = 0 and 

E- 0 ~ l 

0 + E 
2 < ----- < 4 2 

0 + E 
2 ~2 

L = 0 or 

L = 2 or ~} 
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(TI4) Stopped Tone Feature Reinterpretation (p 239) 

[O(H)Es Pitch] -: [: :eaky] 

[ '] + sv 
+ rising 

Other Tone Rules 

if s present and 

E - 0 ~ -1 

(TRCl) Redundancy Convention for Concavity (p 227) 

[ + concave] 

(TRC2) Redundancy Convention for Contourity (p 227) 

[+ falling]1 

[+rising] J 
[ + concave] 

' 

[ + contour] 

(PTRl) Stopped Feature Assignment (p 227) 

;- f- c~nt] $ 
-son 
- voice 

[--stopped] / elsewhere 
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CONCLUSION 

This thesis has been an attempt to describe Vietnamese tones 

in the three major dialects at different levels of representation. 

I ha~ shownthat at the physical phonetic level, the acoustic 

phonetic properties of tone can be described quantitatively and nor

malized into the physical phonetic parameters of Fo, Intensity, Dur

ation and Laryngealization. These are useful for comparing and asses

sing similarities and differences between speakers and dialects. Their 

nature can ce understood by referring to the laryngeal phonation pro

cess in which there is complex and dynamic interaction between extrin

sic and intrinsic factors. The data established Vietnamese as a 11 con

tour tone language with register overlap 11 • Four types of Fo contour 

and three average Fo levels were found necessary to characterize 

all Vietnamese tones. Laryngealization was also found to be distinctive 

or redundant features on some tones. 

At the systematic phonetic level, the tones can be described 

in terms of phonetic features representing different pitch targets and 

varying degrees of laryngealization. Conversion processes provide the 

dynamic 1 inks between the acoustic signals and auditory perception. At 

the phonological level, the features relating to contour, average pitch 

and voice quality not only represent the tones in more abstract terms 

but also reflect the native speakers• perceptual mechanisms which inter&• 

pret the phonetic forms in accordance with their phonological structures. 
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I have provided data to demonstrate that the processes 

described are not arbitrary but they arise from the acoustic, arti

culatory and perceptual nature of Vietnamese tones as they are pro

duced and perceived by native speakers in their speech. 

Areas of Further Research and Possible Applications 

The general approach and descriptive model proposed in this 

thesis can be useful in carrying on further research in areas which 

the present work has not been able to reach. One such area is the des

cription of local, individual and contextual variation in more detail, 

where the various processes and rules proposed can be applied, tested 

and further refined or revised for better adequacy. Additional data 

in this area, especially those concerning the less known and less 

standard local dialects in remote regions might also contribute to 

a better understanding of the historical development of tone. 

Another area is the application of the model to some form of 

computerized algorithms for automatic tone recognition (as suggested 

in Earle 1975), by elaborating on available data on Vietnamese tones 

and other relevant segmental and suprasegmental parameters. It would 

be possible, for example, to develop computer programs for automatic 

tone recognition by analyzing, step by step, the raw input of acous

tic waves into physical phonetic parameters, normalizing them and 

converting them into phonetic and phonological tone features whose 

combination would be recognized as such or such tone. 

would predict that such programs could yield correct recog

nition of the tones in their standard forms, but further research 

~~ould be necessary to handle variations and distortions occurring in 

connected speech. 
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